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ECONOMIC ESPIONAGE
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

28, 1996

U.S. Senate,
Select Committee on Intelligence, and the
Subcommittee on Terrorism, Technology, and
Government Information,
Committee on the Judicluiy,

Washington, DC.
The Joint Committees met, pursuant to notice, at 10:47 a.m., in
room SD-106, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Arlen
Specter, Chairman of the Select Committee on Intelligence, presiding.

Present: Senators Specter, Shelby, Kyi, Kohl, Kerrey of Nebraska, Leahy, Baucus, Johnston, and Feinstein.
Also Present for the Intelligence Committee: Charles Battaglia,
Staff Director; Chris Straub, Minority Staff Director; Suzanne
Spaulding, Chief Counsel; and Judy Hodgson, Acting Chief Clerk.
Also Present for the Judiciary Subcommittee: Richard A.
Hertling, Chief Counsel; Jon Leibowitz, Minority Chief Counsel;
and Victoria Bassetti, Minority Counsel.
Chairman Specter. This Joint Hearing of the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence and the Judiciary Subcommittee on Terrorism, Technology, and Government Information, will now proceed.

We have called this hearing to discuss the emerging threat to the
U.S. economic and national security posed by economic espionage.
Economic espionage involves, among other things, the theft
through covert means of vital proprietary economic information
owned by U.S. businesses and critical to sustaining a healthy and
competitive national economy.
Senator Kohl, the distinguished ranking member of the Terrorism subcommittee, and I recently introduced two bills to combat
economic espionage by foreign governments, their agents, and others.
I

have a rather lengthy statement which

will

be placed in the

record, without objection.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ARLEN SPECTER
This joint hearing of the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence
and the Judiciary Subcommittee on Terrorism, Technology, and
Government Information has been called to discuss the emerging
threat to the U.S. economic and national security posed by economic espionage. Economic espionage involves, among other things,
the theft through covert means of vital proprietary economic infor(1)

mation, owned by U.S. businesses and critical to sustaining a
healthy and competitive national economy. Senator Kohl and I recently introduced legislation to combat economic espionage by foreign governments, their agents and others.
The White House Office of Science and Technology is reported to
have estimated losses to U.S. businesses from foreign economic espionage at nearly $100 billion per year; ABC News recently reported that American job losses are estimated to be over 6 million
this decade due to economic espionage. Further, the U.S. Government will spend nearly $2 trillion this decade on basic research;
basic research, due to its unprotected status under intellectual
property concepts, is the No. 1 target of foreign countries and companies who do not invest in basic research.
Economic espionage has a devastating impact upon innovation.
Our second panel of witnesses this morning will discuss how their
particular innovations have been targeted, and the resulting impact upon their businesses and lives. It is reasonable to note that
these witnesses, in coming forward and admitting they have been
targeted and victimized, are the rare exception to the general practice among American business of not "airing their dirty laundry" in
public.

The development and production

of proprietary economic inforan integral part of U.S. business and is thus essential to
preserving the competitiveness of the U.S. economy. Because of the
importance attached to our national competitiveness, current U.S.

mation

is

policy is to treat economics as a national security issue. In this regard, the February 1995 White House National Security strategy
focused on economic security as a national security priority, and
identified economic revitalization as one of the three central goals
of the United States. Secretary of State Warren Christopher stated
in testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that,
"In the post-cold war world, our national security is inseparable
from our economic security."
Foreign governments, their agents, and corporations actively target U.S. persons, firms, industries, and the U.S. Government itself
to steal critical information in order to provide their own industrial
sectors with a competitive advantage.
recent example involves
Russian President Boris Yeltsin, who on February 7, 1996, ordered
top Russian officials to close the technology gap with the West and
told them to make better use of industrial intelligence to do so. Experts note that there are 51 countries that have spies that are active in the United States and who count economic intelligence gathering among their targeting. Current FBI investigations reflect 23
countries actively engaged in economic espionage activities against
the United States. Our first witness, FBI Director Louis Freeh, will
address these and other issues relating to this emerging national
security threat.
U.S. espionage statutes and other Federal criminal statutes do
not cover many current economic intelligence-gathering operations.
Since no Federal statute directly addresses economic espionage or
the protection of proprietary economic information in a thorough,
systematic manner, investigators and prosecutors have attempted
to combat the problem by using existing laws, all of which were de-

A

signed to counteract other problems. Examples are the wire fraud
and mail fraud statutes.
Another problem with existing law is that it fails to provide confidentiality to the information in question during criminal and
other legal proceedings. Proprietary economic information derives
value from its confidentiality; if this is lost during legal proceedings, then the value of the information is greatly lessened. Rather
than risk such compromise, an owner may not attempt to enforce
their legal rights.
In conclusion, only by providing for a mechanism to protect U.S.
proprietary economic information from foreign theft can we hope to
maintain our economic edge, and thus preserve our national security.

Welcome to our witnesses this morning. We look forward to their
testimony and other materials that have been received for the
record.
I turn now to Senator Kohl, the ranking member of the subcommittee, and then to Senator Kerrey.
Chairman Specter. We have very distinguished witnesses today.
The Director of the FBI, Louis Freeh; the former president of
EUery Systems, Inc., Geoffrey Shaw; Dr. Raymond Damadian,
president and chairman of Fonar Corporation; and there are some
others who will be available for questioning.
So in order to proceed expeditiously, I will now yield to my distinguished ranking member on the Judiciary Subcommittee, Sen-

ator Kohl.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KOHL
thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today, Mr. Chairman, a piece of information can be as valuable
I

is. The theft of that information
can do more harm than if an arsonist torched that factory. But our
Federal criminal laws do not recognize this and do not punish the
information thief. This is unacceptable and we are here today to
begin remedying the problem.
Today the real American economic miracle is its innovation, its
ideas, and its information. We must protect them from theft as vig-

to a business as in fact a factory

orously as we would the invention of the cotton gin, the telephone,
and the steam engine. We have done a good job protecting people
when all their hard work produces something tangible like machines or hardware. The time has come to protect the people who
produce information and ideas.
Mr. Chairman, this protection is crucial. Most Americans probably do not realize that an employee could walk out of his company
with a copy if its customer list, its suppliers list, and all of its pricing information, and sell that information to the highest bidder,
with virtual impunity. Yet 3 years ago in Arizona an engineer for
an automobile air bag manufacturer was arrested for doing just
that selling his company's manufacturing design, strategies, and
plans. He asked the company's competition for more than a half a
million dollars, to be paid in small bills. And he sent potential buyers a laundry list of information they could buy. Five hundred dollars for the company's capital budget plan, $1,000 for a small piece
of equipment, and $6,000 for planning and product documents. The

—

company was lucky the

theft of its information occurred in Arizona,
20 States that allow prosecution for this kind of
arrest of theft. But if that many had been in 1 of 30 other States
in our country, he could not have been accused of any crime.
It is even more threatening to our country's economic security
when that theft is masterminded by a foreign government determined to loot our economic competitiveness. And shockingly, that

which

is

—

only

1 of

type of piracy is all too commonplace today.
To explain just how threatening this foreign theft can be, let me
say that just last year a former employee of two major computer
companies admitted to stealing vital information on the manufacture of microchips and selling that information to China, Cuba, and
Iran. For almost a decade, he copied manufacturing specifications,
information worth millions of dollars. Armed with that, the Chinese, Cubans, and Iranians have been able to close the gap on our
technology leads.
Late last year the FBI arrested this man and charged him under
the Federal stolen property and mail fraud laws. But it appears
that the charges may be a bit of a stretch, because he did not actually steal tangible property
he only stole ideas, and our Federal
law does not cover mere ideas.
The problem of foreign economic espionage will only increase.
Even as the cold war ended, our former enemies and our current

—

allies began retooling their intelligence agencies. They have turned
their vast spying apparatus on us, on our businesses, on the very
ideas and information that keep this country safe. Foreign governments look at America and see a one stop shopping mall for all
their business and information needs. What they cannot buy legiti-

mately, they will shoplift.
Because of the gap in our law, Senator Specter and I have jointly
introduced two bills that will put a stop to this. The only difference
between the two proposals is that the Industrial Espionage Act
does not require prosecutors to prove that a foreign government
sponsored the theft of the information. In other words, any person
or company, foreign or domestic, who steals this information, would
be able to be prosecuted. We believe this measure is vitally needed
because stealing proprietary information should be prosecuted regardless of whether a foreign government or an American citizen
committed this crime. The business destroyed because of an information thief does not care whether the thief was French, Chinese,
or American, nor should our criminal law.
We have carefully drafted these measures to ensure that they
can only be used in flagrant and egregious cases of information
theft. We do not want this law to be used to stifle the free flow of
information.
Mr. Chairman, these two measures should be a top bipartisan
priority. The longer we wait, the more we leave ourselves vulnerable to the ruthless plundering of our country's vital information.
But with the FBI and the Administration's help, we should be able
to move these proposals along.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and it is good to be here today.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Senator Kohl.
Now I would like to yield to the distinguished ranking member
of the Intelligence Committee, Senator Kerrey.

Vice Chairman Kerrey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to congratulate both you and Senator Kohl for
holding this hearing and for introducing your legislation. I would
welcome Louis Freeh as our first witness and indicate that this is
a matter that has given a lot of us a great deal of concern, and it
is not an easy problem for us to solve. The question of whether or
not we need to change our law has been presented now to us by
both Senator Specter and Senator Kohl, and it may, in fact, be that
our laws need to be changed. There's no question that we are at
risk both on the government side; that is to say from governments,
as well as on the private sector side. And there's no question as
well that this is one of those problems that unfortunately stays outside of our view. I'm in business myself and I'm very sympathetic
to the problem faced by businesses who may not want to disclose
that a theft has happened. This should be regarded by Americans
as a serious problem both for national security and to national
competitiveness, something that could jeopardize jobs and standards of living and our own ability to be able to keep America safe

and

free.

I appreciate very much, Mr. Chairman, your holding the hearing and look forward to the witnesses testimony.

So

OPENING STATEMENT OF VICE CHAIRMAN KERREY
Mr. Chairman,

I

commend you and Senator Kohl

for directing

the Senate's attention today to a serious problem, a problem which
may well be soluble by making law and enforcing law. I am in business myself and I understand why the victims, those whose proprietary information is stolen from them, are often reluctant to make
their losses public. Consequently, intellectual property theft is one
of those silent crimes, generally out of the public eye, but a crime
which threatens our national security as well as the ability of U.S.
business to compete in the world.
This is a national security problem on several levels. First, we
have to counter foreign government efforts to steal our advanced
technology of course, our defense and intelligence technology, but
also the advanced computing and communications technologies that
are essential both to defense and to economic competitiveness. But
intellectual property theft, if left unchecked, could also have a more
corrosive effect on our security. We will become known as a country
which doesn't protect proprietary information and intellectual property. If we don't establish firm protections, the United States will
gradually cease to be a center of creativity and invention, and our
national power will slip away.
We want the world to come here and invent and invest because
America is the safest place in the world to profit from one's own
bright idea. If this hearing can point in that direction, it will be
a morning well spent.
Chairman SPECTER. Thank you very much, Senator Kerrey. Senator Kyi, would you care to make an opening statement?
Senator Kyl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a member of both the Judiciary Committee and the Intel-

—

ligence Committee, let

me compliment

both you and Senator Kohl

for bringing this legislation

Chairman Specter. You can have twice as much

time. Senator.

Senator Kyl. Well, I'll take half as much, how would that be. But
looking forward to Director Freeh's testimony. And again compliment you for bringing this important legislation before the committees.

Thank you.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Senator

Kyl.

Senator Leahy.
Senator Leahy. Mr. Chairman, I'll put my full statement in the
record, but I think that this is an extremely important issue. I'm
concerned about the vulnerability of so much of our trade secret
proprietary information. We have a great deal of our normal commerce today in fact, conducted via computers. We oft times transmit confidential proprietary information by computers talking to
computers. We need far better encryption. We need far better laws
to go after people who steal. Last summer I introduced, along with
Senators Kyl and Grassley, the National Information Infrastructure Protection Act, to increase the protection for computers, both
government and private, and the information on those computers
from the growing threat of computer crime. We all know what to
do when we hear about somebody who pulls up in a car, rushes
into a bank, guns blazing, robs the bank and takes off. We think
of the 20 to 30 to 40 thousand dollars that the robbers might have
gotten in that kind of an episode. But I think we have to be far
more worried about the 200, 300, 400 million dollars that may be
stolen at 3 o'clock in the morning by tapping computer keys. This
is extremely important. I'd ask that my whole statement be made
a part of the record.

Chairman Specter.

It will

be

made

part of the record without

objection, Senator Leahy.

[The prepared statement of Senator Leahy follows:]
Prepared Statement of Senator Patrick Leahy
Spying on American companies in order to obtain their trade secrets and confidenstealing. Although the estimates
tial proprietary information is
to put it bluntly
of how much this stealing costs our Nation's business and our economy are rough,
the range is in the billions of dollars per year.
Unfortunately, the problem appears to be growing. The increasing dependence of
American industry on computers to store information and to facilitate communications with customers, suppliers and far-flung subsidiaries, presents special

—

—

vulnerabilities for the theft of sensitive proprietary information.
I have long been concerned about this vulnerability. That is why, last summer,
I introduced with Senators Kyl and Grassley the National Information Infrastructure Protection Act (S. 982) to increase protection for computers, both government
and private, and the information on those computers, from the growing threat of
computer crime. Business dependency on computers and the growth of the Internet
are both integrally linked to people's confidence in their security and privacy. That
is why I have been working over the past decade to create a legal structure to foster
both privacy and security.
The bills we consider here today reflect significant efforts to better protect our industrial lifeblood the imaginative ideas and the special know-how that give American companies the edge in global competition.
need to
I look forward to exploring some of the issues raised by these bills.
be clear about where the gaps in current law are that need remedying by a new
criminal law. We also need to be assured that under these bills, a garden variety
dispute between a former employee and a company over customer list information,
which commonly is handled by our State courts, does not tie up Federal law enforcement and Federal court resources. Finally, we need to know what the repercussions
will be in our relations with our allies if we threaten 25-year jail terms for foreign
operatives who engage in economic espionage.

—

We

But enacting new criminal laws

—even

those that threaten huge

jail

terms

—for

stealing trade secret and proprietary information and for breaking into computers
to steal sensitive electronic information, are not the whole answer. These criminal
laws often only come into play too late, after the theft has occurred and the injury
inflicted.

We should also be encouraging American firms to take preventive measures to
protect their vital economic information. That is where encryption comes in. Just
as we have security systems to lock up our offices and file drawers, we need strong
security systems to protect the security and confidentiality of business information.
Encryption enables all computer users to scramble their electronic communications
so that only the people they choose can read them.
A recent report by the Computer Systems Policy Project, which is a group of CEOs
from 13 major computer companies, estimates that, without strong encryption, financial losses by the year 2000 from breaches of computer security systems to be
from $40 to $80 billion. The estimated amount of these losses is staggering. Unfortunately, some of these losses are already occurring. The report quotes one U.S.
based manufacturer, who said:

We

procurement in [a Middle-Eastern country] by a
just lost a major
very small margin to [a State subsidized European competitor]. We were
clearly breached; our unique approach and financial structure appeared verbatim in their competitor s proposal. This was a $350 million contract worth
over 3,000 jobs.
.

.

.

Yet another U.S. based manufacturer

We

is

quoted in the report, saying:

multi-billion dollar contract stolen off our P.C. (while
bidding in a foreign country). Had it been encrypted, [the foreign competitor] could not have used it in the bidding timeframe.

had a multi-year,

We

are going to hear today from witnesses who can add to our understanding of
problem can inflict serious damage on our economy.
Encryption is not only good for American business, it should be good business for
Americans. Our computer companies are the leaders in the world in encryption technology. Short-sighted government policy is holding them back. Our current export
restrictions on encryption technology are fencing off the global marketplace and
hurting the competitiveness of this part of our high-tech industries. While national
and domestic security concerns must weigh heavily, we need to do a better job of
balancing these concerns with American business' need for encryption and the economic opportunities for our hi-tech industries that encryption technology provides.
There is an ongoing advertising campaign for "The Club", a device that you hook
over the steering wheel of your car to deter car theft. The ads all say that police
recommend the Club. Perhaps we would have more success in fighting economic espionage if, in addition to strong criminal sanctions, we had a similar campaign urging American companies to use strong encryption.
Next week, I hope to join with a number of colleagues to introduce a bill that addresses some of my concerns about encryption. I look forward to working with the
Chairman and hope that he will hold hearings on this important matter.

how

this

Chairman Specter. Senator

Feinstein.

OPENING STATEIVIENT OF SENATOR FEINSTEIN
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I'd Uke to join my colleagues in thanking you and Senator Kohl.
Probably no State will be more benefited by your legislation than
mine. California has one-third of all of the high-tech in the Nation.
I think Silicon Valley is well-known, as well as the San Diego area,

for that.
I'd like to just

very briefly give you three examples of the kind
of theft that you are attempting to get at that recently happened
in California.
group of suspects downloaded a copy of a San Jose
company's proposal to
onto their laptops, and they moved to
New Mexico. Using this information, the person or persons then
contract.
prepared the winning bid for a multimillion-dollar

A

NASA

NASA

The U.S. Attorney's

subsequently refused to approve a warrant for their arrest because of court holdings that information
office

8

such as this was not goods, wares or merchandise under the Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property Act.
Second, in Palo Alto, a French national, after submitting his resignation to his employer, entered the company after hours,
downloaded proprietary computer source codes, packed his bags
with the source codes in his suitcases, and left for the airport,
where he was subsequently arrested.
Just last year there was the case of William Guidey, a systems
engineer who worked for Intel Corporation and Advanced Microdevices, two California-based companies. According to the FBI, in
Guideys comments to the press, he took designs for making Intels
386 and 486 and Pentium microprocessors and passed it along to
Cuba, North Korea, Iraq, China, Iran, the Soviet Union, and East
Germany. He claims to have provided advanced microdevices technology to Cuba's M-6 technical espionage unit for nearly a decade.
Guidey is currently under Federal indictment in northern California.

These are just three instances, happened fairly recently, in California, which I think demonstrate the value and worth of your legislation. So I would just like to say thank you very much.

Chairman Specter. Thank you very much. Senator

Feinstein.

Senator Baucus.
Senator Baucus. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a statement I'd like to put in the record.
I think it's important to remind ourselves just how difficult this
problem is. We're a nation of ideas. I think it's American ideas,
American ingenuity, which have spawned most of the technology
revolution that's occurred in the world, and I think that's going to
continue. Other countries know that. They know the Americans are
probably better than most people at coming up with new ideas.
The difficulty is, with advances in technologies, communications
technologies and any technology, some people in our society have
a hard time keeping up with advances. I think there's a lag, if you
will, that in part is causing economic anxiety. It's causing anxiety
in lots of American families, who just have a hard time keeping up.
Their incomes are not keeping up in many respects.
In addition, it's hard for law enforcement to keep up with
changes in technology. We all know about the problems of the $100
counterfeit bills. You know, it's sometimes difficult for law enforcement to stay ahead of those who want to take advantage of developments in technologies. That is, we wanted to develop a $100 bill
that can't be counterfeited, but with advances in technology, 4t's
easier and easier in the world today for a company or an individual
to find the technology to counterfeit $100 bills that are very difficult to detect. That's just one example.
But in the case of economic espionage it's clear that the law has
not kept up with technological advance. The law has not kept up
with the ability of some unsavory people, if they want to, to take
advantage of certain opportunities. And we just have to work
harder in finding a way so that there's less of a lag between advances in technologies and society adjusting to them.
It is also not an easy problem to solve because the more we impose criminal sanctions, the more we potentially intrude upon the
legitimate civil liberties of individuals. That's a very real concern.

just remind all of us that, first, economic espionage is a very important problem we have to solve, but second, we have to do it very
carefully so we're not going too far, in some respects causing even
more problems than we're attempting to solve.
I

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MAX BAUCUS
I commend you and the Vice Chairimportant hearing. I would also like to
add that I am particularly pleased that it is being held in the open.
The issue of foreign economic espionage is too important to be discussed behind closed doors.
The United States is a nation of ideas. Ideas are what enrich our
political process. Ideas are the hallmarks of our educational institutions. Ideas that challenge complacent thinking involve virtually
every American every day. More importantly, however, ideas form
a basis for our economic competitiveness.
I do not need to recount here the important ideas that are part
of American innovation, inventiveness, and ingenuity. People like
the Wright Brothers, Edison, Ford, and, yes, information gurus like
Bill Gates have helped spawn America's economic powerhouse.
Yankee ingenuity is part of our heritage, and it is critical to our
future economic well-being and thus important for our national se-

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

man

for holding this very

curity.
I

believe that there

is

evidence to suggest that foreign govern-

ments and foreign government-owned corporations recognize that
ideas form an essential pillar of America's economic power. Realizing this, they seek to take what is not theirs. This goes beyond a
question of routine economic espionage. When a foreign government is involved, the espionage takes on a far more serious tone.
With the full weight of a government's intelligence collection activities targeted against an American citizen or an American corporation, the so-called playing field is tilted drastically against us. This
morning, our witnesses will give us some insights into how this is
happening.
Also this morning, we will hear how our criminal statutes may
not be adequate to confront this important national security problem. Perhaps through criminal prosecutions we will be able not
only to punish but also to deter those who feel that America's ideas
are easy targets. I believe today's testimony will help to form an
important record so that the Congress can take the necessary steps
to protect our interests
and American ideas.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much. Senator Baucus.
Senator Johnston.
Senator Johnston. Mr. Chairman, as the world becomes increasingly competitive and increasingly technologically oriented, it is
more important than ever that we protect our proprietary interests,
our intellectual property, our technology, that we keep the world
trading system fair. So I would just encourage you, you and Senator Kohl and others, who will lead this fight as far as the Congress is concerned. I would encourage the Administration to be
much more vigilant, much more active, much more aggressive in
keeping this world trading system fair.

—
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To steal secrets is not fair, and we must be much, much more
aggressive. We've got to change our laws. The FBI, the CIA, all, I
think, need to be involved to an extent they have not been. Otherwise the unfairness of it will cost American jobs and cost America's
place in the world trading market.

Chairman Specter. Thank you very much. Senator Johnston.
That has been, I think, a good statement of the intensity of the
problem. I would add one or two other notes, that the White House
Office of Science & Technology estimates losses to U.S. businesses
from foreign economic espionage in the $100 billion range. And
ABC News, which has done a very extensive analysis, has estimated that some six million job losses are attributed during this
decade to economic espionage.
Earlier this month, on February 7, Boris Yeltsin, president of
Russia, ordered top Russian ofTicials to close the technology gap
with the West and to make better use of industrial espionage. The
FBI has quite a bit of information on this subject, so we now turn
to the very distinguished director, Louis Freeh.
The floor is yours, Director Freeh.

TESTIMONY OF LOUIS FREEH
Director Freeh. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and distinguished
members of the panel. As always, it's a great privilege and honor
to appear before the committee.
Mr. Chairman, I have prepared a somewhat lengthy statement.
With your permission, I would submit that for the record.
Chairman Specter. Your full statement will be made a part of
the record without objection. And to the extent you can summarize
you know the practices very well here leave us the maxi-

—

—

mum time

for dialog.

OK, I'll try to do it in less than 5 minutes,
OK.
Chairman Specter. That would be terrific. Thank you.
Director Freeh.

if

that's

[The prepared statement of Director Freeh follows:]
Prepared Statement of Louis Freeh
ECONOMIC espionage
Good morning Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the committees. At
the request of the committees, I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you to discuss economic espionage, and to provide examples of this serious assault on our nation's intellectual property and advanced technologies.
I am also pleased that the committees have had the opportunity to consult with
Professor James P. Chandler from George Washington University. I had the pleasure of meeting with Professor Chandler last week. He makes a most compelling argument for legislation to address a problem that he estimates is costing American
companies billions of dollars, with over a million jobs lost from stolen intellectual
property. His reputation as a national expert on economic espionage is well deserved
and I think the committee will find his written testimony most convincing.
The development and production of intellectual property and advanced technologies is an integral part of virtually every aspect of United States trade, commerce and business. Intellectual property, that is, government and corporate proprietary economic information, sustains the health, integrity and competitiveness of
the American economy, and has been responsible for earning our nation's place in
the world as an economic superpower.
The theft, misappropriation, and wrongful receipt of intellectual property and
technology, particularly by foreign governments and their agents, directly threatens
the development and making of the products that flow from that information. Such
conduct deprives its owners individuals, corporations and our nation of the cor-

—
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responding economic and social benefits. For an individual, a stolen plan, process
or valuable idea may mean the loss of their livelihood; for a corporation, it could
mean lost contracts, smaller market share, increased expenses and even bankruptcy; and, for our Nation, a weakened economic capability, a diminished political
stature, and loss of ovu" technological superiority. Most estimates place the losses to
businesses from theft and misappropriation of proprietary information at billions of
dollars a year.

Economic espionage

is

devastatingly harmful to the United States.

Our nation has

historically placed high value on the development and exploitation of our citizens'
creativity. Tne framers of the constitution believed in this principle (see article 1,
section, 8, clause 8: "To promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing
for limited Times to Authors and Inventors exclusive Right of their respective
Writings and Discoveries.") While serving as Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson
provided the vision and leadership which resulted in Congress enacting the Patent
Act of 1790. This act created an agency in the Department of State which adminis-

tered the infant patent system, demonstrating the immense importance which the
framers attached to the principle of intellectual property. Congress ordered that it
be overseen by the Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Department of War and
the Attorney General. Jefferson's views were revealed in a letter he penned to Isaac
McPherson in 1813, in which he stated, "that ideas should freely spread from one
Invento another over the globe, for the moral and mutual instruction of man
tions then cannot, in nature, be a subject of property. [However] society may give
an exclusive right to the profits arising from them, as an encouragement to men
to pursue ideas which may produce utility."
'Thomas Jefferson believed that the government had a major responsibility for protecting from theft our intellectual property assets; assets important to the Nation's
security interests. That view is especially relevant today. U.S. policymakers have
stated that our nation's economic integrity is sjmonymous with our national security. During testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, November
4, 1993, Secretary of State Warren Christopher said, "in the post-cold war world our
national security is inseparable from our economic security." In July 1994, President
Clinton's "national security strategy of engagement and enlargement" was published. This document elaborates a new strategy for this new era, and identifies as
a central goal "to bolster America's economic revitahzation." Safeguarding proprietary economic information and technology is a national priority and an important
part of our nation's tradition.
In today's environment, proprietary intellectual property and economic information in the global and domestic marketplace have become the most valuable and
sought after commodity by all advanced nations. Within this evolving global environment in which information is created and shared instantaneously over national
and global information highways an environment in which technology is critical to
both the opportunities and motives for engaging in economic
all types of industry
espionage are increasing.
Some foreign governments, through a variety of means, actively target U.S. per.

—

.

.

—

sons, firms, industries and the U.S. Government itself, to steal outright critical technologies, data, and proprietary information in order to provide their own industrial
sectors not only a competitive advantage but, in fact, an unfair advantage. Similarly, theft or misappropriation of proprietary economic information by domestic
is equally damaging.
Foreign intelligence operations directed against U.S. economic interests are neither unusual nor unprecedented. The United States and other major industrial
countries have been the targets of economic espionage for decades. However, U.S.
Counterintelligence has traditionally been directed at military, ideological or subversive threats to national security. This was due in large part to cold war security
concerns, as well as by the reality of U.S. economic and technical predominance.
The end of the cold war has brought with it several changes that have raised the
profile of economic espionage. First, the collapse of Soviet communism has caused

thieves

many

foreign intelligence services to reassess collection priorities and redirect resources previously concentrated on cold war adversaries toward economic and technological targets. Second, military and ideological allies during the cold war have
become serious economic competitors. The former head of a foreign intelligence service stated on January 9, 1996, that In his country "the State is not just responsible
for law making, it is in business as well." He added "it is true that for decades the
State regulated the markets to some extent with its left hand while its right hand
used the secret services to procure information for its own firms." Third, the
globalization of the economy has brought about an environment in which national
security and power are no longer measured exclusively by the number of tanks and
nuclear weapons but increasingly in terms of economic and industrial capabilities.
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And

information age environment challenges existing laws and prohistorically were designed to protect property and invention. Traditional Federal statutes, such as the interstate transportation of stolen property were
finally, this

grams which

enacted long before there were computers, fax machines, modems and the other
technologies that allows information valuable information to be sent instantaneously to anywhere in the world. Now formulas, ideas or proprietary economic information can be stolen with a few keystrokes and under many circumstances no
criminal law can be applied to prosecute the offenders.
Obviously, this new era presents a new set of threats to our national security, and
presents challenges to existing security, counterintelligence, and law enforcement
structures and missions. Despite the challenges, these institutions continue to have
as their fundamental duty and purpose as guaranteed in the preamble to the constitution, "to provide for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity."
Accordingly, it is our government's responsibility: (1) to take stock as to the resources important to our nation's welfare, liberties and security, that is, the imagination, innovation, and invention, especially in high-technology areas, of our nation's citizens and business institutions, (2) to identify threats to those resources,
and (3) to effect provisions for deterring, counteracting, and punishing those who attack or steal those resources.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation has already taken steps to deal with economic espionage. In 1994, I initiated an Economic Counterintelligence Program with
a mission to detect and counteract economic espionage activities directed against
U.S. interests. Through this program, the FBI has brought to bear both its foreign
counterintelUgence and criminal investigative jurisdictions, expertise and investigative resources to address this important national security issue. During the past
year, the FBI has developed significant information on the foreign economic espionage threat, to include: (1) the identification of actors the perpetrators of economic
espionage; (2) the economic targets of their spying and criminal activities, and (3)
the methods used to steal clandestinely and illicitly proprietary economic informa-

—

—
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and technology.
FBI investigations reveal that numerous

tion

foreign powers are responsible for directeconomic espionage activities directed against both
the government as well as the private sector. Of the approximately 800 economic
espionage matters currently being investigated by the FBI, 23 foreign powers are
ing, controlling and/or financing

directly implicated.
The targets of economic espionage are varied. Advanced technologies, defense-related industries and critical business information remain the primary targets of the
foreign economic espionage activities. In many instances, the industries are of strategic interest to the United States for several reasons: some of them produce classified products for the government; others produce dual-use technology applicable to
both the public and private sectors; and others develop leading-edge technologies
that are critical to maintaining U.S. Economic security.
These pieces of economic and technological information seldom exist in a vacuum.
Foreign countries collect sensitive economic intelligence frequently to enhance both
their military capabilities and their economic stability and competitiveness. Likewise, the line separating purely economic intelligence from political intelligence is
as difficult to draw as that between technical and military intelligence. At times,
foreign policjTnakers may be interested in our government's economic policy decisions or proprietary information on a U.S. Company's financial stability for political

as well as economic reasons.
Neither the FBI nor the U.S. Intelligence Community as a whole has systematically evaluated the costs of economic espionage. A variety of U.S. private sector surveys have attempted to quantify the potential damage in dollar terms, with varying
results and a wide spectrum of estimates:
• The U.S. International Trade Commission (ITC) estimated in 1982 that in five
selected industrial sectors, piracy of U.S. Intellectual property rights cost the
nation's business $6 billion to $8 billion in annual sales and cost U.S. citizens
131,000 jobs.
• In 1987, ITC estimated worldwide losses to all U.S. industries were $23.8 billion. (Using the 1982 average loss ratio of $7 billion = 130,000 jobs, this would
constitute a loss of about 450,000 U.S. Jobs.)
• The last study conducted in 1988 by the U.S. ITC, estimated that U.S. companies lost from $43 billion to $61 billion in 1986 alone from foreign intellectual
firoperty right infringement,
n 1992, the American Society for Industrial Security surveyed 246 companies
and found that proprietary information theft has risen 260 percent since 1985.
The survey Indicated that customer lists are the most frequently stolen category
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of U.S. proprietary Information. The survey found that all types of commercial
espionage auring 1991-92 resulted In major losses to U.S. Firms in the following areas: pricing data ($1 billion), product development and specification data
($597 million), and manufacturing process information ($110 million) ^total of
$1.2 billion lost.
• In a special report entitled "Trends in Intellectual Property Loss" sponsored by
the American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS) co-authored by Richard J.
Heffeman and Dan Swartwood, 325 U.S. corporations responded to a doubleblind survey the third in a series. For 1995, 700 incidents of proprietary loss
were cited by respondents which reflected a 323 percent increase in this activity
between 1992 (9.9 incidents per month) and 1995 (32 incidents per month). Of
these incidents, 59 percent were attributable to employees or ex-employees. Fifteen percent were attributable to those with a contractual relationship with the
company. In all, 74 percent of the incidents were committed by those who were
in a position of trust with the company. In 21 percent of the incidents, foreign
involvement was identified. The loss claimed for the 700 incidents was $5.1 billion, approximately 9 percent of the U.S. GNP.
These survey estimates clearly indicate that the actual and potential losses in-

—

—

curred are immense.
In the past, although the FBI has not specifically focused resources on the issue
of economic espionage, a sample of ten such investigations, spanning 20 years, reflect the following: value of contracts targeted
$2,100,000,000; potential economic
loss prevented— $2,755,740,000; civil damages awarded— $67,000,000.
Despite not having a single definitive dollar loss figure, there are other tangible
losses caused by economic espionage. When proprietary economic information is stolen from American companies: Americans lose jobs; U.S. Capital and migrate overseas; and the incentive for research and development investment declines.
Understandably, U.S. industry is reluctant to publicize occurrences of foreign economic espionage. Such publicity can adversely afiect stock values, customers' confidence, and ultimately competitiveness and market share. Therefore, gathering the
empirical data to quantify the damage is problematic. But regardless of the exact
number, the damage caused by economic espionage is significant.
Practitioners of economic espionage seldom use one method of collection in isolation. Instead they conduct coordinated collection programs which combine both legal
and illegal, traditional and more innovative methods. FBI investigations have identified various methods utilized by those engaged In economic espionage. Spotting,
assessing and recruiting individuals with access to a targeted technology or information is a classical, time proven technique which is well practiced.
As with classical espionage, foreign collectors assess the vulnerabilities of the individual, looking for any personal weaknesses or commonality between them and
the targeted person that can be exploited to convince the individual to cooperate.
Other methods include tasking students who come to study in the United States;
exploiting non-government affiliated organizations such as friendship societies,
international exchange organizations, or import-export companies; hiring away
knowledgeable employees of competing U.S. firms with the specific goal of exploiting
their inside knowledge; and manipulating legitimate technology sharing agreements
so that they also become conduits for receiving proprietary information, to list just
a few.
The FBI and other U.S. Government agencies have developed information clearly
establishing that economic espionage is a very real and significant problem. However, current statutory remedies do not allow us to counter or to deter effectively
this damaging activity. Since the criminal nature of unlawfully taking or appropriating trade secrets or proprietary economic information involves stealing, the
most relevant current Federal statute is T18 USC 2314, Interstate Transportation
of Stolen Property. Ironically, and indicative of our problem however, this statute
was enacted long before computers, copy machines, and instant communication even
existed. Indeed, Congress passed this law when it became commonplace to transport
stolen property across State lines in automobiles. Unfortunately, some courts have
held that intangible proprietary economic information does not qualify as the
"goods, wares, merchandise, securities or moneys" set forth in the statute. For example, U.S. espionage statutes, designed to meet the demands of the cold war, do
not cover many current economic intelligence-gathering operations because often the
information stolen, while sensitive or proprietary, is not classified national defense
information. Federal criminal statutes relating to the theft of property often are not
applicable because the stolen item is not tangible. Many States have laws against
the thefl; of trade secrets, but these statutes do not apply or are greatly weakened
when activity occurs in multiple State jurisdictions. Current Federal and State statutes do not contain a uniform legal definition for intellectual property or technical
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information and thus have proven to be inadequate in addressing economic espionage.
Even basic concepts can prove problematic. For example, if an individual
downloads computer program codes without permission of the ov^^ner, has a theft occurred even though tne true owner never lost possession of the original? Similarly,
if a U.S. company licenses a foreign company located in a foreign country to use
its proprietary economic information, and an employee of the foreign company
makes and sells an unauthorized copy of the information to agents of a third country, has any U.S. crime been committed?
Another difficulty with existing law is that it fails to afford explicit protection to
the confidential nature of the information in question during enforcement proceedings. By its nature, proprietary economic information derives value from its exclusivity and confidentiality. If either is compromised during legal proceedings, the
value of the information is diminished even though the goal of the legal process was
to protect the information. Rather than risk such compromise, many companies opt
to forego legal remedies in the hope or expectation that the information's residual
value will exceed the damage done by a wrongdoer.
Since no Federal statute directly addresses economic espionage or the protection
of proprietary economic information in a thorough, systematic manner, the FBI has
experienced difficulties prosecuting cases of economic espionage. In several instances, the FBI has conaucted investigations where a review of the facts of the case
did not fit existing laws and as such the Department of Justice or U.S. Attorney's
offices declined prosecution.
In the absence of a modern Federal statute designed to protect U.S. proprietary
economic information in a systematic, direct manner, widely divergent outcomes are
often produced by current laws, which were designed to counteract other problems.
Such inconsistent legal results seriously dilute the deterrent effect of these difficult
prosecutions. Let me cite two such examples: in one case, an FBI undercover agent
posing as a high-tech buyer agreed to buy a drug fermentation process for $1.5 million from employees of two American biotechnology companies, Schering-Plough and
Merck. The defendants agreed to sell a second such process to the undercover agent
for six to eight million dollars. Over 750 million dollars in research and development
cost had gone into developing the two fermentation processes. The exchange took
place and the subjects were immediately arrested and the assets provided were recovered.

As no Federal statute exists which directly addresses the theft of trade secrets,
this investigation was pursued as a fraud matter. Each subject was convicted on 12
counts relating to conspiracy, fraud by wire, interstate transportation of stolen property and mail fraud violations. The U.S. District court judge who presided over the
trial stated that the subjects attempted to compromise years and years of research
undertaken by the victim companies. The Judge added that there are few crimes
with regard to monetary theft that could reach this magnitude and sentenced the
offenders accordingly.
In contrast, in another 1993 case the FBI arrested two individuals who sold proprietary bid and pricing data regarding the Tomahawk cruise missile program to an
FBI undercover agent for $50,000. The U.S. Navy was to award this $3 billion contract to a sole vendor, either Hughes Aircraft or McDonnell-Douglas missile systems. Both companies conceded that the loss of the highly competitive contract
would have closed down their missile facilities. Both defendants were convicted of
Federal fraud violations. Not withstanding the gravity of the offense, one of the individuals was placed on probation for 1 year and ordered to participate in the home
detention program for 60 days. The other was sentenced to 4 months in prison, with
credit for time served, and 4 months of home detention.
These and other problems underscore the importance of developing a systemic approach to the problem of economic espionage. Only by adoption of a national statutory scheme to protect U.S. proprietary economic information can we hope to maintain our industrial and economic edge, and thus safeguard our national security.
The FBI supports a two-tiered approach to the problem. First, we advocate dealing specifically with economic espionage and protecting proprietary economic information. Federal law must provide key definitions, punish all manner of wrongful
conduct associated with stealing proprietary economic information, provide for
extraterritoriality under certain circumstances, preserve existing State law on the
subject, and specifically preserve the confidentiality of the information in question
during enforcement proceedings. Second, we support amending existing criminal
statutes to reinforce and enhance enforcement efforts. We must find solutions to the
many impediments that U.S. counterintelligence and law enforcement have experienced when attempting to counter economic espionage.
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By doing this, we will recognize that the protection of proprietary economic information and the prevention of economic espionage is both a counterintelligence and
law enforcement problem. We should not focus on one to the exclusion of the other
but seek, instead, to forge a unified approach to combat a sophisticated threat to
U.S. National Interest. The FBI supports such an approach and hopes to see Federal legislation enacted to better protect U.S. national security.
[Note: Attached are additional cases that can be used to supplement the points
made in the statement.]
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Mr. Chairman and

I

Members of the Committee:

am pleased to be able to provide this statement for the record. We

recently completed

a report on

security arrangements used to protect

when foreign-owned

U.S. companies work on
Department of Defense contracts.' As part of this effort, we

sensitive information
classified

examined the threat of foreign espionage facing U.S. defense companies, a
concern of today's hearing.
In brief, Mr. Chairman,

we reported that,

according to the Federal Bureau

of Investigation and intelligence agencies,

some

close U.S. allies actively

seek to obtain classified and technical information from the United States
through unauthorized means. These agencies have determined that foreign
intelligence activities directed at U.S. critical technologies pose a
significant threat to national security.

Economic Espionage
Efforts of AlUes

a continuing economic espionage threat
Our report discussed the espionage activities of

U.S. intelligence agencies report

from certain U.S.

allies.

five allies.

A goal common to most of these countries was the support of the
country's defense industry. Countries seek U.S. defense technologies to

incorporate into domestically produced systems.

By

obtaining the

technology from the United States, a country can have cuttmg-edge
weapon systems without the cost of research and development The

weapon systems for a
more marketable for

cutting-edge technologies not only provide superior
country's

own use, but also make

these products

exports.

Country A

According to a U.S. intelligence agency, the government of Country A
conducts the most aggressive espionage operation against the United
States of any U.S. ally. Classified military iirformation and sensitive
"military

technologies are high-priority targets for the intelligence agencies
A seeks this information for three reasons: (1) to

of this country Country
.

help the technological development of its

own

defense industrial base,

with other countries for economic
reasons, and (3) to sell or trade the information with other countries to
develop poUtical alliances and alternative sources of arms. According to a
(2) to sell or trade the information

Defense Industrial Security Weaknesses in U.S. Security Arrangemenls With Foreign-Owne<i Defense
Contractors (GAO/TJSIAD.96.64. Feb 20, 1996)
'
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classified 1994 report

group on U.S.

produced by a U.S. government interagency working

critical technoIog>'

companies,- Countrj-

A routinely resorts

to state-sporisored espionage using covert collection techniques to obtain
sensitive U.S.

economic information and technology. Agents of Countrj'
and proprietary information through

A

collect a variety of classified

observation, eUcitation, and theft.

The following are inteUigence agency examples of Country

A information

collection efforts:

An espionage operation run by the

intelligence orgaruzatlon responsible

and technological ir\formation for Country A paid a
government employee to obtain U.S. classified mihtary intelligence

for collecting scientific

U.S.

documents.
Several citizens of Country

A were

caught in the United States stealing

sensitive technologj' used in manufacturing artillery gun tubes.

Agents of Coimtry A allegedly stole design plans for a classified
reconnaissance system fi-om a U.S. company and gave them to a defense
contractor firom Country A.
A company from Country A is suspected of surreptitiously monitoring a
DOD telecommunications system to obtain classified information for
Country A inteUigence.
Citizens of Country A were investigated for allegations of passing
advanced aerospace design technology to unauthorized scientists and
researchers.

Country

A is suspected

testing data,

and

of targeting U.S. avionics, missile telemetry and

aircraft

communication systems

for intelligence

operations.

has been determined that Country A targeted specialized software that
used to store data in friendly aircraft warning systems.
Country A has targeted information on advanced materials and coatings
for collection. A Country A government agency allegedly obtained
information regarding a chemical finish used on missile reentry vehicles
from a U.S. person.
It

Country

B

is

According to inteUigence agencies, in the 1960s, the government of
Country B began an aggressive and massive espionage effort against the
United States. The 1994 interagency report on U.S. critical technology
companies pointed out that recent international developments have

Report on

U.S. Critical Technology Companies Report to Congress on Foreign Acquisition of and
Espionage Activities Against U S Critical Technologj- Compaiiies (1994)
,
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increased foreign intelligence collection efforts against U.S. economic
interests. The lessening of East-West tensions in the late 1980s and early
1990s enabled Country B intelligence services to allocate greater resources
to collect sensitive U.S. econontic information

Methods used by Country

and technology.

B are updated versions of classic

Cold War

recruitment and technical operations. The Country B government
organization that conducts these activities does not target U.S. national
defense information such as war plans, but rather seeks U.S. technology.
The motivation for these activities is the health of Country B's defense

Country B considers it vital to its national security to be
manufacturing arms. Since domestic consumption will
not support its defense industries, Country B must export arms. Country B
seeks U.S. defense technologies to incorporate into domestically produced
systems. By stealing the technology from the United States, Country B can
have cutting-edge weapon systems without the cost of research and
development The cutting-edge technologies not only provide superior
weapon systems for Country B's own use, but also make these products
more marketable for exports. It is beUeved that Country B espionage
efforts against the U.S. defense industries will continue and may increase.

industrial base.

self-sufficient in

Country
systems

B needs the

cutting-edge technologies to compete with U.S.

in the international

The following are

arms market.

intelligence

agency examples of Country B information

collection efforts:

Country B's intelligence agency recruited agents at the
computer and electronics firms. The agents
apparently were stealing unusually sensitive technical information for a
struggling Country B company. This Country B company also owns a U.S.
company performing classified contracts for DOD.
Country B companies and government officials have been investigated for
suspected efforts to acquire advanced abrasive technology and
In the late 1980s,

European

offices of three U.S.

stealth-related coatings.

Country

B

representatives have been investigated for targeting software

that performs high-speed, real-time computational analysis that can be
in a missile attack system.
Information was obtained that Country B targeted a number of U.S.
defense companies and their missile and satellite technologies for
espionage efforts. Compaiues of Country B have made efforts, some
successful, to acquire targeted companies.

used
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Country C

The motivation
States

is

for Country

much like that

C

industrial espionage against the United

of Country B: Country C wants cutting-edge

weapon systems it produces. The
technology would give Country C armed forces a quality weapon and
would increase the weapon's export market potential. The Country C
government intelligence organization has assisted Country C industry in
obtaining defense technologies, but not as actively as Country B
intelligence has for its industry. One example of Country C government
assistance occurred in the late 1980s, when a Country C firm wanted to
enter Strategic Defense Initiative work. At that time, the Country C
intelligence organization assisted this firm in obtaining appbcable
technologies to incorporate into

technology.

Country

D

The Country D government has no
Private Country

D companies are

more of a presence throughout

official foreign intelligence service.

the intelligence gatherers.

the world than the

They have

CounOy D government.

However, according to the 1994 interagency report, the Country D
government obtains much of the economic intelligence that Country D
private-sector firms operating abroad collect for their own purposes. This
occasionally includes classified foreign goverrunent documents and
corporate proprietary data. Coimtry D employees have been quite
successful in developing and exploiting Americans who have access to
classified and proprietary information.

The following are examples of information
Firms

fi-om

Country

collection efforts of Country D:

D have been investigated for targeting advanced

propulsion technologies, fi'om slush-hydrogen fuel to torpedo target
motors, and attempting to export these items through intermediaries and
specialty shipping companies in violation of export restrictions.

D have been investigated for allegedly passing
advanced aerospace design technology to unauthorized scientists and
Individuals fi-om Country

researchers.

Electronics firms fi'om Country

D directed information-gathering efforts at

competing U.S. firms in order to increase the market share of Country D
the semiconductor field.

Country E

community officials stated that they did not have indications
E has targeted the Uruted States or
defense industry for espionage efforts. However, according to the 1994

Intelligence

that the inteUigence service of Countr>'
its

in
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was

interagency report, in 1991 the intelligence service of this country
considering moving toward what

it

called "semi-overt" collection of

foreign economic intelligence. At that time, Country E's intelligence
service reportedly planned to increase the

Washington

more

to

improve

its

number

semi-overt collection

of its senior officers in

—probably referring to

intense elicitation from government and business contacts.

The main

counterintelligence concern cited by one intelligence agency

regarding Country E is not that its government may be targeting the United
States with espionage efforts, but that any technology that does find its
way into Country E will probably be diverted to countries to which the

United States would not sell its defense technologies. The defense industry
of this country is of particular concern in this regard.
It

was reported

that information diversions from Country

E have

serious

implications for U.S. national security. Large-scale losses of technology

were discovered

in the early 1990s.

Primary responsibility for industrial

government of Country E. It was
reported that this limited staff often loses when its regulatory concerns
clash with business interests. The intelligence agency concluded that the
additional time needed to eradicate the diversion systems will
security resides in a small staff of the

consequently limit the degree of technological security available for
several years. The question suggested by this situation is, if technology
from a U.S. defense contractor owTied by interests of Country E is
transferred to Coimtry E, will this U.S. defense technology then be

diverted to countries to which the United States

would not

sell?

Our report also discusses how the Department of Defense seeks to protect
and technologies at foreign-owned U.S. companies
makes recommendations aimed at improving
information security at firms operating under these security arrangements.
sensitive information

against such threats.

It
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INTRODUCTION
Hughes Electronics
Aerospace

and

a $15 billion corporation primarily involved in the
Telecommunications and Space, and Automotive
These industries are driven by high technology, are highly
is

Defense,

Electronics industries.

The safeguarding of our intellectual property,
which includes our core technologies, our business strategies, our pricing data, etc.,
is critical to our success and survival in these industries.

competitive, and are global in scope.

Economic espionage, both domestic and foreign, poses a very real threat to
Hughes Electronics and, in several cases, has resulted in very real damages.
Economic espionage is a matter of significant concern not only to our company's
competitiveness,

but

to

the

competitiveness

of

our

country

in

the

global

becoming more and more clear that our national security is
Hughes Electronics commends the
directly Hnked to our economic security.
Senate Select Committee on Intelligence and die Committee on the Judiciary for
their efforts and offers our full support of legislation which addresses the problem
of economic espionage.
marketplace; and

it is
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BACKGROUND
Hughes Electronics has been undergoing

much

of

substantial

change

in recent years,

directed toward identifying and focusing our resources on the global

it

commercial marketplace. Previously, we were very active selling our military
systems to the United States government and its allies and today we continue to do
so, but we have now added emphasis on a variety of commercial ventures. Of our
in annual sales, 60% is derived from commercial
These include DIRECTV - the 18" satellite dish system, Delco
Electronics and their automotive electronics endeavors, Hughes Network Systems systems,
and Hughes
manufacturers of private satellite communication
Telecommunications and Space - a world leader in commercial communications
satellite systems and other such ventures. These commercial businesses are critical

approximately $15 billion
endeavors.

to the future of

Hughes

Electronics.

Hughes has placed emphasis on

Just as

its

success in the global commercial

marketplace, countries throughout the world are redirecting their national resources

economic programs. Defense industries in the United States,
Japan and elsewhere are restructuring their technological,
This strong
engineering, and other resources into new commercial ventures.
emphasis of national resources on economic rather than military competition puts
from military

to

Europe,

Russia,

business secrets increasingly

We

all realize that

at risk.

the end of the cold

foreign intelligence threat, but

Today

it

is

more

diversified

it

war has not brought an end

to the

has merely changed the nature of that threat.

and more complex.

Many

intelligence agencies

around the globe are focusing more on targeting economic data and intellectual
property identified as having critical value to fumre growth and development.
Right now,

it

is

estimated that at least 50 countries are pursuing economic

espionage activities against the United States everv day

.

Unfortunately,

these countries operate within our borders to steal our information.

these are "friendly spies"; nations

we

count as our

many of

And many

allies in other matters.

of
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Unfortunately, the law has not quite kept up with evolving economic
dynamics, particularly with respect to law enforcement. Presently, there are no
economic espionage counterparts to the military espionage laws. Existing criminal
statutes are not clear regarding coverage of intangible intellectual property.
Moreover, civil remedies are plagued by the lack of a national standard, the

proving

of

difficulty

actual

and

damages,

of

inaccessibility

international

defendants.

economic espionage, domestic economic
economic security of corporations. The
same competitive dynamics which entice foreign entities to engage in economic
espionage are likewise at work on the domestic front. Intense competition, the
huge investments required for research and development, and "make or break"
contracts can create the incentive for domestic firms to spy on each other. The
impact and damages caused by this domestic espionage can be just as devastating

As with

foreign

espionage also poses a

to a corporation as

One such

sponsored

critical threat to the

with foreign sponsored espionage.

case involving Hughes Electronics was discussed by Louis Freeh,

Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in his prepared statement for this
hearing.

I

will provide only a brief description here since

Director Freeh.
bid and pricing
data

was

it

is

discussed by

The case involved two individuals who sold Hughes proprietary
data to an undercover FBI agent for $50,000. The bid and pricing

for the "winner-take-all" competition for the

Tomahawk

Cruise Missile

$3 billion for the winning corporation. The losing
corporation would be faced with closing facilities, laying off many highly qualified
and loyal employees, and diminished shareholder value. Both individuals pled
Program, ultimately valued

at

guilty to violating the only statutes available to the prosecution.

penalties

The

resulting

were extremely lenient considering the potential economic impact on the

corporations involved.

As you might

also readily surmise,

Hughes has been

espionage on several other occasions involving foreign

few examples

to demonstrate

how

real the threat is

the victim of

interests.

and how

I

real the

economic

will describe a

damages

are.
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Cases of International Economic Espionage
Although not an entirely new phenomenon, during the period commencing

in

mid- 1993 through the present, Hughes Electronics encountered an increasing variety

Company

of incidents involving evidence of economic espionage.

proprietary information causing a negative impact on the

by

position and resources. Investigations coordinated

investigation into

company technology and

these incidents has identified a pattern of assault on

the

company's competitive

company have

identified a

number of such cases, four of which will be cited as examples, which have caused
the company great concern. Targets of the economic espionage included not only
critical

technology but also strategic planning, marketing forecasts, and pricing data.

Needless to say, wrongful disclosure of

would

critically affect the

this

information in each of these cases

company's competitive

position.

AH

of these cases have

international espionage overtones.

The following cases
The
1.

Of Hughes

former vice president,

two

who

company.

Proprietary Marketing Forecasts

During 1993, an internal investigation determined
of marketing for a Hughes business unit had
at least

to the

comprise a brief overview of the investigations:

Unauthorized Dissemination

had distributed

known

are representative of incidents

facts set forth as follows

come

editions of the unit's

at that time

that a

former vice president

into unauthorized possession

New

was operating

Business Forecasts.

own company,

his

and

The

provided

these forecasts as "calling cards" to ingratiate himself with Hughes' competitors so
that they

new

might provide work

in his

new

business venture.

The data contained

in the

business forecasts comprised critical information which would clearly provide a

significant advantage to a competitor.

Our

which this former
was a U.S. corporation

investigation determined that one of the companies to

vice president had sent copies of the marketing forecasts

which was

It
in itim a subsidiary of a government-owned European corporation.
was subsequently learned that copies of these marketing and new business forecasts
were forwarded to the European corporation's home office. Follow-up interviews
identified a significant interest by these European employees not only in the Hughes

data

but

companies.

also

in

proprietary

technical

information

belonging

to

other

U.S.
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2.

Unauthorized Dissemination Of Hughes Proprietary Technology

March of 1995,

In

Hughes was tasked with generating

a scientist with

a

preliminary systems architecture study deahng with the transmission of a sateUite
television signal to earth.

package

The study was

a follow-on to the sale of a commercial

was to be part of a proposal and bid
Hughes was interested in doing additional

a Southeast Asian customer and

satellite to

to

be submitted by Hughes.

business with the customer by handling transmission of the satellite television signal.

The Hughes employee assigned to this task was a twenty year employee who
was within six months of eUgibihty for retirement. In his dealing with the customer,
the scientist provided the most complete written compilation of this technology in
existence.
The description far exceeded the requirements of the systems
architecture study.

The

scientist ultimately

gave up lucrative retirement benefits with Hughes and

accepted a position with the customer

above what he was earning

at

at a salary

Hughes.

estimated at three to four times

The customer then declined

the

Hughes

proposal for involvement in the satellite signal transmission, noting they intended to
take this task up themselves.

information to

accompUsh

They
this

on

are

now

their

in

possession of sufficient technological

own.

Once

convinced several other key employees to join him

3.

Hughes

Electric Vehicle

hired, the

Hughes

scientist

in this venture.

Technology

In August of 1994 a new U.S. company, funded by a Southeast Asian
conpany, hired the engineering director and two key members of the technical staff
from Hughes in an apparent effort to compete for electric car technology. The

was a twenty-two year employee of Hughes. Three key
Hughes employees resigned on the same day without providing any reason for their

engineering director

departure.

hired

Within a short period of time, five other key Hughes employees were

by the new company with pay

raises

approximating 40%.
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The

transition of

employees from Hughes

company,

in addition to

provided

the

to the

new foreign-owned

U.S.

being a technology drain on the resources of Hughes,

new company

with

of the

all

essential

personnel

to

compete

technologically with Hughes.

Additionally, during April of 1995, a package of

documents was found

Hughes mail room containing newly revised and
which was about to be sent to the

in

the

detailed schematics of electric vehicle technology

new company.

And Gas

Oil

4.

Refinery Operations Simulator

During September of 1995,
in

in

connection with a local homicide investigation

Houston, Texas, several cartons of documents containing Hughes proprietary

information were found in the possession of associates of a Hughes employee

was

who

the principal suspect in the homicide.

An

investigation determined that this six year engineering

apparently

employee was

given unauthorized access to Hughes proprietary data through an

who was retiring. The employee entered the facility at night and on
weekends and copied an entire project dealing with development of an oil and gas
operations simulator and removed the documents from the facihty. The Hughes
employee, through an associate and with the assistance of a co-worker, began
associate

efforts to

market the

oil

and gas refinery simulator

in a north African country.

SUMMARY
The above cases

are merely examples of Hughes'

experiences and only

represent the tip of an iceberg of intellectual property theft.

Although Hughes

responded to each of these incidents, clearly the presence of the proposed legislation

would have upped

What

is

the ante against the U.S.

perhaps most noteworthy

represent the culmination of

many

is

and foreign players involved.
that the targeted technologies

mentioned

years of prior effort in the defense area and the

hard-won but successful application of defense technologies

to

commercial

pursuits.

would indeed be tragic if we did not provide our national law enforcement
community the needed tools to assist industry in combating these problems. In
It

many cases U.S.

industries are not able to effectively address these matters in

foreign and U.S. jurisdictions due to the Umitations of civil laws and inability to

reach individual or national defendants.
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In responding to the heightened need to protect our intellectual property
from unauthorized disclosures, Hughes Electronics has developed the "Information
Resources Protection (IRP)" program. The program is intended to provide a road
map of information for employees to use in their everyday work, both domestically
and overseas. The program establishes a management policy, and supporting

guidance materials, to identify protection requirements for company information.
While there is much more to IRP, many traditional means of protection are
prescribed such as locking up documents, and marking and tracking the flow of

documents.
civil

We

beheve

that these internal

procedures, will provide

Nevertheless,
provisions

We

a

statutory,

is critical

are

to

criminal

measures, along with aggressive use of

economic espionage.
commensurate punitive

in the fight against

deterrent

with

supporting these private responses.

committed

legislation that will

some help

make

to providing our support to the
theft

Congress as you prepare

of proprietary information a federal crime within, the

FBI's investigative jurisdiction.

This

is

absolutely essential in an area of critical

national importance that for too long has been considered a state or local matter

and not given the stature as a federal crime which theft of tangible property and
It is also clear that civil
military technology has historically been accorded.
litigation, although it has its role, needs to be supplemented by our national justice
system

to

in this instance.

In summary, our proprietary information is the intellectual currency we need
redeem our future. We must do everything possible to stem its loss. This

legislation is a critical part of that process.

25-063 - 96 - 2
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TESTIMONY OF

NORMAN R. AUGUSTINE
PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
LOCKHEED MARTIN CORPORATION
Before the

Senate Select Committee oa Intelligence

Concerning

The Role
In

of the U.S. Intellisence

Community

Promoting U.S. Competitlveneaa

February 28, 1996

Mr. Chainnai] and Members of the Committee,
submit

this statement

on the role of the U.S.

I

intelligence

want to thank you for the opportunity to

community

in

promoting

US.

competitiveness.

I

do have some strong views on this

Martin, ^vhich like

many U.S. companies

abroad, and based upon

is

subject,

based upon

working to expand

my experience at Lockheed

Its

markets both at

my previous experience in the public sector and

several other companies.

Our company has approximately 25,000 employees

jobs depend upon our ability to

sell

fashion against global competitors.

oui products abroad

-

home and

in the private sector at

in the U.S.

whose

and to do so in an ethical and legal
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Main

Pointa

The main

points that

I believe the

I

would

make today

like to

U.S. intelligence community can

are these:

make an enormous

contribution to the

conduct of global trade and U.S. competitiveness by helping assure that generally accepted
principles of faimeas are in fact practiced by others in the marketplace; that

U.S. firms from exploitation by fums or agencies of other nations which

generally accepted practices concerning, for example, payments to agents.
counterintelligence where

companies have

little

Furthermore,
role in
soil

I

believe the greatest contribution

is,

to protect

may choose
It is

to disregard

in this area of

may be made and where

our

or no ability to help themselves.

I

believe that the U.S. intelligence

community does have an important

improving VS. competitfvenesi by preventing foreign espionage, whether on U.S.

or in U.S.-based companies' offices and

intelligence agencies should rely

improve

on

facilities

around the world. In so doing, U.S.

overt, not covert, techniques, helping U.S.

their ability to safeguard proprietary infonnation.

aerospace exeoitives have suggested that

it

may be

companies

Some policymakers and even some

appropriate for U.S. intelligence agencies to

engage in economic espionage on behalf of U.S. companies. One of my colleagues has gone so
far as to suggest, 'If we're willing to

why

aren't

we able to do

agencies should not
ferret

do

dirty tricks for the defense part

dirty tricks for the

become involved

out wrong-doing by others.

economic part7'

of national security, then

My belief is that U.S. intelligence

in covert operations in the

economic realm other than

to
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Others

may aigue

that there exists

a

new dr.

fartn world order in

governments will be conducting economic espionage
replaced with a life-or-death economic war. Indeed,

espionage agencies are
are

worldng to advajic«

now more motivated
their

own

--

and

some

that the

which

iruuiy

Cold War has now been

intelligence analysts suggest that state

than they were during the Cold War, because they

country's interests rather than that of some broad strategic

alliance.

I

am well aware that there is evidence that other countries, even allies,

about conducting this type of activity.

have no qualms

A grovting number of nations have become very active in

gathering intelligence on specific industries and companies and sharing that information with
their

domestic industries. Typically, these nations have infrastructures that easily internalize

high-technology information and use

it

in competition against U.S.

Arms. This

is facilitated

in

those countries that have single, often govermnent-owned, "national champion" firms operating
in such areas as defense, for example.

Aerospace and defense companies hold a special
the information to be garnered from such companies

attraction for espionage agencies, since

would include proprietary data as well

information vital to national security.

A recent survey of U.S. companies by a Connecticut

consulting group reported that a solid

1

as

00 percent of aerospace companies believe that a

competitor - either domestic or international - has used

intelligence techniques against them.

During 1994, 74 U.S. companies reported 446 incidents of suspected targeting be foreign
governments, either domestically or overseas. Lockhe«d Martin has not been immune. In the
last

few months, for example, an overseas

office

of our company was burglarized in whtH clearly
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was an Incident of industrial espionage, Objects with obvious
and other electronic equipment were ignored, while
data, as well as

"street value" sucli as

computers

including program, legal and financial

customer contact infonnation, were taken.

Government agencies,
that

files

We reported the incident to U.S.

as well as local authorities. This incident serves as a valuable reminder

we must remain vigilant against those who

seek to misappropriate sensitive or proprietary

information for competitive gain.

However,

I

feel that It

b

entirety inappropriate for

government agencies

to assut

corporations to engage la unfair trade practices. This has been the consistent trade
negotiation position of the United States, and

1

can see no reason to turn our back

principles of firee and feir trade. In a similar vein, simply because others

now on

may on occasion bribe

foreign officials does not provide a justification for U.S. firms to resort to such behavior.

same

The

logic applies to the matter of industrial espionage.

Finally, U.S. intelligence agencies possess a considerable

amount of raw economic and

tecbnica] information as well as analytic capabilities that could be broadly useful to U.S.

companies attempting to penetrate markets overseas. While

it's

true that the intelligence

conununjty has focused historically on collecting and analyzing infoimation relevant to military

and

political afCairs,

even this infonnation could be a help to some U.S. companies.

And a

broader array of more fundamental information derived fitim public sources on the technological
capabilities

Let

of foreign competitors and the

me add that

like could

be a help to a wider

facilitating timely access to this material

and analyses collected by other federal agencies,

is

set

of U.S. companies.

and to the similar information

equally important.

To address

this

problem,

I
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would recommend

that

Congress consider expanding the mandates of the National Technology-

Transfer Center and the National Information (fiber optic) Highway, so that they can permit

access not only to technologies from federally-sponsored research projects that have commercial
applications, but also to this competitively vcduablc data

agencies.

More

on foreign markets collected by federal

details about this proposal appeat below.

Overview of the Problem
There

a widespread recognition that American corporations in a broad range of

is

industries are gradually losing dieir pre-eminent positions in global

phenomenon

is

commonly referred

would emphasize

is that this

Some of these

to as

apparent decline

is

the result of a

factors, like the reconstruction

devastation of war, are to be expected

-

commerce. This

a decline in U.S. competitiveness. The point that

complex

set

I

of fectors.

of Europe and Japan following the

indeed, welcome. In fact, our nation deserves

aedit for helping bring &is about. Some factors are within our

own control

--

much

we need

to

strengthen our educational system, improve the in&astiuctures that siqjport productive activity in
the

US., and work harder,

consumers want

frankly, to produce quality products that foreign as well as domestic

to buy.

A non-public OAO report presented a few years ago to the House Judiciary Committee
concluded that economic espionage represents a serious threat
Foreign

officials

who have

their actioas as an essential

international

to U.S.

economic

interests.

directed the commercial infiltration of U.S. businesses have defended

and cost effective way

for their countries to

commerce and technology. But the impaa on

keep abreast of

the U.S. is unacceptable. There is
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little

Infonnation available about the exact costs of economic espionage because

corporations avoid discussing the extent to which they have been hurt by

Corporation alone estimates that

its

own losses have been

simply unaware of the extent of such
the

enemy ever having

activity,

in the billions.

many American

However, the

it

Many

being of the school that "there

is

IBM

other firms are

no evidence of

successfully used camouflage against us."

There are two especially salient points to make about potential losses due to economic
espionage. First, several former Directors of the Central Intelligence
that

economic espionage

is a particular

Agency have pointed out

concern with nations in which there

is

either

stalfi

ownership of businesses, or an extremely close cooperative relationship between industries and
the state. Obviously,

when

there

is

no

clear separation

between businesses and government

agencies, the likelihood increases that the intelligence agency of a government

economic success of the businesses
difficult situation

which

governments - with tfic

Second,

^

exists

when U.S. companies

letter's

would view the

as part of its official mission. This exacerbates

power

are forced to

to pass laws, print

an already

compete against foreign

money and exercise

political influence.

incidence of foreign economic espionage that targets the defen-se industry and

defense-related critical technologies raises particular concerns because of its national security
implications. In one example, the former head of a foreign intelligence agency alleged that a

company owned by

that foreign

fighter jets to India through

its

government was able

to

win a

billion-dollar contract to supply

use of infonnation provided by the intelligence service about the

competing bids from two U.S. companies. Undoubtedly,

this

type of unethical behavior, if true,

has a negative impact for American business because of the loss of potential contracts. But the
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long-tenn damage to the global competitiveness of US. firms, and ultimately to the integrity of
the defense industry and our national security,

One vital

is

cause for even more serious concern.

part of our iofirastnicture, the part

we

information and understanding about foreign markets.

markets?

What

Who is poised to

enter?

What companies participate

With M^hat products? What products

foreign laws and regulatory schemes apply?

government agencies? What

are discussing today, is oxa base

special

of

in those

are in the pipeline?

Are thei« opportunities

for sales to foreign

procurement rules apply? What resources and support are

available to U.S. compaiues considering a leap into a

new market? What technological

breakthroughs have been achieved abroad? U.S. companies of all sizes in

all

industries

obviously need access to reliable information of this type which can be derived from publicly
available sources in order to

attempt to enter

To
at

--

make reasoned decisions about what foreign markets they should

or not enter.

varying degrees, this information

Lockheed Martin certainly make an effort

markets

--

and when we

success. For example,

are not

we

feel

is

by private corporations themselves.

collected

to understand our foreign competition

competing against foreign governments,

we

are particularly

good

we have met

at assessing the technical

We

and foreign
with good

performance

capabiUties of products that have already been placed in the open market by our competitors. But

our knowledge about foreign markets

we

falls short

of what vrould be

ideal,

are a sizable company. Our understanding about foreign markets

about trends and opportunities in some geograjJiic areas than others

more about emerging technologies, before they show up

in

is

however, even though

laisisn

--

we know more

- and we wish we knew

competing products.

And we collect
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and analyze information about foreign markets only
similar efforts

at great cost

and with great duplication of

by other U.S. firms.

Each company's needs

will

be different, obviously, although

we can assume that smaller

con^)anies and those just starting to market their products abroad will be the ones with the most
to gain firom

some kind of organized

The U.S.

intelligence

effort to collect data

community and other

about foreign markets.

fisderal

agencies are already involved in

collecting a great deal of valuable public infonnation about foreign markets. Often, however,
this

infonnation

is

perspective, and in

The CIA has
FBIS,

not compiled on a timely basis, not adequately indexed, lacks an "industrial"

many

instances

is

only housed in U.S. embassies abroad or vaults

at

home.

a valuable ongoing operation called the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, or

that regularly translates

and indexes newspaper publications and radio broadcasts from

over 100 countries around the world. Although
depository libraries on microfiche,

it is

this

information

is

available through

government

not easily accessible to private companies, and certainly

not on a timely basis.

I

mentioned that the comparative decline in U.S. competitiveness may be traced to some

degree to economic espionage encouraged or even sponsored by foreign governments.
Increasingly,

terms.

The

We

we measure national power and

also

position

measure quality of life

of the U.S. on the

target for technology theft.

cutting

The

national security in

at least in part in

economic

as well as military

terms of America's competitiveness.

edge of technological innovation makes us a primary

trend of state-sponsored espionage that targets the business

decisions and tecbjaologies of U.S. corporations apparently has

become more widespread

in the
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last

decade, but

it

move away from

could potentially become the predominant form of foreign espionage as
the Cold

War era.

on the economic espionage

issue,

we

Since 1989, the intelligence community has been focusing

and the directors of the FBI and

CIA have both

indicated that

they expect the recent upward trend to continue.

As Alvin Tofifler stated
any time

in his recent

book, Powershift, "Spying, to a greater extent than at

in the past century, will be pressed into service in support not only

of government

objectives but of corporate strategy as well, on the assumption that corporate

necessarily contribute to national power," Three years ago,

quoted a former House Committee Chairman,

Committee "painted a dark and

who

sinister picture

when

I

testified

power

on

this

will

same

topic, I

said that the testimony presented to his

of how foreign economic espionage activities by

countries such as France and Japan have cost American companies billions of dollars and have
hurt U.S. competitiveness in the global marketplace."

Suggeiited Responiieg
In responding to the question of ^at the intelligence community can and should be doing
to

improve U.S. competitiveness,

First

of all,

I

I

would

like to address the competitiveness issue in

two

parts,

think there are additional resources and expertise that these agencies can offer U.S.

companies to improve their ability

to

compete

internationally. Second,

and &r more important,

I

believe that the intelligence agencies have a critical role to play in combating economic

espionage and illegal/unethical business practices such as the payment of bribes
U.S. industry can do relatively

little

to protect itself.

...

a role wherein
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As I mentioned, I have
intelligence

community

recommend

that

a specific suggestion for

in malcing U.S.

how to expand the

role

of the U.S.

companies more competitive iniemationally.

I

would

Congress consider asldng both the U.S. intelligence agencies and other agencies

of the federal government

to contribute

whatever in-the-clear information and analyses they have

about individual foreign companies, their products, foreign industries, foreign regulatory
regimes, and foreign markets to a unified national information database where

more

by U.S. -based companies. This would include

readily

it

can be accessed

the translation of selected publicly-

available technical reports.

While much of the present focus of U.S.
affairs,

even

this information, to the extent

it is

intelligence agencies is
unclassified, could

on military and

political

be of help to some companies,

particularly those wishing to sell to foreign governments and those considering particularly large

investments. U.S. intelligence agencies and other federal agencies could expand the present

scope of their data collection efforts to include industry- and even company-specific information

from publicly-available sources.

Congress should consider making

ttiis

new

database accessible through the National

Technology Transfer Center in Wheeling, West Virginia. You
this

Center to

make

will recall that

Congress created

federally-sponsored technology research results, such as findings by federal

research laboratories, available to American businesses and industries for commercial product

development

at a single poirt

of access. The Center

is

intended to facilitate the transfer of

government-sponsored technologies to American businesses,
competitiveness.

in order to

improve U.S.

.
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Federally-generated information and analysis about foreign markets could be readily

added to

this database

and accessed by U.S. companies. Access

to the

National Technology

Transfer Center itself will be vastly improved by the fiber optic network provided

by fte High

Performance Computing Act enacted by Congress a few years ago. Information about local and
regional political events, specific foreign markets, opportunities, and resources available to assist

U.S. companies competing abroad, and even the state-spoosored economic espionage activities

being practiced by other governments could easily be collected and provided to U.S. companies

through this information network and the
U.S. companies (which

may mean that

NTTC.

This information should be accessible by

would have to be accessible

it

all

to U.S. subsidiaries of

foreign corapanies, as well.)

With regard
governments and
intelligence

to the specific

problem of economic espionage sponsored by foi«ign

illegal business practices

community should continue

example, the FBI and

CIA

government-sponsored

to

conducted by foreign competitors,

be involved

I

believe the U.S.

in counterintelUgence efiforts.

For

already have a policy of notifying targeted U.S. corporations once a

infiltration effort has

been detected.

A few years ago. President Bush

issued a national security directive placing increased emphasis on countering foreign economic

espionage. While this directive

is

non-public,

I

understand that approximately forty percent of it

addresses the targeting of American corporations by foreign intelligence agencies.

Unfortunately,

not be

It

Is clear that

some of the

countries

who

sponsor economic espionage will

easily persuaded into ceasing their operations. For example,

FBI has

delivered private protests to

Ifae

news

reports indicate that the

French government objecting to the infiltration of the

European offices of certain U.S. corapanies.
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Contlminn
Ultimately,

believe there arc selected, impoitaat roles that the U.S. intelligence

I

conununity can undertake to improve U.S. competitiveness and combat the allegedly growing

wave of foreign state-spoostwed economic espionage and

The provision of counteriatelligence
certainly help U.S. firms, but I
for other nations
setting

by

refraining

same

services and foreign

would also hope that the United

same

vein, seek to prevent

open source information would

States could set a

good example

&om using U.S. intelligence agencies unfairly. We

a good example office and honest commercial

nations to abide by these

business practices,

illegal

fi-ee

trade principles.

govemments

fix>m

relations,

and continue

And my final key point;

becoming

to

should be

encourage other

We should, in the

direct competitors in the marketplace

and thereby undermining the entire concept of fi«e trade and the

fiee marketplace.
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IC

BSPIOBMS

The developaant and production of proprlateury econoaic
information is an integral part of virtually every aspect of
United States trade, comierce and business and, hence, is
essential to maintaining the health and competitiveness of
critical segments of the United States economy. The theft,
misappropriation, and wrongful receipt, transfer, and use of
United States proprietary economic information, particularly by
foreign governments and their agents and instrumentalities, but
also by domestic malefactors, directly threatens the development
and production of that information and, hence, directly imperils
the health and competitiveness of our economy.

The aver increasing value of proprietary economic
information in the global and domestic marketplaces, and the
corresponding spread of technology, have combined to
significantly Increase both the opportunities and motives for
conducting economic espionage. As a consequence, foreign
governments, through a variety of means, actively target U.S.
persons, firms, industries and the U.S. government itself, to
steal or wrongfully obtain critical technologies, data, and

information in order to provide their own industrial sectors with
Similarly, theft or misappropriation of
proprietary economic information by domestic thieves has also
a competitive advantage.

increased.

The resulting security environment presents a new set
of threats to our national security, ani presents challenges to
existing security, intelligence, coxinterintelligence and law

enforcement structures and missions. But in this new era these
institutions continue to have the fiindamental pvurpose 'to provide
for tlie common defense, promote the general welfare, and secure
This
the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity."
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clause from the preaable of the Constitution bestows a sacred
trust to the U.S. governMent, assigning responaibility for
protecting the lives and personal safety of A>er leans,

maintaining our political freedom and Independence as a nation
and providing Cor the well-being and prosperity of our nation.
The United States has becosM increasingly aware of the
economic espionage threat to U.S. interests and U.S. policymakers have begun to equate econonlc security with U.S. national
security.
The March 1990 and February 1995 national security
strategies published by the White House focus on economic

security as an Integral part not only of U.S. national interest
but also of national security.
On November 4, 1993 before the
Senate Foreign Relations Coamittee, Sttcretary of State Warren
Christopher stated, * In the post-Cold War world, our national
security is inseparable from our econonlc security.*
Secretary
Christopher went on to emphasize 'the new centrallty of economic
policy in our foreign policy."
Additionally, in February 1995, President Clinton
published "A National Security Strategy of Sngagement and

Enlargement" which identified as one of our nation' s three
central strategy goals to bolster America's economic
revitalization.
Finally, in an October, 1995 Issue of FOCUS
magazine, Bruce Lehman, Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks,
stated, 'what Aaerica has to sell to the world is its genius, and
if we don' t get other countries to provide a system that makes a

market for that genius and, secondly, do everything we can to set
up market forces that encourage our inventors to exploit that
market, we are going to have an extremely hobbled economy.'
Lehman want on to state, *I favor strong intellectual property

rights for U.S. investors.

Their creations are the wealth of

America, and if you don' t acknowledge those rights you have no
wealth.*
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Consistant with U.S. national sscurity policy since
1990, the Federal Biireau of Investigation initiated an Economic

Counterintelligence progran in 1994 with a mission to collect
information and engage in activities to detect and counteract
foreign power-sponsored or coordinated threats and activities
directed against United States' economic interests, especially
acts of economic espionage.
This program does not Involve
offensively collecting economic information; it is defensive in
nature with the ultimate goal of protecting U.S. national
This goal has and will continue to be accomplished by
security.
the application of investigative tools, techniques and remedies
available through the authorities and jurisdictions assigned to
both the FBI's Foreign Counterintelligence and Criminal

Investigative Programs.

Through the Economic Counterintelligence

program, the FBI has developed algnif leant information on the

foreign economic threat, to Include the Identification of actors,
targets and methods utilized.

ACTORS

Foreign intelligence operations directed against U.S.
economic interests are neither unusual nor unprecedented. The
United states and other major industrial countries have been the
targets of economic espionage for decades.

However,

counterintelligence, which is the identification, penetration and
neutralization of foreign intelligence activities that threaten
U.S. national security, has traditionally been directed at

nilitary. Ideological or subversive threats to national secxurity.

This was due in large part to Cold Nar security concerns, as well
as by the reality of U.S. eoonoaic and technical predominance.
In today's world, a country's power and stature are
often measured by Its econooalc/ Industrial capability. Therefore,
foreign governments, their ministries, such as those dealing with
fineuice and trade, and major industrial sectors are increasingly
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expected to play a more proninent role in their respective
country's collection efforts. While a Military rival steals
documents for a atate-of-the-art weapon or defense systen, an
economic competitor steals a U.S. company's proprieteury business
information or government trade strategies. Just as a foreign
country's defense establishment is the main recipient of U.S.
defense-ralatad information, foreign companies and commercially
oriented government ministries are the main beneficiaries of U.S.

economic information.

Foreign governments pose various levels emd types of
threats to U.S. economic and technological information. Some
ideological and military adversaries continue their targeting of
U.S. economic and technological information as an extension of a
concerted intelligence assault on the United States conducted
The end of the Cold War has not
resulted in a peace dividend regarding economic espionage. Just
recently, one foreign leader urged better utilization of stolen
technology to enhance his country's national security. Be stated
that currently 'only 15 to 30 percent* of the Information
acquired by spies is being used ' even though sometimes special
services receive the freshest technological advances literally
straight off the pages* of foreign blueprints and manuals.

throughout the Cold War.

Other governments targeting U.S. economic and
technological information ttre either longtime allies of the
United States or have traditionally been neutral. These
countries target U.S. economic and technological information

despite their friendly relations with the United states. In some
cases, they take advantage of their considerable legitimate
access to U.S. Information and collect seneitive Information more
In addition, some of
easily than our traditional adverszuries.
the countries traditionally considered allies have
infrastructures that allow them to easily internalize high-tech
information and utiliae it in competition against U.S. firms. On
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Jemuary 9, 1996, the fomer head of a foreign
service told a Geman television station that
state is not just responsible for law making,
He added that 'It is true that for
as well.*
regulated the marjcets to sone extent with its

Intelligence
in hia coiuitry 'the
it is in business
decades the state
left hand while its

right hand used the secret services to procure information for
its own fims.*
In general, the goverraients and coapanles of highly
industrialized nations collect economic intelligence to gain a
competitive edge over major economic rivals, either across the
In addition, intelligence is
board or in specific iitduatries.
collected on D.S. Government plans and policies with regard to
trade and industry. Other less industrialized countries tend to

limit their economic collection activities to a few key

industrial sectors. Current FBI investigations reflect 23
countries engaged in economic espionage activities against the

United States.

TARGETS
The targets of economic espionage are varied but hightechnology and defense-related Industries remain the primary
targets of foreign economic intelligence collection operations.
The industries that have been the targets in most cases of
•cononic espionage and other collection activities include
biotechnology; aerospace; telecommunications, including the
technology to build the National Information Infrastructure;
computer software /hardware; advanced transportation and engine
technology; advanced materials and coatings, including 'stealth*
technologies; energy research; defense and armaments technology;

Proprietary
aixl semiconductors.
business information, i.e., bid, contract, customer and strategy
information, in these sectors is aggressively targeted, as well.

manufacturing processes;

.
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Foreign collectors have also shown great interest in govemitent
and corporate financial and trade data.
The industries described above are of strategic
interest to the United States because they produce classified
products for the government produce dual-use technology used in
both the public and private sectors, and are responsible for
leading-edge technologies critical to maintaining U.S. econonic
,

Many other U.S. high-tech industrial sectors have been
Any foreign company competing for a sale or a piece of
a market share, regardless of the market, could resort to
intelligence activities as a "force multiplier" to improve its
chances

security.
targeted.

A few recent examples of the targeting activities
described aJx>ve include: a foreign government-controlled
corporation targeting U.S. proprietary business documents and
information from U.S. telecommunications competitors; the
acquisition of technical specifications for a U.S. automotive
manufacturer' s product by a foreign competitor; the attempted

acquisition in violation of U.S. export laws of a U.S. company* s
radar technology; the targeting and acquisition of several U.S.
companies' proprietary biotechnology information; and the theft
of a U.S. company" s data and technology regarding the manufacture
of microprocessors.

Economic intelligence data seldom exist in a vacuum.
Collection of sensitive foreign economic intelligence frequently
enhances a nation's military, as veil as economic capabilities.
Likewise, the line separating purely economic intelligence from
political intelligence is as difficult to draw as that between

technical and military intelligence.

Types of U.S. government economic information,
especially pre-publication data, of interest to foreign

.
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governBants and Intel ligance sarvices as deterained through FBI
investigations include: U.S. econoalc, trade and financial
agreements; U.S. trade developaents euid policies; U.S. national
debt levels; U.S. tax and aonatary policies; foreign aid programs
and export credits; technology transfer and munitions control
regulations; U.S. energy policies and critical materials
stockpiles data; U.S. commodity policies; and proposed
legislation affecting the profitability of foreign firms
operating in the United States.
IMPACT

Costs of economic espionage have not been
systematically evaluated by the U.S. Intelligence Community or
the FBI.
The U.S. private sector, for its part, has only
recently bagun to estimate Its losses to commercial espionage and
other economic intelliganca operations. To date, the private
sector's cost estimates have generally been based upon small,
unrepresentative samples of the U.S. business community and have
tended to emphasize companies with holdings in the United States
rather than overseas. Understandably, U.S. industry is reluctant
to publicize occurrences of foreign economic and industrial
Such publicity oan adversely affect stock values,
espionage.

customers' confidence, and ultimately competitiveness and market

Havertheless in the last few years, there have been a
number of studies and estimates which have attempted to (quantify
share.

,

the scope and impact of economic espionage.
•

In 1992, a survey by the American Society for

Industrial Security found that all types of commercial
espionage during 1991-92 resulted in major losses to
pricing data ($1
O.S. firms in the following areas:
billion) , product development and specification data
($597 Billion), and manufacturing process information
($110 million)
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•

•

The January, 1995 issue of 'Lav and Policy In
International Business*
stated that the White House
Office of Science and Technology eatinated losses to
U.S. businesses from foreign economic espionage at
nearly one hundred billion dollars per year.
The October 1995 issue of 'FOCUS' magazine dealt with
the loss of U.S. intellectual property and estimated
that the unauthorized copying and counterfeiting of
medicines by Argentina, Brazil, India and Turkey alone
is costing U.S. drug firms more than 1.5 billion
dollars annually.

METHOIiS

Practitioners of economic espionage seldom use one
method of collection, rather they have concerted collection
programs which combine both legal and Illegal, traditional and
more innovative methods.
Investigations have luid continue to
identify the various methods utilised by those engaged in
economic espionage and to assess the scope of coordinated
intelligence efforts against the United States. The following
examples illustrate some of the methods utilized to engage in

economic espionage.

An intelligence collector's best source is a trusted
person inside a company or organization whom the collector can
task to provide proprietary or classified information. These
individueQ.B are approached due to their legitimate 2U)d direct
access to information. In some instances the insider is selected
due to their apparent willingness to engage in unlawful or
clandestine activity. For example, between 1986 and 1990, Dr.
Ronald Hoffman, a rocket scientist and lead researcher for
Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) sold SAICdeveloped technology which was restricted for export to four
,

8
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foreign coBpanles. The technology aold consls'ted of computer
codes developed for the U.S. Air Force to be utilized in star
Wars projects, but had cownercial applications available noirtiere
else in the world. Press reports have stated that these
companies, which were said to be years behind U.S. firms in space
technology, have since gained a significant competitive advzmtage
in the space industry.

Soae foreign governments task foreign students
specifically to acquire information on a variety of economic and
technical subjects.
In some instances, countries recruit
students before they come to the United States to study and task
then to send any technological information they acquire back to

their home country. Additionally, as an alternative to
compulsory military service, one foreign government hae an

organized progreun to send interns abroad, often with the apecific
task of collecting foreign business and technological
information.
Upon completion of their studies, some foreign students
are then encouraged to seek employment with U.S. firms to steal

proprietary information. Although similar to clandestine
recruitment used traditionally by intelligence services, often no
intelligence service is involved, only a competing company or

non-intelligence government agency. The collector then passes
the information directly to a foreign firm or the government for
use in its research and developeient (R&D) activities.
In 1989, the FBI conducted interviews of individuals
who admitted to having been recruitments of a foreign
intelligence service. Two of the individuals stated that they
were recruited by the intelligence service just prior to their

departure to study in the United States. These individuals
worked at the behest of the intelligence agency while studying in
the United States. Upon completion of their studies, both
9
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obtained positions with U.S. firms and continued their espionage
activities, then directed at their eaployers, on behalf of the
intelligence aqency. The individuals each operated at the behest
of that agency for 20 years.
Other FBI investigations have identified that sose
foreign govamaents exploit existing non-govemBent affiliated
organizations or create nev ones, such as friendship societies,
international exchange organizations, isport-export coapanles and
other entities that have frequent contact with foreigners, to
gather intelligence and to station intelligence collectors. They
conceal government Involveaent in these organiaatlona and present

thes etf purely private entities in order to cover their
intelligence operations. These organizations spot and assess
potential foreign intelligence recruits vltb tibOB they have
contact.
Suc^ organizations also lobby U.S. govemnent officials
to change policies the foreign govemaent considers unfavorable.
Foreign coapanies typically hire knowledgeable
employees of coapetlng U.S. firms to do corresponding work for
the foreign firm. At times, they do this specifically to gain
inside technical information from the e^loyee and use it against
the competing U.S. firm.

For exaaiile, the FBI has identified an
association of consultants, all of trtuw were long-term employees

of a major U.S. corporation, attempting to sell proprietary high

technology to a formlgn power. These consultants have 1.5
million dollars in contracts with the foreign power and have
offered to provide technology and guidance to the country in
order to facilitate their development in the area of technology
and allow them to cor>pete with the United States. The result is
a loss of proprietary information estimated by the U.S.
corporation at billions of dollars.
For example, in 1988, a U.S. automotive manufacturer of
a military vehicle

was contacted by a foreign automotive
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nanufacturer who requested a United licensing agreement with the
U.S. nanufacturer to allow access to technical data on ttae
ilitary vehicle In order to bid on a contract to build ainllar
vehicles for the foreign country. The D.S. Bimufacturer agreed
but notified the foreign nanufacturer of the proprietary nature
of the information provided.
The U.S. manufacturer was
subeequently advised that the contract was a%»rded to a second
foreign manufacturer.
In 1993, the second foreign nzmufacturer
produced its first prototype vehicle and displayed the vehicle at
a major auto show.
Except for the engine, the prototype is
essentially a copy of the D.S. manufacturer's vehicle. According
to the D.S. nanufacturer, this prototype was produced too quickly
to have been the product of reverse-engineering.
It is not clear
that any crime was conoaitted here, but it appears that the
specifications licensed to the first foreign manufacturer ware
provided to the second through an Illicit means.
FBI investigations have detemined that some countries
frequently hire well-connected consultants to write reports on
topics of interest and to lobby D.S. Government officials on the
country's behalf. Often, the consultants are former high-ranking
U.S. Government officials who maintain contacts with their former
colleagues. They exploit these connections and contract
relationships to illegally acquire protected information, and to
gain access to other high-level officials who are currently
holding positions of authority through whon they atteiq>t to

further illegally acquire protected information.

During joint R&D activities, foreign governments
routinely request to have an on-site liaison officer to monitor
progress and provide guidance. Using their close access to their
U.S. counterparts conducting joint R(D, particularly in the
defense arena, liaison officers have been caught wrongfully
removing documents that are clearly marked as restricted or
classified.
11
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In October 1984, Recon Optical, a U.S. defense
contractor and manufacturer of surveillance caaeras, signed a 4year, 40 allllon dollar contract with a foreign Government to
design a top-secret airborne surveillemce camera system for that
governments intelligence service. Terms of the contract allowed
three Air Force officers from that country to vork in Recon' s
plant outside of Chicago. However, after months of disagreement
and cost disputes, the U.S. company finally stopped the work in
May 1986 and dismissed the three officers. As they left, the
officers were caught by security guards stealing boxes of
documents.
Some of the docum«nts described plans to steal
Recon' B secret and coaMercially valuable surveillance camera

technology. Documents indicated that, throughout the working
relationship, the officers had passed technical drawings to the
their country's defense company, Slsctronlcs-Optics Industries,
Ltd., enabling that country to build its own system.

HEEP FOR hBQlSUXlQV

As evidenced by the above, foreign powers, through a
variety of means, actively target persons, firms and industries
in the U.S. and the U.S. Government Itself, to steal or
wrongfully obtain critical technologies, data, and information in
order to provide their own industrial sectors with a coi^etitlve
advantage.
There are gaps and Inadequacies in existing federal
laws which necessitate a federal statute to specifically

proscribe the various acts defined by economic espionage and
address the national security aspects of this crime.
Since no Federal statute directly addresses economic
espionage or the protection of proprietary economic information
in a thorough, systematic manner, investigations and prosecutions
attempt to combat the problem by using existing laws, all of
which were designed to counteract other problems. The Interstate
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Transportation of Stolen Property Act' is an axanple. This law
was designed to foil the "roving criminal" whose access to
automobiles made movement of stolen property across state lines
sufficiently easy that state and local law enforcement officials
were often stymied. While the law worlcs well enough for crimes
involving traditional "goods, wares, or merchandise," it was
drafted at a time when computers, biotechnology, and copy
It is, consequently, not
machines didn't even exist.
particularly well suited to deal with situations in which
information alone is wrongfully duplicated and transmitted
electronically across domestic and international borders. One
court has observed, for exai^)le, that "[t]he element of physical
•goods, wares, or merchandise' in SS 2314 and 2315^ is critical.
The limitation which this places on the reach of the Interstate
Transportation of Stolen Property Aot is imposed by the statute

Itself, and must be observed."'

Other existing statutes used by law enforcement
agencies on a day-to-day basis to combat economic espionage have
For example, the Mail Fraud statute* may
similar limitations.
be used only If an economic espionage scheme involves the use of
the mail. Similarly, the Fraud by Hire statute' requires an
intent to defraud as well as the use of wire, radio, or
television.
For
Even basic concepts can prove problematic.
example, if an individual "downloads" co^uter program code

2314.

'

18 U.S.C.

%

^

18 U.S.C.

2315, dealing with the lale or receipt of stolen property.

(U)

(U)
'

United St»tei

v.

Brown

*

18 U.S.C.

(

1341.

(U)

'

18 U.S.C.

f

1343.

(U)

.

925 P. 2d 1301 (10th Cir. 1991). (U)

13

.
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without p«mlssion of the owner, has a theft occurred even though
the true owner never lost possession of the original? Slallarly,
if a company doing business in the U.S. licenses a foreign
coHpany located in a foreign country to use proprietary economic
information and an employee of the second makes and sells an
unauthorized copy of the information to agents of a third
country, has any U.S. crime bean committed?

Another difficulty with existing federal law is that it
nay not afford explicit protection to the confidential nature of
By
the ii>formation in question during enforcement proceedings.
its nature, proprietary economic information derives value from
If either or both are
its exclusivity and confidentiality.
compromised during legal proceedings, then the value of the
information is diminished notwithstanding that the proceeding
initiated to vindicate that value in the first place. Rather

%/as

than rlslc such compromise, an owner may forego vindication of his
or her legal rights in the hope or expectation that the
information's residual value will exceed the damage done by a

wrongdoer
Over the past several years, the FBI has experienced
difficulties prosecuting cases of economic espionage. The FBI
has attempted to use various criminal statutes currently in force
to counter economic espionage, but these laws do not specifically
cover the theft or Improper transfer of proprietary information
and, therefore, are insufficient to protect these types of items.

In several Instances, the FBI has conducted investigations only

to have prosecutions or permission to use further investigative

procedures declined by the Department of Justice or U.S.
Attorney" s offices because of lack of criminal predicate.

In an Investigation mentioned earlier regarding a
consultant group engaged in contracts with a foreign power for
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the illicit sale of proprietary inforaation from a O.S.
corporation, an Assistant U.S. Attorney denied a request for
consensual nonitoring of a subject. Citing nnltad states v.

Brown in which the Supreae Court ruled that trade secrets did
not constitute 'goods, wares, aerchandise, securities, nor
moneys* as required by the Transportation of Stolen Property In
Interstate/Foreign CoBaerca statute, the AUSA decided that the
subjects' s actions did not constitute crijtinal behavior but were
,

merely coapetitive business practices.
A second FBI investigation in which prosecution was
declin«d involved the previously discussed case in which a U.S.
automotive manufacturer entered into a liaited licensing
agreement with a foreign aanuf acturer
After a second foreign
manufacturer produced a vehicle with aany similarities to the
.

U.S. coapany' s product, the U.S. coapany alleged that the first

foreign aanuf acturer provided the second with the U.S.
meuiufacturer' s proprietary inforaation which the second then used

in its vehicle.
The Department of Justice returned an opinion
stating that 'case law is clear that [for Federal theft statutes
to be invoked] there must be an actual theft of physical

property, not an idea or inforaation.' * The D«p«u:taent of
Justice stated that if the U.S. company could acquire one of the
'

alleged copied vehicles and 'reverse-reverse-engineer' it, and if
they could find parts in it that contain patented technology,
then the U.S. coapany aay have a patent infringement case.
In a third exaapla, the FBI investigated an information
broker who was engaged by two foreign comqjMtnles to gather
proprietary bid inforaation froa a major U.S. company regarding a
multi-million dollar international construction project. The
inforaation broker contacted several a^loyees from the U.S.

company, paid them for information, and passed the information on
to the foreign companies.

Tlie

information brolcer was then paid a

For lack of a more
applicable violation, the came was Investigated as a Hire Fraud

large sum of money for his services.
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violation but a U.S. Attorney' s office declined to prosecute the
Information brolcer. significantly, a similar Investigation
regarding the same construction project and foreign companies was
Initiated In the Dnlted Kingdom. This investigation resulted in
prison sentences for two other information brokers headquartered
in England.
Two other recent examples demonstrate the widely

varying outcomes in cases involving this type of criminal
activity.
In both of these instances, successful prosecutions
occurred but the penalties in one did not effectively deter the
activities.
In January, 1990, a source advised the TBI that two
individuals sought to sell pharmaceutical trade secrets which had
been stolen from the Schering-Plough Company and Merck and
Company, Inc.
One of the Individuals had been a research
scientist with the aforementioned comptuiies and the other owned

and operated a research laboratory.

Ttie

pharmaceutical trade

secrets involved two fermentation processes which were and are
covered by active patents.
In February,

1990, an FBI undercover agent posing as a

buyer for the fermentation processes was introduced to the

individuals who agreed to sell one of the processes to the
undercover agent for l.S million dollars; thereafter, the second

process would be sold to the undercover agent for six to eight
million dollars. The exchange took place in August, 1990, after
which the subjects were Immediately arrested and the assets
provided were recovered.
Personnel with Schering-Plough
advised that over 750 million dollars in
cost bad been Incurred in developing the
processes. As no Federal statute exists
16

and Merck and Company

research and development
two fermentation
which directly addresses
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th«ft of tradfl •crets, this Invaatlgation uas pursued as a
Eacb subjaet was indicted on 13 counts related to
fraud matter.
conspiracy, fraud by wire, interstate transportation of stolen
property and mail fraud violations. After a two week trial, each
subject was convictad on 12 counts. One subject was sentenced to
United States District
9 years in prison, and the other 5 years.

tiie

Court Judge Alfred J. Lechner, who presided over the trial,
stated that there are few crimes with regjurd to monetary theft
that could reach this magnitude. Judge Lechner added that the
subjects attempted to compromise years and years of research

undertaken by the victim companies.
In contrast, in December, 1993, the FBI, working with
the Naval criminal Investigative Service arrested two individuals
who sold proprietary bid and pricing data to an FBI undercover
The two individuals had conspired to sell Hughes Aircraft
agent.

bid and pricing data on an upcoming bid for the Tomahawk Cruise
Missile Program to an individual they believed to be employed by
McDonnell-Douglas for 50,000 dollars.

At the time both McDonnell -Doug las and Hughes
manufactured the Tomahawk Cruise Missile for the United States
However, beginning in 1994, the OSM was to award the
Navy (nSN)
contract to a sole vendor, either Hughes or McDonnell-Douglas.
This updated Tomahawk Cruise Missile contract was valued at $3
billion, and was to have been awarded in June, 1994. This
restructuring of the contract created em extremely competitive
atmosphere t>etwaen the two companies, and both conceded that loss
.

of the contract would have closed do%ni their missile facilities.

One Individual was charged with Conspiracy to Deprive
the U.S. of Its Right to Honest and Competitive Bidding on
Contract (18 USC 371) and Aiding and Abetting (18 USC 2). The
other was charged with Wire Fraud (18 DSC 1343) and Aiding and
17
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Abetting.

In April, 1994, both def andante pl*ad guilty to the

ttara.
Notwithatanding the gravity of the
offenses, in June, 1994, one was placed on probation for only one
year and ordered to participate in the hoBe detention prograa for
60 days.
The other was comaltted to the custody of the U.S.

chargaa against

Bureau of Prisons to be inprisoned for a tera of only four
months, with credit for time served, and only four Bonths of home
detention.

These and other probleas underscore the importance of
developing a syateaic approach to the problea of econcunic
espionage.
I believe that only by adoption of a national schese
to protect U.S. proprietary economic information can we hope to
maintain our industrial and economic edge, and thus safeguard our
national security.

CONCLUSION
FBI investigations demonstrate that economic espionage
perpetrated by foreign governments, institutions,
instrumentalities and persons directed against the United States,
establishments, corporations or persons in the United States is a
critical national security issue which requires both a

counterintelligence and lav enforcement response. The FBI is in
a unique position to address this Issue, utilizing the
authorities and jurisdictions assigned to both the FBI' s Foreign
Counterintelligence and Criminal Investigative Programs.
Since the initiation of the FBI' s Economic
Counterintelligence Program, the FBI has seen a 100 percent
Increase in the number of economic espionage-related
investigative matters, involving 23 countries. This Increase is
primarily due to recent chemges in the FBI' s counterintelligence
program and the concomitant emphasis on resources and
18
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Inltiatlvaa,
small one.

but.

it also demonstrates that the problem is not a

In order to maintain the health and competitiveness of
critical segments of the United States economy, the development,
production and utilization of proprietary economic information
must be safe-guarded. The FBI will continue, as it has in the
past, to utilize all available measures to protect this type of

information from unlawful, illicit or clandestine collection by
foreign powers. However, for the various reasons discussed, I
believe a national scheme to protect proprietary economic
information is warranted and necesseury.
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Director Freeh. I want to add also my compliments to the various Senators who have introduced bills. As you know, there is an
Administration bill that is nearing completion. Hopefully that will
be transmitted to the Congress very, very soon.
I thought what I would do in a few minutes is just try to outline
for you the scope of the problem and what I see the gap to be with
respect to a measured as well as an effective national response.
As you've cited, Mr. Chairman, the problem really involves billions of dollars and millions of jobs. It translates into industries
being affected, people being displaced, and really the health of our
national economy. I think today, more than ever, a strong national
economy is really equivalent to national security. We've entered a

phase and a century is about to be entered where our economic
independence and security and strength is really identical to our
national security, which is why this is such a critical issue for all
of us.

The other point that I want to make is that we are not talking
about, and certainly the bills that you've introduced do not contemplate, some new or novel Federal jurisdiction. Unlike many of
the statutes that the FBI enforces, the authority for the protection
of intellectual property and proprietary economic information really
comes from the Constitution itself. It's not often that even the FBI
can cite the Constitution as a basis for jurisdiction, but in article
I, section 8, clause 8, the framers specifically set aside for the Congress the authority to make all necessary laws to protect intellectual property, or what today translates more specifically as trade
secrets, critical technology ideas.
More than anything else the American

economy has to sell to the
genius. The United States has become, in effect, the
basic research lab for the world. It is estimated conservatively that
$249 billion in basic research is spent in the United States by the
Government as well as by industries. The issue before us today and
the subject addressed in your legislation is really whether or not
we should have a Federal law, a national policy, with respect to the
protection of intellectual property and economic proprietary inforworld

is its

mation from theft and misappropriation.
There is currently no such Federal scheme, and that's because of
the way that the world has changed in 200 years, well beyond the
contemplation of the framers. We live in cyberspace. We live in
global economies. We live in a world of ideas, where those ideas

can be instantaneously stolen, transmitted and taken to

many

places around the world where they can harm legitimate private as
well as national security interests.
Let us just for a moment take a look at the various statutes that
we have in effect which the FBI uses, and uses effectively in certain cases, to deal with this problem. We have, first of all, the
Interstate Transportation of Stolen Property Act, which is in title
18. Ironically, that is the statute which is most usually applied or
attempted to be applied when the theft or misappropriation of intellectual property or economic proprietary information is involved.
Indicative of the problem, this was a statute that was passed in the
1930's in response to the fact that thieves were using automobiles
to take stolen property
goods, merchandise and wares from
State to State, which was beyond the capability of many of the

—
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departments to investigate. So, in effect, in 1995, on the
threshold of the 21st century, we are really relying for most of our
cases on the ITSP statute. As the Senator has pointed out, not only
by case law Bowling in the Supreme Court, Brown in the tenth
circuit
but also by the interpretation and application of Assistant
U.S. Attorneys, there's a real question whether downloading computer files, copying the information, and transmitting it somewhere
a theft, at least as contemplated in ITSP.
is a theft
So we work very hard to investigate economic espionage activities using a statute which, when drafted, did not contemplate the
kinds of problems and technologies that we're dealing with today.
ITSP carries, by the way, a maximum penalty of 5 years' imprisonlocal police

—

—

—

ment.

—

Some of the other statutes that we use the mail and wire fraud
again require, absostatutes, title 18, sections 1341 and 1343
lutely require, the use of wires or mails in the transmission of the
property or instrumentality of the fraud. In many cases, we have
investigated sets of circumstances where the nexus of mail and

—

wire communications have not been used, and that is an absolute
requisite for the application of those statutes.
Sections 1029 and 1030, which are the computer access and the
computer fraud statutes, work in many instances very well. But,
again, a lot of proprietary information is not transmitted either
through computers, nor does it reside necessarily on computers. If
someone steals the pricing information on a bid from a piece of
paper sitting in some office, that would not have come within the
confines of those two statutes.
The espionage statute, again, is not really applicable, because
most of this information is not national security information.
So we are really left with a hodgepodge of statutes, which can
from time to time be effectively applied. But what's lacking is one
systematic Federal law which addresses the scope of the problem
and doesn't depend on individual circumstances to assert jurisdiction. Let me just give you one quick scenario which we came up
with. It's actually a set of facts relating to a case in 1990 involving
the Mobil Oil Corporation. The scenario would run very briefly like
this: A foreign nation is looking to build a nuclear reactor, a nuclear industry, and an American company wants to bid for $100
million worth of that contracting. Assume a profit of 20 or 25 million dollars, the hiring of many subcontractors, the creation of
many jobs affecting communities as well as subindustries. What
happens is an international information broker, as these thieves
very ornately call themselves, finds a mole in that American company, an employee who is willing to steal the pricing information
that goes to that corporation's bid. Now, that bid was worked up
over hundreds and hundreds of work hours, at the cost of perhaps
millions of dollars. It is confidential, it is sensitive. It is the classical example of proprietary economic information. Now, this employee, the mole within the company, gets access. Let's say he gets
lawful access to that information, and not by way of a computer.
He gives that information to this international information broker,
who takes it to another country not by wire or mail communication, but my personal trip
and delivers that to a foreign corporation, which by looking at the bottom line so to speak is able to un-

—
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derbid and take that contract worth a hundred milHon dollars unaway from the American company, and does so using stolen
or purloined or misappropriated economic proprietary information.
None of the statutes which I have alluded to would give us any
jurisdiction with respect to that offense. And that is not, as I said,
an atypical scenario for these crimes. Again, it's not a question
here of some new novel or overwhelming jurisdiction that the Federal Government never had. It's simply keeping us apace with the
technologies, the techniques, and the very active, targeted intelligence activity of many foreign companies and countries in this
fairly

area.

The FBI has approximately 800 pending cases involving 23 foreign countries. These are State-sponsored economic espionage, forays and initiatives into the United States, using all the various
techniques of intelligence officers and services, from compromising
individuals, to unlawful wiretapping, to bribery, to all the things
that these agents do and did, perhaps more so during the cold war
where the objective was the ascertainment of military information.
Some of the cases that we have worked I can allude to with the
absence of the foreign country involved, at least in this open hearing. This is just a sample list of companies that have been affected,
by either State-sponsored economic espionage or espionage coming
from other companies or corporations. We have IBM, Litton, Texas
Instruments, Corning Glass, McDonnell Douglas, and the ScheringPlough and Merck case, which was a 1990 case. This is another
good example of the issue of not only jurisdiction, but also penalties
and deterrence. Schering-Plough and Merck, two drug companies,
had spent approximately $750 million in research and development
to develop some drugs. We had information that two individuals,
one at each company, were willing to sell the R&D to the highest
bidder. This would be the actual drug formulas. An undercover FBI
agent, for $1.5 million, was able to get both drug fermentation
processes again R&D worth at least $750 million. The available
statutes with which to prosecute again were relegated to the ones
I previously referred to
mail fraud, interstate transportation of
stolen property. If that had been a completed crime, the damage
just the monetary damage alone would be absolutely staggering.
Other cases involve Motorola, the Ford Motor Company, and the
Guidey case, which Senator Feinstein referred to, Hughes Aircraft
I could go on and on.
The incidence of these cases is also one that we find to be increasing, I think for a few reasons. One, in the wake of the cold
war many of the foreign intelligence agencies have diverted some
of their objectives from the military targets to the industrial, economic, and proprietary targets.
Second, after the cold war, many of our traditional military allies
are now fierce economic competitors. So there is a great incentive
to obtain U.S. proprietary secrets and information.
Third, there is a huge global market which can respond very
quickly to early access and early production of items which require
multimillion dollars of research and development. So there is a
great premium on that R&D and on producing it very, very quickly.
The statutes that the two Senators, Mr. Chairman and Senator
Kohl, have introduced, address many of the most immediate prob-

—

—
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lems that we have. They address, for instance, the issue of confidentiaUty. As one of the members of the panel alluded to, many
of these companies don't report these violations, because they don't
want to go through a court procedure where they have to rely on
whether or not a Federal judge may or may not grant confidentiality. So there is a great issue of having more damage and more economic harm by reporting a case like this than actually ignoring it

and trying to absorb the damage.
The need for extraterritoriality is very important. In the Mobil
case that I mentioned a case that actually took place in London
the contact to the American company was through one of its employees in London. All of the activities took place in the United
Kingdom. In a global world with global criminals, the extrater-

—

ritoriality

is,

in

my

view, very, very necessary.

Most importantly, however, and as we have alluded to before, the
concept of a systematic uniform Federal statute and program in
Twenty-four States, including the
law with respect to any penalty or
prosecution. Of the 25 States that have them, there is a hodgepodge of different penalties, theories, and jurisdictions. Very hard
this area is absolutely critical.
District, have no trade secrets

come to grips with.
Finally, my last point would be I don't think we can rely on the
private industry or the civil process to solve this problem. When I
sat as a district judge in New York, where the docket is very heavy
with trade redress cases and trade secrets cases, I often wondered
at the financial ability of plaintiffs to come in and challenge these
kinds of cases. The amount of discovery, the jurisdiction that is involved, as well as the uncertainty of the litigation, I think make
this a problem which we can't simply relegate to the civil system
where trade secrets have traditionally been enforced at least for
the last 200 years.
I also don't think we can rely on the States to take on a problem
like this. This is really a national problem. If we're talking about
foreign governments, we're talking about international activity and
jurisdiction. I think it's a role for the Federal Government that
Americans would not only understand but appreciate. As we said,
it goes to jobs, millions of jobs, billions of dollars, and really the
future health of our country.
So I certainly applaud the Senators for having this hearing. Mr.
to

—

Chairman and Senator Kohl, the

statutes that you've introduced,
think there's tremendous support in industry. I've heard from many of the CEOs of Fortune 500 companies. I've spoken to my agents who are out in the trenches working
these cases, and sometimes when they get a complaint, they don't
know whether it's a counterintelligence case or criminal case, and
it's hard to give them guidelines, because we don't really have a
statute that addresses this problem head on.
So I think there's a great interest, a great need, and I certainly
applaud your efforts.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Director Freeh.
You characterize the problem very accurately when you talk
about billions of dollars of losses and million of jobs involved. We're
going to proceed now to 5-minute rounds, and I won't start my time
until I finish the preliminary. I will yield first to Senator Kohl,
I

think are a great

start.

I
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who's the author of the bill, with the acquiescence of Senator
Kerrey, and then to Senator Kerrey and then our practice is to turn
to Senators in order of arrival, so we will have Senator Feinstein,
Senator Shelby, Senator Baucus, Senator Johnston, Senator

Leahy
Senator Leahy. Mr. Chairman, I was the first person here. There
was absolutely nobody here, and I waited, then I went over and
met with Director Freeh
Chairman Specter. Then the sequence of questioning will be
Senator Leahy, Senator Specter
[General laughter.]
Chairman Specter. Patrick, you've just moved up right behind
Kerrey.

Senator Leahy. Thank you.
Chairman Specter. And no affidavit is necessary.
Director Freeh, we heard from Director Deutch of the CIA last
week on the international threat assessment and we took up the
question of espionage. It is not the practice of U.S. intelligence
agencies to engage in espionage activities and, in fact, when the
CIA gets information about foreign corrupt practices by foreign
companies, foreign governments, or espionage, their practice is not
to turn over the information to the U.S. companies affected, but instead to turn it over to the Department of Commerce. That's a
question we're going to have to take a close look at. You identified
some 23 countries are engaged in economic espionage in some 800
cases. It is a matter of enormous importance.
I begin asking for your observations with the report that President Boris Yeltsin of Russia earlier this month on February 7,
just 3 weeks ago instructed his espionage units to try to close the
gap. Now, President Yeltsin is involved in a tough national election. It is not inconceivable that President Yeltsin might be looking
to this as a means to bolster the Russian economy, although obviously in the short term that's not easy to do, but it might be something he would direct a lot of his attention to. If Mr. Yeltsin is to
unleash the KGB or Soviet intelligence forces to work on industrial
espionage, that could be quite a formidable array, given their international apparatus and their capability for military spying.
What is your assessment as to the potential damage which could
occur if Yeltsin really goes at this hammer and tong not to say

—

—

—

hammer and

sickle?

Director Freeh. I think it's an ominous sign whenever a foreign
intelligence service prioritizes in any way the theft or stealing by
espionage, particularly using sophisticated, clandestine means the
economic secrets and proprietary interests of another nation. American corporations are not equipped to defend against that kind of
an attack. That's the best argument in the world for a strong Federal law and policy with respect to dealing with the foreign Statesupported espionage. I think using the techniques that certainly
the SVR and the
are capable of using, but also all the other
22 countries currently engaged in economic espionage, presents a
very formidable, very ominous threat to this country, to the infrastructure, to our economy. On top of these, the American companies, as good and sophisticated as they are, are not prepared, nor
should they be, to deal with that kind of an attack.

GRU
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Chairman SPECTER. When Boris Yeltsin makes a statement Uke
down the gauntlet, should there be something
more than just defense that we play against that? Should there be
some formal response by the U.S. Government to say that's not appropriate? Take it up in the diplomatic channels, as well as playing
that, really laying

defense on investigations or prosecutions?
Director Freeh. Yes, I think that's appropriate to respond to.
You can simply cite GATT and the TRIPS statutes and treaties,
which I believe Russia is a part of, which protect and guarantee
that from country to country, the rights of intellectual property
holders are preserved. The title of ownership is honored and respected no matter where in the world it's distributed, and I think
on a diplomatic level, those arguments could be made very forcefully.

Chairman SPECTER. Director Freeh, I'm not advocating that we
use our CIA or our FBI as Boris Yeltsin is suggesting that he's prepared to use the intelligence ring and economic espionage. As I've
already said in our intelligence committee hearings with Director
Deutch, that alternative has been discounted. But should we give
some consideration to fight fire by fire if we really find that foreign
intelligence units are making deep inroads into our proprietary interests? Again, I emphasize I'm not suggesting it, but is it worth
at least consideration?
Director FREEH. I think it certainly is. I think one measured response would be the type of statute that you and Senator Kohl
have proposed. If we can start arresting these foreign agents, many
of whom do not have diplomatic immunity, if we start arresting
some of these foreign intelligence service officers not for overstaying a visa or for straying outside of their confines, but for engaging
in a crime which between the two statutes would range from a 15to a 30-year penalty, I think that's a very effective response.
Chairman SPECTER. Along the collateral lines of economic espionage, an idea which has been suggested by Senator Johnston as he
and I were working on some proposed legislation involves the foreign corrupt practice issue. Our laws, applied appropriately, prevent our companies from bribing a foreign governmental official to
get a contract there, but other countries do not have such laws, and
other countries will tolerate their companies going into a foreign
land, offering a bribe of a foreign official for a contract. I'd be interested in your evaluation of the scope of that problem.
Director Freeh. I think we are the only country that has such
a law in the world. It does put us at a relative disadvantage. On
the other hand, it does embody what is the first principle for our
business ethics, our legal structures here, which is that all information and contracting opportunities ought to be done competitively
but very fairly. I think it probably is a matter that needs to be
taken up somewhat like the GATT and the TRIPS agreement on
an international level. It's been tried before, it's not met with a lot
of success, as you both know, but I don't think that is a reason for
backing down.
Chairman Specter. Well, my red light is on, so I shall not pursue it now. But beyond GATT, Senator Johnston and I are pursuing some legislation which would give extraterritorial jurisdiction.
This would make it a violation of U.S. criminal laws, if we can get
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our hands on the companies which are competing with American
companies and bribing foreign governmental officials to get their
contracts.

now turn to Senator Kohl.
Senator Kohl. Thank you very much, Senator Specter.
Director Freeh, of course, as you are aware, a company that has
information stolen from it can often bring a private civil suit
against the thief. So could you tell us why these civil suits are inadequate and why you think we need a criminal?
Director FREEH. I think in many cases, and having seen some of
these cases myself as a judge, the cost of litigation, the expense of
mounting litigation, the discovery, all of the involvement with respect to pre- and actual litigation is so enormous that many small
companies, small entrepreneurs, and individuals could not be expected to mount such a civil action.
In another problem area, the jurisdictional bounds are not quite
clear. There is State legislation in some places. There are serious
questions about conflicts of laws. There's a serious issue about
whether there would be any pre-emption or not with respect to
some of the Federal statutes and theories that they would move
I

under.

And I think perhaps the best argument is the fact that if you
have an instance of foreign State-sponsored economic espionage,
we're asking a small, mid-sized, or even a large corporation to go
up against not only a foreign government, but a foreign intelligence
service, which is not going to be amenable to discovery and all the
other things which our legal process contemplates.
So I think it's really a national problem where we shouldn't rely
on what we have for 200 years, which is our civil forum, to solve
that problem.

I

don't think

Senator KoHL. All

it

protects people.

right.

Director Freeh, in the case of individuals who work in an induscompany for many, many years and then switch jobs,
they have in their mind all kinds of things that they know about
the company that they work for, the industry that they work for
and then they go to work for a competitor. How does that person
know or how will that person know what it is he can take with him
to his new job by way of all the information that he has accumulated, and how will he not know
or how will he know that he's
not going to be prosecuted and put in jail for things that he might
bring to his new job by way of information or ideas, and what kind
of confusion and concern will that cause on the part of people who
go from one job to another in the same industry?
Director Freeh. I don't think it should cause confusion, and I
think it should be an area where prosecutors very carefully look at
facts and use their discretion as they currently do. Your particular
statute, for instance, very clearly defines what proprietary economic information is. It also specifically requires stealing, theft,
misappropriation in other words, the intent element of that statute is very, very strong.
If the subject recklessly or negligently reveals information that
he or she learned in the course of employment, that would not meet
the legal requirements of intent. If, however, there is a clear intent
to steal and an intent to harm the owner, as your statute requires,
try or at a

—
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I

think those are guideUnes that prosecutors can follow quite eas-

ily.

Senator KoHL. All

right.

Director Freeh, we understand that often companies are reluctant to sue people who steal information because they're afraid that
all the secret information will be spilled out in the courtroom. Our
bill contains provision to assure privacy. But as a former judge, can
you tell us what you think about the secrecy provisions in our bill?
Do you believe that companies really can be assured that their information will be protected when the U.S. Attorney brings a suit?
Director Freeh. I think with the provisions that are included in
both bills one is a requirement, the other one is a strong command I think both of those bills would give the corporations certainly more confidence than they have now in going down a road
where they really have to rely on the I shouldn't say "whim" but
on the decision of judges without any guidance as to whether or not
a set of circumstances requires confidentiality. I think the provisions in your bill with respect to confidentiality are essential, and
I think the corporations would be much more amenable to coming
forward and reporting crimes with that type of protection.

—

—

—

—

Senator Kohl. All right.
As you know, one bill focuses on foreign government theft, the
other on individuals, and it includes, of course, American citizens.
Is there any reason why we should be any less tough on American
citizens than we would be on foreign governments?
Director Freeh. I think with respect to that issue, both bills
would certainly be effectively used against Americans in the United
States or in an extraterritorial capacity, who steal such information

with the intent to harm the owner. I think both bills cover that
area very, very well.
With respect to adding the element of aiding a foreign government or corporation, that's probably an issue, as we've discussed
with your staff, that has to be ironed out in the framework of the
GATT and the TRIPS agreement. As you know, under the GATT
treaty, article 3 requires that the governments, all the signing governments, treat their nationals on the same basis they treat their
foreign citizens or foreign corporations. There is a GATT question
raised by that very issue and I'm confident that the committee
counsel and the other people who you'll hear from will be able to
work that out. But it is a very important issue to be resolved.
Senator Kohl. Our bill provides penalties of up to $10 million for
a corporation that steals information. Do you think that that's high
enough, or in some cases are corporations going to see that as a
reasonable price to pay for the cost of doing business and for the
information that they might be getting?
Director Freeh. That's a good question. If we're talking about a
$750 million savings in RSD, it becomes almost de minimis to pay
that kind of a price. I think, however, some forfeiture provisions
and the discretion that sentencing judges would have under the
guidelines might be able to bridge that gap. But I think you're absolutely right. We're talking about extremely high values here, and
I think that certainly has to be addressed, either by a forfeiture
provision or by some accommodation in the guidelines provisions.
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Senator Kohl. Thank you very much, Director Freeh, Mr. Chair-

man.

Chairman Specter. Thank you, Senator Kohl.
Senator Kerrey.
Vice Chairman Kerrey. Director Freeh, I'd Uke to focus a little
bit on the threat and particularly like to come at it from the standpoint of current efforts, especially in the area of espionage, where
we already have laws on the book and we're not really talking
about changing it. Perhaps it might be useful to learn from you
some of the problems that you're facing when you're confronting espionage.
As I understand it, the estimates of 51 or so countries that spy
actively on the United States, and that the FBI has 23 investigations 23 countries under investigation at the moment. These are
countries that are much more difficult to deal with, in some ways,
than individuals. So we have 23 countries. These are not just foes
like Russia. These are friends, traditional military and political
friends, as well as neutral countries. As I understand it, there has
been an increase in the number of those cases, espionage cases,
from approximately 400 last year to 800 this year.
What I'd like to ask you, there's sort of a double-barrel question.
First, does it have any impact on our ability to get those countries
to stop when there's a leak and a disclosure that we were using
electronic surveillance for the Japanese in negotiations with them.
And second does does this increase from 400 to 800 reveal
something that might be useful for this committee as we try to
evaluate what our law should be?
Director Freeh. In two parts.
With respect to the leak, it ia quite damaging and very compromising to have that kind of a leak. We're talking about the one
last month with respect to the trade negotiations. It does certainly
undercut and compromise the ability of both the intelligence agencies and the law enforcement agencies to do what they're empowered to do, which is to counteract active attempts by foreign intelligence services to obtain very sensitive trade negotiation information, which is used to undercut and compromise the United States'

—

—

positions.

Vice Chairman Kerrey. Just to follow up on that, I mean, we do
not as a practice and policy of the President's directive, engage in
economic espionage. But the question is, if it's disclosed, in this
case illegally disclosed by someone that we were using electronic
surveillance in the process of negotiation, is it not difficult then to
go to an ally and say, "We're not using that information for economic espionage." In other words we're trying to persuade, are we
not the United States is trying to persuade not just foes, not just
historical enemies, but historical friends and neutral countries that
economic espionage needs to be prohibited worldwide. I'm just I'm
trying to elicit a slightly additional response on that particular

—

—

question.
Director Freeh. I wasn't I wasn't clear enough. What I was trying to say was if the objective of that intelligence operation on our
side is to counteract, from a counterintelligence point of view, the
work of that foreign service or that foreign government to take our
trade negotiation strategy, to take it by clandestine means, through

—

—
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their intelligence services, through their corporations, if our objective is to counter that attack by using electronic surveillance or
other means, I think that's quite appropriate. I don't think that is
in the class of using our intelligence service to steal another country's proprietary information. It's a counterintelligence operation.
Vice Chairman Kerrey. I understand that. I'm just saying that
if I'm the Japanese government and you're the American government, it's going to be difficult for me to necessarily believe that
you're merely collecting that information for negotiations and that
you're not passing it on to a corporate interest that might benefit
from it.
do not do that as a consequence of Presidential direcwe need not to discuss this further. I just
tive. But I'm just
wanted to make clear that I think it does undercut and make it difficult for us to get governments, which typically, as I understand,
is what we're trying to do, we're trying to get governments to cease
and desist in using economic espionage for government-owned companies, for government transactions, which is precisely what President Yeltsin was proclaiming as a part of their policy.
Can you talk to me a little bit, talk to us a little bit about the

We

—

reasons for an increase
Director Freeh. Yes.
Vice Chairman Kerrey [continuing].

A

doubling from 400 to 800

cases?
Director Freeh. I think one reason is the increased focus and resources that we've put on it. In 1994, I initiated a new program
with respect to economic espionage counterintelligence, as well as
the working of criminal type cases, whether derived from an intelligence source or otherwise, which would lead to the prosecution of
subjects, whether they be Americans or foreigners engaged in blatant or very damaging types of economic espionage. So part of it
is a new focus on our part.
The other the other reason for the increase, I think, as several
studies that I've cited in my statement reflect, is that industry,
now more than ever 260 percent more in the Fortune 500 companies since 1985 are reporting these incidents to the FBI, and to
the different components of the Justice Department. We have not
in the past gotten that kind of a response.
So I think the answer to your question involves the combination
of those two factors and the increased efforts and initiatives of the
FBI with regard to investigating the State sponsored economic espionage.
Vice Chairman Kerrey. Can you just briefly, because the light's
going to flash off here in a minute
Director Freeh. Yes.
Vice Chairman Kerrey [continuing]. Can you briefly state
whether or not governments are increasing their efforts in eco-

—

—

—

nomic espionage in your view?
Director Freeh. Yes, in my view they certainly are.
Vice Chairman Kerrey. Friendly governments, neutral governments, as well as traditional opponents?
Director Freeh. Yes. Both allies and adversaries.
Vice Chairman KERREY. In some cases they actually have laws
on the books to encourage it?
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Director Freeh. I don't know about that. I'd have to do some research with respect to that, and I will. But they certainly have increased their activities and operations in the United States against
American companies.
Vice Chairman Kerrey. Thank you.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Senator Kerrey.
Senator Leahy.
Senator Leahy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was concerned as I read through the report by the Computer
Systems Policy Project at some of the things in it. The report
quotes one U.S. -based manufacturer who said we lost a major procurement in a Middle Eastern country by a very small margin, this
to a State-subsidized European competitor. They said they were
clearly breached. "Our unique approach in financial structure appeared verbatim in the competitor's proposal." It cost 3,000 jobs,

$350 million.
Another person said they had a multiyear, multibillion dollar
contract stolen off their PC while they were bidding in a foreign
country. They said had it been encrypted the foreign competitor
could not have gotten it in time for the bidding frame.
Last year, as I mentioned earlier. Senator Kyi and Grassley and
I introduced the National Information Infrastructure Protection Act
to increase protection for what we keep on our computers. The current Computer Fraud and Abuse statute only protects from unauthorized access, classified information, financial institution computers, government computers and network computers that are infected with computer viruses.
We would expand the law to protect information in both private
and government computers attached to interstate or international
networks from theft or sabotage. Would the amendments that are
in our bill, help you in fighting economic espionage that occurs over
computer networks?
Director Freeh. They certainly would. Senator. Any expansion in
the various intellectual property protections would advance that.
Expansions in the copyright statute would be another example.

The issue, however, is, I think as I stated before, that is
one part, maybe an integral part, but really one part of the
or one part of the universe that is really the subject of vast
and different modifications of economic espionage, but that

really

arena
forms
provi-

sion in particular

Senator Leahy. That's one part that can help.
Director Freeh. It's one part that would certainly help.
Senator LEAHY. I want to commend you for what you and the
FBI have done in going after these areas of economic espionage. We
read very little of it. They're not as glamorous as some spectacular
crime where people see it happening, but you know and I know,
and certainly from what you've briefed us in other fora, big

amounts

of

money

enormous.
I'm wondering

are involved, and the amounts of

damage

are

if the FBI has investigated companies where the
trade secrets or the proprietary information that's been stolen had
been encrypted. A corollary to that; should American firms use
stronger encryption technology to protect what they have in their

computers?
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Director Freeh. I have not seen any cases where the theft involved information or trade secrets which were encrypted, to answer your question specifically. Of course, as the most recent study
cited in my statement reflects, most of the corporate reported
breaches with respect to economic security come from trusted onboard employees who, even under an encrypted system
Senator Leahy. Who may have the key to the encryption.
Director Freeh. Would have the key to the system. But I think
it's certainly a good point to consider.
Senator Leahy. Senator Cohen has a bill, S. 1525, which would
make the new economic espionage crime a predicate offense under
RICO prosecutions. The other two bills on the issue would not. Do
you think the new economic espionage crimes should be a RICO
predicate?
Director Freeh. My own view is that it should be a RICO predithe mail
cate. All of the other statutes that we're currently using
and wire fraud statute, even ITSP; in fact, both of the computer access statutes, 1029 are all RICO predicates. It seems that if we're
coming in with a statute as comprehensive as this, we certainly
would want to have it as a RICO predicate. That's my own view.
Senator Leahy. I've worn a couple of hats here, one as a member
of this committee and actually serving on this committee with Senator Specter, and then as a member of the Intelligence Committee
for 8 years, serving with him there. I go back and forth on the
question of being defensive in our nature. You speak of the economic counterintelligence as being purely defensive, not to collect
economic information about foreign corporations to give to competing U.S. companies.
Then we find, of course, that we have, as has been brought out
already, a former head of the French external intelligence services,
a well-known Russian leader speak of the fact that intelligence
services of those nations are being used to acquire American technological information.
Are we in a position where we should be re-examining this
purely defensive American response?
Director Freeh. I think it's a subject of an ongoing debate, but
I think, at least currently, the agreement and the consensus, at
least with the people in the law enforcement and intelligence services that I speak to, is that we ought not to cross that line. I mean,
there are a lot of things that foreign intelligence services do, including assassinations, that are abhorrent even to our clandestine
activities. They certainly should be. To use our intelligence services
to, in effect, be private investigators for corporate America, I would
certainly recommend against that. I think it's a bad policy.
Senator LEAHY. If we made it a crime for foreign governments to
engage in economic espionage against American companies, can we
assume that a similar law quickly gets passed in their countries?
Director Freeh. Well, oddly enough, I'm told most of those coun-

—

—

have such laws.
Senator LEAHY. They do?
Director Freeh. In France, for example, I've been advised if you
steal a trade secret from a company and give it to another French
national, it's a 10-year penalty. If you give it to a foreigner, it's a
30-year penalty. Many countries I think we're the only country.

tries

—
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certainly the only industrialized country that I know of, that does
not have a national trade secret, intellectual property protection
statute.
Senator Leahy. We don't come up with any disadvantage by
passing such laws.
Director Freeh. I don't think so at all.

Senator LEAHY. Mr. Chairman, I have other questions I'd like to
submit for the record, because I'm supposed to be at another committee meeting. Also for the second panel.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much. Senator Leahy. We'll
submit your questions, and I'm sure the witnesses will submit written answers.

Senator Leahy. Thank you.
Chairman Specter. Thank you, Senator Leahy.
Senator Feinstein.
Senator Feinstein. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is my view that economic espionage is a major problem. I am
very pleased by your comments. I think it's very important that we
indicate to our allies that we are not going to tolerate it in every
way, shape or form. I think to, you know, not give this the kind
of importance that it deserves is a mistake. So I'm very pleased to
hear what you have to say. Director Freeh.
I
have watched the envelope of the first amendment being
pushed in this country for decades now to where you can tell somebody on the Internet how to make a bomb. They can actually to
have youngsters blown up. And, oh, there's a big debate about
whether this should be possible or not. Now, in this field, you have
people coming in and actually destroying companies by economic

—

espionage.
I just read the proprietary definition in the bill, and it would appear to me that it's a very strong definition and a good definition.
Have you read it, and do you concur?
Director Freeh. Yes, I've read it and I do concur. I think it also
answers the question of defining the limits for people so innocent
or negligent people don't run afoul of the criminal statutes.
Senator Feinstein. Right.
Now, let's go on to another thing. As I understand it, your draft
bill would include just espionage practiced by foreign nationals, in
other words, and not domestic. Is there a reason why you do not
apply your approach to domestic economic espionage?
Director FREEH. Again, you know, going back and forth between
those two elements. Senator Kohl's bill and Senator Specter's bill,
my view is that the greatest threat really emerges from the Statesponsored economic espionage. It doesn't mean that the other offenses should go untreated. It doesn't mean that they're not very
serious. But from a national security point of view and from a law
enforcement point of view, and given limited resources, which everyone in this room is painfully aware of, that's the best place
where we could focus our attention. However, as I mentioned before, there may be a serious issue with respect to GATT, which
would make that kind of discrimination contrary to our treaty obligations. So it's something that we need to deliberate on.
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Senator Feinstein. Because my position would be I think we
ought to deal with them both. So I like the fact that the bill deals
with both of them, both economic both foreign and domestic.
Let me ask another question on the threshold amount of
$100,000. Since this has to be proven beyond a reasonable doubt,
it would seem to me that a threshold number is important. Your
draft bill, I'm told, does not have a threshold number in it. Could
you tell me what the reason for that is? Would you support a
threshold number? And if so, what do you believe should be that

—

amount?

—

Director Freeh. The only I guess the only reservation I would
have about a threshold would be that there would be a class of
cases, and perhaps some important ones, where, because of the nature of the crime perhaps it was only an attempt; perhaps it was
a conspiracy that never went anywhere the valuation of the property in question or the property acquired might fall below the
$100,000, but a prosecutor and a jury might feel very strongly that
that would be worthy of a conviction.
On the other hand, a threshold has the benefit of giving some

—

—

guidelines to the prosecutors. In many of our criminal statutes,
particularly in the bank fraud area, although the statute doesn't
prescribe a certain amount of money, the U.S. Attorneys, say, for
instance, in California, they will only take a bank fraud case over
$100,000. So those thresholds are good. They focus resources and
they exercise some discretion. But I think you can make a good argument either way for it.
Senator Feinstein. Would there be any way of getting at the
case that I think you mean; in other words, a very serious attempt
but the proprietary information quite possibly would not have a
value of over $100,000 at the time it was taken? You'd have to
prove that in a court of law. Is there any other
Director Freeh. I think you could prove it. You could value the
asset or the economic information without actually having the subject take possession of it. I just think there would be some cases
where a threshold like that could prevent a prosecutor from exercising discretion. My view having been a prosecutor for 10 years,
I probably bring a bias to this
is that we ought to give prosecutors
broad discretion in deciding what cases to take and what cases not
to take. I think they exercise that very well.
Senator Feinstein. So you're saying in this area it would be preferable to take the threshold out.
Director Freeh. I think, in terms of flexibility and giving prosecutors more discretion, I would be in favor of that.

—

—

Senator FEINSTEIN. Thank you very much.
Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much. Senator Feinstein.
Senator Kyi.
Senator Kyl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Director Freeh, as always, we appreciate your crisp and knowledgeable testimony. Do you understand this legislation to include
prohibitions on sabotage as well as theft? I don't know the answer
to that. We seem to have a conflict here as to whether it's the case
or not. And I don't mean to have you have to look it up.
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Director Freeh. I'm actually just going to look at one definition.
don't think we contemplated sabotage, per se. On the other
hand all right, this is not my own knowledgeable or crisp answer,
but I'm told by one more competent than I that under section 571,
subprovision 3, it also prescribes the alteration or destruction of
proprietary economic information or conveyances. So that certainly
would cover the destruction of computer codes or other sabotage.
Senator Kyl. Would the insertion of a bug, for example fit that?
Director FREEH. It would be an alteration.
Senator Kyl. OK, heads are nodding behind you.
In any event, we should make sure that the language is sufficiently broad to cover that, I would think.
Director Freeh. Good point.
Senator Kyl. Would you concur?
Director Freeh. Yes, sir.
Senator Kyl. OK, thank you.
Would there be a role for the State Department under this legislation in its no foreign policy objection requirement? Would that requirement still be extant in certain situations?
Director Freeh. I don't think again, I'm not 100 percent sure
about this, but I think if we had the criminal statute, at least the
one contemplated by both Senators, it would not be a no-objection
context, at least as the State Department has traditionally applied
it, where there is no such statute.
Senator Kyl. What would the FBI do differently if this legislation were enacted? How would you operate differently? Would you
approach your investigations in cases differently?
Director Freeh. I think the first thing we would do is we would
assign some more resources to these cases, because we have more
of a certainty with respect to effective prosecutions. We would have
a program that has a national impetus as well as a focus which we
don't currently have. I think what we would also be able to do
quite effectively is take a lot of the information that we collect in
the counterintelligence area, also information that the intelligence
agencies collect, and apply it, with all of the protections to sources
and methods, but apply it in a criminal context. In other words,
take some of that information that we have and use it, use it effectively, under a statute that gives us much broader prosecutorial
discretion. So I think you'd see more prosecutions taking advantage
of the intelligence information, which now may not fit within the
pigeonholes of one of the available statutes.
Senator Kyl. Do you need additional legislative authority to assist in the prosecution of the cases in order to protect the sources
I

—

—

—

and methods?
Director Freeh.

I think the CIPA protections would also govern
with respect to these kinds of prosecutions. I also think the confidentiality provisions would go a long way to solving that problem.
I don't think you would need additional specific legislation.
Senator Kyl. Senator Leahy mentioned the legislation that he
and Senator Grassley and I have introduced, which is yet another
component dealing with computers. And as I understand it, there
are some holes in the current law. For example, the transportation
across State lines, definitions dealing with products or goods may
not in fact, under case law, apparently does not contemplate in-

—
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formation. And I gather from your earlier statement that you
would appreciate our acting on that legislation as well.
Director Freeh. Yes, Senator, it does fill a gap. It's very important testimony.
Senator Kyl. Thank you. Again, thank you for your testimony.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Senator Kyl.
I want to put into the record now a letter which I received, which
the committee received just last night, from the Assistant Secretary
of Defense in response to a letter which I had written on January
31 which followed up on a letter which had been written by Mr.
Abe Foxman of the Anti-Defamation LeagTie. The letter that I
wrote to Secretary of Defense Perry stated in part, "We have just
noted the memorandum which purports to have a series of 'documented incidents,' relating to alleged Israeli espionage against the
United States." That memorandum states, referring to the DOD
memorandum, "The strong ethnic ties to Israel present in the
United States, coupled with aggressive and extremely competent
intelligence personnel, has resulted in a very productive collective
effort."

Then my letter to Dr. Perry goes on to say, "Even if there are
some individual incidents, that broad, blanket statement certainly
constitutes the smear of guilt by association, suggesting dual loyalty."

In the earlier portion of that memorandum, the following is
memorandum. Quote: "Many of
stated, and this refers to the
our friends, military friends, are our economic-industrial threats.
Some of these countries we deal with on a day-to-day basis." That
refers to France, Italy, Israel, Japan, Germany, the UK, et cetera.
memorandum then only refers to six incidents relating
The
to Israel, and then my letter to Secretary Perry concludes:

DOD

DOD

We

request specific information on the statement as to the alleged, "lowranking individual," that the DOD attributes these statements to. The six
incidents cited on Israel strongly suggest that it is more than a casual
memorandum initiated at a low level. We request specification on the background of the individuals involved, and whether those individuals' activities
constitute a justifiable basis for the assertion on "strong ethnic ties."

As is not unusual, no response was received to that letter until
the eve of this hearing, last night, as I am advised. The staff met
with representatives of the Department of Defense to pursue this
issue, and had
on February 20 propounded specific questions. I
am going to make all of this a part of the record. We want to read
a very short portion of their response.

—

—

many foreign intelligence services attempt to exWhile the Israelis may have also attempted to exploit
Jewish Americans, it does not follow that these Americans are necessarily any more susceptible to external exploitation than any other
class of American citizens. The fact that ethnic targeting does not equate to ethnic
susceptibility, to cultivation by foreign intelligence service, cannot be overstated.
Any implication drawn from the CI profile that Americans would commit treason
against the United States because of their Jewish heritage would be patently incorrect. The not so delicate implication to the contrary that some might draw after having read the CI file is what the Department of Defense has stated previously as
The department can

attest that

ploit ethnic or religious ties.
ethnic and religious ties with

being particularly repugnant.

The letter to me from Emmett Paige, Jr., the Assistant Secretary
of Defense references here his conclusion that he must, "defer our
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final response until after completion of the ongoing internal review
of this matter."
It's a little hard to understand how long it takes to have a re-

sponse. While the issue of economic espionage is obviously one of
enormous importance, allegations have to be handled with the
greatest of care without any smear of guilt by association. The full
context of these documents will be placed in the record. I would
have commented on it earlier, but I just saw it as this hearing

began.
Director Freeh, again we thank you for coming
Director FREEH. Thank you.

Chairman Specter.

We commend

you

for

your

in.

activities

and the

Each time we take a look, your
We appreciate your coming in. I'd

activities of the FBI.

responsibilities are increased.
like to talk
to you briefly before you leave about another incident of particular
concern to the Intelligence Committee.
Senator Cohen could not be with us today as he had to Chair a
hearing with the Special Committee on Aging. However, Senator

Cohen did submit an opening statement and he asked that it be
submitted for the record, and without objection, his statement will
be placed in the record at this point.
[Copies of the letters referred to and the prepared statement of
Senator Cohen follow:!
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ictivitiet by the govermncm of IvaeL..doe8 not reflea the ofBdal position of the
Department of Defense " We espediHy apprecUte the itatwnent that "singBng mt
ethnkity u a matter of countarinteUlgence vulnerabiUty ii panicularty repugnant to the

Dqwrtmam."
Nevertheiesa,
l«VV<tHAmttD

UWISNCEATUt

TOMMTr

we remain dlstui1>ed that

Kidi viewi could exist anywhere in the

Department, and that such a memorandum, even though it has now been "oneelled,'
could ever have been circulated as Depaituxnt policy. InourjudgeoMnt,itiaaot
sufficient for the Department to Instruct appropriate perwond that similar documents
not be produced in the fUture." To give weight and emphaiii to the Depaitmcnt'i
disayowal of the content of this memonndum, we urge you to initiata an internal
iovestigction in order to identify and reprimand those responsibU.
will

lAll

By respooding booeatly and fbrthrightly to my first letter, you have indicated aa
understanding of the depth of our concern regarding tlu* emorandum. We hope in
«mu>lp«f»> that you win now take tfae crucial atsa step and insitute specific meawrea to

m

SMure that any Department staffer, at any kvel,
American Jews wiH &ce serious sanetiona.

Slaearaty,

Abraham

wfaoie conduct impugns the Intq^ity of

-^

R Foxman /

Katioaal Director
MIAJkA IQILMAM

AHF:iDes
AiS<».o roitSTU

oc:

M

Emmett

of B-raJ

Paige,

B'rttli,

Jr.,

Auiatant Secretiiy of Defense

823 Untted Nadoro f\»MK N«. Vorit NV 10017

(J1 J)
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'^^S^/^ O^kmmmtmm^
MAKx

A.

FOK IMMEDIATE KSLXASK

EDCiMAN

MYRNA SHINtAUM
rXncMT. MMU MMIMI
Contact: Myru Shinbtum (312) 49&-2S3S,

7747

ext.

APL ACCEPTS POD ASSURANCES THAT MEMO IMTUOnWQMBABl^ffpAMTpfr 4^
lEWS AS SFIES IS WOT POLICY! UKCEg INTTItNAL PiVESTICAnON
Naw

NY. Jn. 29

York,

White the Anti-De&rastion

Oaptrtment of DefenM (DOD)
itating that Isrtd

that

may be angaged

it

in etpionage

be patily itnibuted to the "(trong ethnic

L4«9m (ADL)

ttxlty

Kcepted uairtnce* by

the

wu moviag to eocrea the damas* dona by a VOD nwowmxiuiii
ties to

and

tliat

their current

succeu

in obtaining imelllgaiwe

Imd presem in the United Statet,"

it

caUtd on the

may

DOD to

conduct as intenial inveatigation into the matter.

Enmett Psigt,
H. Foxmas't

documtni doaa not
the

docuoMBt

Jr,

letttr to

Anbunt

Secretafy ofDefienaa, in rtapooding to

ADL Natkwal DIrectar Abraham

Secretaiy Williani Parry taid, "^ want to (treti that tha cootant of thia

DcAnie

raflect tba offldal poiition

out ethnicity

01 general, tingling

of tha Department of Deftnaa,* and that "while

we object

to

u a mattar of oouatariotalHganoe vulnerabOlty I* particularly

repugnant to the DepartmenL"

Mr. FoMnan taid

thai while

he "aeeepta and appredataa Che aaairancea from the DOD," he

"diaubed that such via>ws would

exist in the

u Depaninent poBcy."

the

He urged

Departmaat

DOD to "iounediatety initiau an intcraal inveadgation into tha matter

so as to repfintfld those retpomible and prevent a tlmJlv ocoflTCBce

As

first

olrtulated to

is

nd that such a memoraodum could be dreulated

reported in the February

19M

issue

in

the future."

ctkhmttti UagtaiM, the

IX^

maraonndum was

Amertcan daftnae oootncton to be on the k»bwt fbr Isadi spies and reftrandng their "strong

ethnic ties" in tha

Unkad States.

1 And the memorandum a manwoftertouscoacam," Mr. Foxman wrote

to Secretary Peny, and "this a (fiatrearing

durge that

Tha Anti-DeftsiaUon League, founded
SemltisD through

prognma and

impog.** Aaierican Jewi and borders

in 1913, is the

on

antl-Scmiiitm.''

world's leadfaig organization fighting ami-

services that oountcraci hatred, rsq'udice

aad bigotry.

M

USNFAX:YO-96
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From: 0«b Herayak UCOKCTt 3f
To Ml Clturad Qnley««t
XEX««*«mXLV WNUO OUll WIMGS. KOX OUM 7XCtlM0L0Ciri tO&jAeCt
eoontarlnialllgsnoa Brlafln? -Ca eff
I

#«**««

DoD

cou wj' uujW MAiamcB

inEtfSCJCTTSt

xMrMmngN

u

part of taelr
3)M D»<tBse imrectlfktlv* s«rvlc« (OIS)
•ducstien fTOffoBr >>*s ttirtsd to 0«ad as Country
Coonterinttlllgenoe Prof ila< (sm tb« ona an XstmI balow) . Vm
f»»X it ia ii^artut to pxar»id« yos Q^b iixCanMtion. but la no
w&y Rr« vt iaplylag that all your fiertifit oontaets ar« trying to
Vt*
ototaia cla««iei«d tad propriAtazy iafonatlon frca yea.
purpoa* of this wtuoatloti is to Miabtcii your «mr«n«a« to
neaont
or
of
whothor
it
rcio
frea >
two
t
you
for
this
pre p ar
US eltiSon or forolgs natlon'l.
,

.

CoiaitoriatolllfvBc* to«r«noas is critical to [our caiyattr'a]
uocaas, and to oar eoontvy't aoonottic ocapatitivaaaaa. iBuiy at
our military Cvlanda* sra oor «roTirwi o/ iadaatr la 1 thraatai
iaam of tbaaa ara caantrias wv dMl with on a day to day taMia
(ax: rranca, Italy, laraal, Japan, GaxKuy, OK, ate,].
Although
wa bava alwaya beaa avara of tba nacasaity of protacting
govanBcnt eiaaaif lad aatarial, ae aiat understand our eonpany
praprtAtary inferMitlon La jnat aa vsluabla ia tha vroag handa.

nx. czx, DXA, Doon, 001. jru and DXS countarlatallioaBca.
oto.,
ara banding togatkor to gatbar and diaaaBinata
ceonCarJJttalllvaaoa iitfocaatioo to tta* Vatianal
«o«nc«rlncalilg«aea castor (aACZC;. IMvar bafora baa tbia %ypa
of «hTaat da«a baan aasaablad ky tha oormuMjit and Aazad wl^H
induatzy on a raal-tiao basis.
Tha

foeoasacul a^to&aga opantiou ara aaldoi dlaeovarad ustil it ia
««• lata, vbiah aany tl&es raaolta Ia da«aetatiaR ta tha ooayany.
XA tha past, angr eeavaniaa vara raluctaat to prsvida inforaation
on oapionago fotr Coax of tho pot^tial aff m« on aha ets^fvg
mm; loradttcta, stecdt. aatXacabUlty, ato., so it has haaa
dlCfietdt far tho luMiiwtt to Gsptac^ 9*3 loot. «lt^ tha
raoant ineraaaa in awaraaaaa throagh lateatxy and govanmaat
opotinaaa, i.« ia akvloaa that thasa ia far aora aooMsio and
induatrial aap iana ga than pcavioaaly aBspact ad.

f

'laaaa tkatlfy aa laaadiataly It you faal you bava haaa ap uach » J
tay
aoBaeea aolieiting paraooal/vork ralAtad ijiCocaatian froa you
bay uxd what voold ba anpantail ia a mraal ooBtaot, and X Vlll
paroocaa tha
lafcraatlow throit^h tha pcopar etaaOBala. Wtafc aay
sa«a iasignif icaant to you, could ba tha Biasing piaoa of a
blggar pi^aala.
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orsH aooacs

cownu

co(jiiTiHjji'ruxX8|Mcc

piierzLi

KIT JUUSMSireS]
o Zva*ll uplonaae lm«ntiont and e«Mbill«l«* ur* d«t«T-Mina4
tnditieiua a«sir« for m12 xmUaac*.
by their
a Z«r9«l tgqrtselvely ceUaets MlUtaKy ud IndnttrUi
08 ii a hiob pclarity aolUet^m tarjvt.
tcotaology. Thg

o

Zcr«*l

tha rtsoorciA and t*eJmloal e«pabiaity to
Sully aflbiavv Ita eall««tiai objactivM.

pOMMce*

SttccMS-'

EACXOUnaiD:

ven-tradltinaal Aiivatvaav

zsraal is a political and sJLlicayT ally of tte US, hoMevo:, tJio
natur* of asplonafa r«lBtlaBa hat aa tha twa y^arwaciit* ia
eaa^atiti'va. Hi* ZarAall's >ra aa«lvat«4 by b«v«A9 aorTivAl
laatineta uhlA <Uetat* avaxY fAMt af thfalv Bailtl«al and

w

raavlta in a hifiay IndapaftAAnt
polioiaa vhlalt tb«y eonaitar te ta« In
entaaqu«Btly< tk* Zaraali'a hava
•atakUaha* an intalU^anoo aarvi«* capakla of tar^ating Military
aaA aaaaeaia kar^ata with a^ial faeiliw. Tha atawoa at>jiAa tiaa
Itaal tareaante In toe PS. emvlad with a«4xaMi.«a ana
aaU.Mauiy aaapatant la^aillgaaea ytr a wwal. baa raavUtad In a
cr»y aawductiva aaXlec«loa sfigrc. vabliahart rapoc«« bava
14eBtlClad tlta eollaefcloa af aotaatifio Jjitalllflanea la «aa gs
otbar 4«V«aopad aountriaa aa tka thixH blflbaat prterl^ of
ia«««li; xat«iu««iiDa aftar inforMtion on Ita Arab aaigbbogn aba
raiacing te
inC««ma«ia(i on aaent 08 peilUaa
flarta looa
aoaitanalfi

polielac.

tki.t

appT«a^ d«tandj>la« Utaaa
tliair b*at iiitax«cta.

f

am

n

Zaraal.

XnaaU oollav«ian afanetaa at* tba Noaaad.
(•fttivaianv to tba CZA) . aaan «ba laraaU aldluxv zataUl««Boa
braaa^, and a liitla iBiawn aonoy IMBttfiatf «• to* laXn vbldi
traaalAtiBa to tb* 8ol«noa aM UalaoB Boraau. It hai b**n
Eapoctad cbat tb* UX»a vaa iHanamla* a£t*r It was IdaotitJM as
kh« aqaaoy rMyenaibl* tor racndtlBf aai ronaing Jmathaa
»«U«rd. Boif««ar, tbara ia na daOC tMt tba Zazaali
iat*1149«ae« aaaaoRlty baa adjiutad it* eallaetieb affarta and
nrnitlriM^ te olaaaiy tatqat taa aaiastlf 1* and iadadtrial
oaMBunlty with tb* 0*.

«ka »rlaa»y

Jbha Oawitt, tanwrly tba baad of tba Jttatlca Dapartaaat'a
XntavnaX aaearlty saetien vaa fuatad aa atatia* Uw Zaraall
intalUganca aamcaa w*r* "MC* actiir tbaa aiQfOB* axeapt tbe
na. . .Stey wara taz^ataa en tba 01 aba«3 hmXt tba tiaa and on
bcab oeaRtriaa abent balf tb* tiaa.*
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xnveD or ofttaaioii/neionvui
collection
TlM ISTMXI iirc«Ui««ac« •cvio* aploxa txUltion«l
tools, re His * Xxlijimi •9Wt c*Cr% »rtl v»r«^ Ib Myio»«««
l«d
bj
tho
i4«ntif
an
raqairwuta
CollacUon
tr»d«cr»rt.
natien*! i.e*d«r»alp »««»d «a factor* r«l«tli>g to <1*(*mo «* th«
vltfa
rsijuireaant
dMlo
Boat
ceapolling
Tbo
toonosy.
aatloaal
iHOdiAt* tlurotts to cho axlauneo of Xmraal poa«d ky Its
««e«ruble nalditer*. Thtx«for«, eellaetlng inConttLon
routiM te t)t« txlstMS* oe nuoitir, cscmicai. ooa i>ielo«ie«l
vaapena izc th« first orMr of priority. ZmrMli p«rMiiMl
a\My« aceking to racroit xnovlaOgaaAla Mnn aouroaa with accasa
to Vila infoiMtlon. XacmitaMft taehniquas laelod* atbaic
taraatijM, fioancial aooraMluaast. ana idantirieatiaa and
oBloitatlea of iBdivlSiul fralltlaa. falaetlTa nvloyacnt
opportwiitlaa fplacUEg laraall aactoMla in xay laOuatriaa) ia a
taobnlqua utllitad with graat aucoaaa.

w

DOCqKBITP

Diczoiirrs:

e Tba Boat blatolT puhlioiMd iaaidaat isvolTinf Zanali
Jixaatad a^aiaat t&a Dl la tba 19«B arraat of tavy
aapiaaaga
aaalyat Jonathan telLard. Vollard ooavayad vsat
Zi^aUioaBoa
eiaaaifiad iafoTHtiaa ta Zaraal for
mKBltlaa of
fljianeial fain,
Idaaloffloal raaaoaa and parsonal

Q70AT8 (ll/aa): jnOflMJM - Sba aovarnMnt agraad oa
«nnt citiaaathlp to jeatQiin rollard, wtto la
Tuasday te
aaetanea is taa ta for oying for Xaraai.
aarviag a XiCa
laraali eitltaiMhlp vill iaprova his ebancas
Pollard hopM
rar aarly ralaaaa.
n» gowaraaant ruling caaa oo tha 10th
arraat ootaida tha Zaraaii
rsarr
ia the paat. bat
aabaaay. laraal haa aoo^t Olawm^
balafr
PellaM hapaa tba srantiaf af edttaaaahlp omOd
en
that rafuaat baemuaa «>•• fovamaaat vill aew ba acting
taobalt of a altiaaa.

In iMa, zaraali agaata atola paoprlatary lafacsaCion fros
baaad a«c«a Ortioal Zaa., aa Zlllnela optioa fix*.
e^iaaif*
SaeoDi and 1
flaaaelal jMafai vara iaouzrad
Sigaixleaatt
aytoid ta pay thraa aillloa dollai^ In
X$9», ttaa zaraalx'a

o

^

o Za tha aid ai^htlag, a lazn ooo eantractor hogtln? until
ai^arlaiiead tba laaa or ti«t as;alpaont torlar flaid
viattara
taatlmr ralating
t« tha aaDufaotara of a radar ayataa. T»o
l^»a ffMv Zixaal a» t ipa ir tha
em i ^a wr, a tf ^u mmt,
wa*
piaea of Mlaaing agaipiaont

«

Zn ia94, a aaall firs otillxiag^a pn*rlat«xy rc baaad prodast
on aaglaa«a ta Z>za*l
>^ygJl<^^ xaraaU radaa aytoaa
product. OMB arri«»i« tba PC baaad aqoipMBt was
aairanotieninf.
bcaaiaation by tha • nij lnaar trvf«aiag ta
Xaraai ra^aalad tha
propriatary tfUp had haan taiparad with.

o

%a

wioi its

it
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o 2ar«aJ. 1« *u«p«et«d at rxsnlilkijif th« Psoplas l«9ublie of
Da axporc eoncrvlXad kiMhnalsw «s«ir*A by th«
Cbina wlUi
xtimix inAlBcnauc eapulllcy ta tevalep a
cblnasa to upgrade
ri9&t«x Aircraft.
o Ausaer y«ter S«tW«liMC aalnbaina Xwracll Air racsa pmxmawiamX
hava
rayatadly gainad aocasa «« top SXCXET iLili.'taxy raaaar«b
projaeta ay
payliif eft Pancagar «apiay«a«.

XMroMATZOH DUZmsoi
Tba Zaraali'a hava a varaeioac aypatita fee larocaatiaa «n
intantlons and oapatollltias raXating to pz«lifaratiaa toplea
apaei<la *»•«
!.»•, Bfoolaar,
Otamleai, uid biological wauana.
of taelmology 4aair«4 IneimUs anionics aqnlaaanc, apy satalllta
data, tbcatar alaaila dazanaa iBiotmation. Sacaal baa daraiopad
an axaa Induatxy vhlofc pvodueaa waapoa platXeraa tor aacb branch
of ita military aarvlca. Inrenatloa ralatlng re t&e
t*ebnolo«iafl ralatlva to thaca platforaa la aetlvaly seogbt.
laraaii l&dostxy aanufaoturaa tha Haruva Karx ui bato.a ^allk,
tba Sa'ar euat eervatta altalla boat, and tha Xfir Jat ei^btar.
cs flrac aafa^ad la raaaardi, da««lov«atit, and awiofaocurlng
assooiatad with thaaa tachnelofiaa to««thar vlth radar and
alaalla aaTawaa taclutoloqlas ara bigi priority eollaotloa
tarvats.

Dabra h, HemyaR Haaaoor, DoD Saearity Adaialatratian/riO
NS/0574 U9«l (OVEVW BonraLX) /
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CQunterintolllaence Profila

iifm M^on«g« muntloiw tM npHiMHi iw Mmnlnti by Ihtr
dMka tor Mtf rdtanca.

taONcnil

l*rMi*ogr«MlMtyaBOMtiinMMyMidMuimtochrataBf. Thi

•

UNM SIMM M I Mgb pitoity

MTMipoMMttif >f«g«nMtndweMcileipMRyift*ticeHtUy<enMMii»ea(Mi)aneAjMiM«.

BAqKQimUMO.

M

itn^itap«WalaMn««y«iraraMUMMaMM. HsviMMr,
kMm of Mptenage nMon*
MW tatmnwnli li eawyuMii. T)« ImmVi ara miCvaiid Iqr itrangMintvrilMllnaiwMcti
m)na»<e >olMtii IMifwuiiikiiNgMTMapandtfllippnNcti

b«Wi«>li IK«

ifcllii>«rYlMt>Bf«i»>r ti illt ^«n<
i

dMannMngUWMKHelMWNdttMraMaUvtoMhtMlrbMtHcraMi. ConHquwiVy. Vw IWMft hwa
Mfon^ aSMVo DM

to

(IVMI pfiaoni

liHillBinoi (HM»awn»l

ki

Vw Untod SMm oouptod wQh

iQjreM'fa ind nrtianvV ootnpdBrt

hm tmtMti In » toy pw due»il CBHcBen iToft PuMUMd nponi hw« MwlMtd

agyy lntwUnll»tf»MlwilidPti«r<»>«ld»Bdcout^

»

oot«olleBO»icl<riate hli
of

IwmM bTMl0vnot sKarMviMdon on Rt AnitoaoloNwv md bdbniicDoA on

M

ItTML
Th* prtnay ittMl
IntoMganea branch and a

r«lat)iifl

M

aocn^ U.S. poldoo of docMono

M

iwMl MMty
ooMolanigiMlo* «•
Meooad, oquMlont (s VM CIA. Amin
Ms know aa«qr >dand<M at Via Lriwi wMeh uanalala* to ttia Bdanea aid Uatan
Bwaau. N hat baan ftportad •<« Sw
«IM dMMdad ^kr t waa UanMad a* (to aganqr mpontMi to
rianittnoandtunnkiQJonadianPelMd. HwMvar, tMM ll n» doubt •«( «w larael bnoHganct CBmnunly hat
a^uitad lit cslacfltn illorta and eantouaa 10 doaaly Wiat IM tctonMo and indutKM EanwHMir wmn tia
UnHedSutat.
John Oa«« fHmtrty t«t hoad t( •« Jgalaa Oapanmtirt imamal Steurty Saolan was qui^Dd It
dating iha itraal WiMttaea taMoaa «•(« mora aolaa atan anyona but ttta KOe... Tbay wara aigteid on dio
UniM
abeui hrif tw ton and on Anb caiMlai tboid htf ra tmi.-

UMm

SMn

urmoc OF opeMAnatmamauu,
ThattMalilnudlgaMatarvleaomploytl'MMDnMoslaedenMlt. HhataninadasanloaravMl
In aaplonag* imdosat. Ct iiaion laq^ramanlt araldanadiiJ by Iha wUon^ l»ada»^^lp haaad on
ralatt^ la dt>»»aa and dia n tdewal aoan owy. -pw aioM oer«tlln« raqutramani daata wMi mvnadMt
inia«t»lotia«dtttnBia<ta<aaipBaadbyte oai|f a>H>l iia>^ a ii. Thartlofa, esdaednf Mormaton raMng
(oihtaiMtneae(nuda«r.eiw«laal,i(idbMagloilMM»OM»«»elratocd«re(pM<ty. itnaa panannai ara
accati It iwt Wonnalien. RtemimwM
atiMyi teehlna lo waublmnMiilgtibli hunan tagreat
wOmlquM induda tttwte Idfgadns. Inandal agsrandkaniarl and bandtcMlen and ai|MoMlon d
frriMaa. Sakd^a amftoy naiil eoportual^l gibewg WrtOl watont » h toy Indutlilttl It t ladwlqgt >dlfaad

iwMd
ftaen

tm

i

witi graal lueeaii.

oocuMewTgpiMeioewTa!

MKi^
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1. T)>»mflilhlrt>|>

tt»

pMl liii t J fc KiM«« lni>c»*<l if
i

Ml w

orwgid>tetrti9it<tltwUn>Bd8awii»'''^

ii

lM6»witolNri»lriwigHBitn^y<jenit>twWhrd. fifiataimtta^ml^mrmm ol rt§tt\*»a

(VMOM vil ptiMrariwHncW 9tt
b. ln19MtHMl«aiMMaHpn«iMMyMnMlDntsniCNcaoobiwdlUa)nOpilcilk«^«n
ifcah «gfci Itow. 9iM«MaMn«Wdaini|«><ntaun«dby'<«een*<tdlniM}«Misntr»igiM4topay
nonrtt^n

e.

to lifMllor UitfoQiGri

UiMMW«0MMalMf«OaOeannatorlia«k<gl«ia*l«iiaBra«>pMancMiittgwa<M«
rt^Mi «nt

•«il)»n*nldurtigtotdtiiln|rMilntl»»«iMnu(Mmor*Mtriy(«M). Two yMo iMr
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BnitEd States Senate
SELECT COMMrTTEE ON INTIUJGENCI
M OMOTA. IX o^noo

WASHINGTON. DC :0510-M75

January 31, 1996
SSCI ^'^6-0436
The Honorable William Perry

Depanment of Defense

Secretary',

Washington.

DC

Dear Secretary

We

Perry:

have just noted the

to alleged Israeli

memorandum which

purports to have a series of "documented incidents" relating

espionage against the United States. That

"The strong ethnic

ties to Israel

present in

memorandum

states:

the US, coupled with aggressive and extremely competent

intelligence personnel, has resulted in a very productive collective elTort."

Even

if

there are

some

individual incidents, that broad, blanket statement certainly constitutes the smear of guilt

by association suggesting dual loyalty.

"Many of our

In

an

earlier portion

of that memorandum, the following

military 'friends' are our economic/industrial threats.

with on a day to day basis (France,

Italy, Israel,

Some of these

is

stated:

are countnes v.e deal

Japan. Germany, UK., etc.)"

On

the copy of the memorandum provided to us by the Department of Defense, there aie no purported
"documented incidents" for any of those countries except Israel. Please advise us whether there are such
"documented incidents" as to the other countries which were identified: (France. Italy. Japan. Germany, UK)

We

have noted a paragraph

in the letter

from Assistant Secretary Emmett Paige.

Jr.,

to

Mr.

.'\be

Foxman

dated January 29, 1996:

"I

want

to stress that the content

of Defense. The
activity of the

of this document does not

memorandum was

Defense Investigative Service. While we object

ethnicity as a matter of counterintelligence vulnerability

We
on

is

suggest that

it

is

of the Depanment

to the

document

in general, singling out

particularly repugnant to the

request specification on the statement as to alleged "low ranking individual."

Israel strongly

specification

more than

a casual

memorandum

initiated at a

low

The

level.

Department"

six incidents

We

cued

request

on the background of the individuals involved and whether those individuals' activities constitute a

justifiable basis for the assertion

We

reflect the otficial position

inappropriately initiated by a low ranking individual at a field

on "strong ethnic

ties."

request your prompt response.

Vice Chairman

BY TELEFAX
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
6000 OEFENSC PENTAGON
WASHINGTON. DC 203OI-6O00

February 27, 1996
COMMAND. CONTROi^
COMMUNICATIONS. AND
INTCU.ieCNCE

Honorable Arlen Specter
Chairman
Select Committee on Intelligence
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510-6475
Dear Mr. Chairman:

Your letter of January 31, 1996, to the Secretary of
Your letter
Defense has been referred to me for reply.
requested information concerning a memorandum prepared on
Department of Defense (DoD) letterhead relating to Israeli
intelligence activity and my reply of January 29, 1996, to
the National Director of the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) of
B'nai B'rith.
The quotation contained in your letter that identified
six friendly foreign countries was part of an introduction
or preamble produced by a Defense contractor - it was not
prepared or distributed by the Department.
The purported "documented incidents" contained within
the memorandum provided to you by the Department were
included within a Profile that pertained only to the State
of Israel.
We have previously gone on record publicly as
having stated that the'Profile does not reflect the official
position of Che Department of Defense.

With regard to your request for specificity concerning
my letter of January 29 to ADL National Director Foxman, I
must defer our final response until completion of the ongoing internal review of this matter.
As you know, Ms. Dempsey, my Deputy for Intelligence
and Security, met with staff representatives of your
committee the morning of February 20 to assist in your
inquiry into this serious matter. The information requested
during that meeting is enclosed.

a
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I trust the foregoing infonnation, including that
appended hereto, provides a satisfactory interim response to
Please be assured that the Department of
your inquiry.
Defense considers appropriate handling and resolution of
A separate
this matter to be of the utmost importance.
response has been provided to Senator Kerrey.

Sincerely,

w^

Emmett Paig-
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.

Oepartnent of DeCeaae Response to Quastlona Poa«d
during Meeting with 88Cx Staff os Febmazy 30, 1996

Does the implementing guidance required by E.O. 12968 disqualify
employees for access to classified information if they are
vulnerable to ethnic targeting?
By way of background, the "Adjudicative Guidelines for
Determining Eligibility for Access to Classified Information' was
approved in July 1995 by the Security Policy Forum. It serves as
the basis for making decisions for access to classified
information throughout the Federal government.

No.

Although the adjudicative guidelines do not address ethnic
targeting, per se, there are two related criteria - foreign
influence and foreign preference.
Potentially disqualifying and
mitigating factors under those criteria are included within the
Guidelines.
The foreign influence criterion addresses issues that must be
considered when a candidate for a security clearance, regardless
of ethnic origin, has inmediate family members, or others to whom
the clearance applicant is bound by obligation or affection, who
are non-U. S. citizens or may be subject to duress by a foreign
interest, regardless of the country involved.
Such a situation
could create the potential for influence or duress that could
Contacts
result in the compromise of classified information.
with citizens of other countries or financial interests in other
countries are also relevant to security clearance determinations
if an applicant could reasonably become vulnerable to coercion or
other forms of exploitation.

The foreign preference criterion addresses the situation where am
individual might act in such a way as to indicate a preference
for a foreign country over the United States.
Examples of
possible disqualifying activities in this regard range from the
active exercise of dual citizenship to voting in foreign
elections to foreign military service.

25-063 - 96 - 4
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What is the meaning of the term "vezy productive collection
effort' 33 It relates to "strong ettmic ties to Israel present in
the United States' contained within the Counterintelligance
Profile on Israel?

By way of context, this question reCert to the sentence, "The
strong ethnic ties to Israel present in the United States coupled
with aggressive and extremely competent intelligence personnel
has resulted in a very productive collection effort,' found in
the first paragraph of the "CI Profile.'
It would be inappropriate to discuss here the relative success or
productivity of foreign intelligence collection efforts aligned
against the United States. The Department can attest that many
foreisrn intelligence services attempt to exploit ethnic or
religious ties. While the Israelis may have also actempted to
exploit ethnic and religious ties with Jewish Americans, it does
not follow that these Americans are necessarily any more
susceptible to external esqploitatioB than any other class of
American citizens.

The fact that "etlinic targeting' does not equate to "ethnic
susceptibility' to cultivation by a foreign intelligence service
cannot be overstated. Any implication drawn from the CI Profile
that American Jews would corinit treason against the United States
because of their Jewish heritage would be patently incorrect.
The not so delicate implication to the contrary that son* might
draw after having read the CI Profile is what the Department of
Defense has stated previously as being particularly repugnant.

.

.
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Institutionally, what has the Defense Investigative Service (DIS) dang
and what does DIS intend to do to provide more meaniasful classified
threat informs ci on to industry?
For many yeara the Intelligence Community was criticized for
withholding useful foreign intelligence threat information from
legitimate consumers.
Some knowledgeable individuals attributed this
alleged reluctance to a cultural aversion and fundamental distrust of
appropriate, non- intelligence community consumers, particularly
private industry. Eliciting from the Intelligence Community,
specifically counterintelligence (CI) orgsinizations, threat
information necessary to support coherent, risk-based security
countermeasures, military operations, and industrial activity was
arguably ad hoc and sporadic

The Joint Security CoMBiission recognized this shortcoming and
reconnnended that the DCI's Counterintelligence Center serve as the
executive agent for "one-stop shopping' for CI and security
countermeasures threat analysis. The goal was to seek a nationallevel focal point for threat analysis that would be easily accessible
by government and industry to support broad security management
decisions.
Pursuant to Presidential Decision Directive/NSC-24 the
National Counterintelligence Center (KACIC) was established in 1994
to guide all national-level CI activities, including countering
foreign economic and industrial intelligence collection activities.
,

The CI office established within DIS in 1993 was created to sensitize
cleared companies under Defense security cognizance to the foreign
intelligence threat and to provide more effective and efficient
support to the CI community in discharging its long-standing personnel
For exairgple, DIS
security and industrial security responsibilities.
participates with the FBI on DECA briefings throughout the country
and, as a customer service, attenpts to augment security briefings
with tailored threat information that industry has sought for so many
years

The initial challenge for DIS was to become regarded by both the
intelligence and counterintelligence communities as a legitimate
consumer of threat information, especially as it relates to the
defense contractor establishment. Following that, DIS became
increasingly involved in serving as a purveyor of threat information
to defense contractors.
Nonetheless, there has been a persistent
belief on the part of mimy defense contractors that the threat
information being made available to them did not meet their needs to
compete effectively in the global marketplace.
This purported dearth of meaningful threat information may have
precipitated the wholly inappropriate preparation and distribution of
the counterintelligence country profiles at issue.
The proposition
that meaningful threat information, classified if appropriate, may not
be finding its way to appropriate industrial consumers is a matter
under current review.
Private industry remains the foreign collection
target in most cases of economic espionage.
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Prepared Statement of Senator William

S.

Cohen

and for holdMr. Chairman, I would like to commend you
ing it in an open forum. Economic espionage, despite its great and growing significance, is a matter that has received far too little attention, and much of the attention it has received has fostered misimpressions.
All too often, that attention has focused on the hypothetical question of whether
the United States should begin to conduct offensive action against foreign private
companies, which I would oppose, and has failed to appreciate the degree to which
foreign intelligence services conduct or support economic espionage against American companies a threat that is not hypothetical but very real and increasingly
for calling this hearing

—

damaging.

One of the reasons for the misunderstanding of this problem is that it has too
often been treated as the domain of the defense and intelligence communities. This
past week, the GAO issued a report on the threat to U.S. technology when foreign
companies acquire U.S. defense contractors. While that threat is real, it is in many
respects a comparatively minor issue because U.S. defense contractors are very
aware of the espionage threat and have well-established mechanisms for defending
against it. Save for large multinationals, however, non-defense companies in America are largely oblivious to the threat and undertake few if any precautions to protect themselves.
Over the last

few years I have tried to move the discussion of these matters out
of the closed-door settings of the Intelligence and Armed Services Committees and
into the public domain. It was 2 years ago next week, in fact, that the Senate adopted an amendment I offered to S. 4, the National Competitiveness Act, requiring the
President to submit an annual report on foreign industrial espionage modeled on
the State Department's annual report on terrorism, which has done a great deal to
increase media, and thus public, awareness of the terrorism threat. This was deliberately offered to the Competitiveness bill so that it would attract the attention of
the business media, rather than the defense-oriented press, and so that the Commerce Committee would have jurisdiction over it and become a forum for congressional oversight of this problem.
While this reporting requirement unfortunately had to be moved to the intelligence authorization bill after S. 4 stalled in conference, I am pleased that the first
annual report has resulted in more and better media coverage of the problem, which
should lead to enhanced industry awareness and precautions. At the same time, the
report relegated too much information to the classified appendix, not because release of the information would have put at risk sources and methods, but because
it would have caused diplomatic awkwardness. Perhaps after today's hearing, it will
be clear that if friends and allies are willing to play hardball by stealing from American companies, we should not be afraid to engage in the comparative softball sport
of public telling the truth about their actions.
This report, however, is but one means of assisting U.S. industry in defending itself In recent years, the State Department has worked to assist a select group of
large companies and the FBI has worked to expand the Bureau's DECA (Development of Espionage, Counterintelligence and Counterterrorism Awareness) program
to include nondefense companies. But 1 think it is an open question whether these
efforts have been as effective as they need to be, particularly in assisting small and
medium sized companies that often are the fount of much of our most advanced
technology. A related question is how to involve other agencies such as the Commerce Department that are in the business of assisting U.S. industry and which
have extensive contacts within the business community. These agencies' programs
of assistance to industry provide ready-made vehicles for informing industry of the
threat and means to protect against it.
Like the chairman and Senator Kohl, I have also been interested in improving law
enforcement tools to pursue, prosecute and punish those engaged in economic espionage. During the Bush Administration, I spent months trying to get executive
branch officials focused on what actions could be taken in this area and it was only
in the closing days of the administration that the Justice Department agreed that
legislation was needed to enable the Attorney General to counter economic espionage, particularly that conducted by foreign governments or by companies that are
owned or assisted by foreign governments.
To their credit. Director Freeh and other Administration officials have taken
greater initiative in addressing the problem, and the bills that Senators Specter,
Kohl and I each have introduced reflect a great deal of dialog with and among interested officials in the administration. The bills Senator Specter and 1 have introduced
regarding economic espionage conducted by or for the benefit of foreign governments
are very similar in objective and construction. Perhaps Director Freeh will be able
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comment on their differences, such as the issue of Ndcarious liability, the inclusion
of which I beUeve is favored by some Federal law enforcement officials to give them
greater prosecutorial flexibility and reach and to enhance the deterrent ef^ct of the
to

legislation.

Senator Kohl's bill addresses the issue more broadly, including private sector-onprivate sector espionage. As a result, his bill will be more controversial and require
more deliberation. I \'iew it as the second step in a sequential approach, with the
first step being legislation along the lines that Senator Specter and I have offered
and which I beUeve can be acted upon faiirly expeditiously while debate continues
on the broader legislation offered by Senator Kohl.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me again thank you for calling this hearing. As one
who has worked this issue for many years and who will be leaving the Senate at
the end of the current session, I commend you and Senator Kohl for taking an interest in this increasingly important problem and urge you to keep on pressing it in
future Congresses. In doing so, I hope you will tr>' to bring in our colleagues from
Commerce, Banking and other relevant committees because the solution to this
problem lies more in prevention than in prosecution.

Chairman Specter.

We

will

now turn

to

our second panel today,

which consists of two victims of economic espionage, Dr. Raymond
Damadian, president of Fonar Corporation, and Mr. Geoffrey Shaw,
former president of Ellery System, Inc., a Boulder, CO, software
company. We also have here today Mr. Michael Waguespack, the
Director of the National Counterintelligence Center, who will be
available to respond to questions.
Gentlemen, we very much appreciate your coming. We will take
just about a 2-minute break. I want to have a short conversation
with Director Freeh, and then we will begin your testimony.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Chairman Specter. Gentlemen, we ver>' much appreciate your
coming in. We understand the difficulties of private companies
coming forward with testimony of this sort, so we are very appreciative.

Mr. Damadian

is

the inventor of the magnetic resonance imager,

MRI, a unique cancer detection device, my material says. It does
more than detect cancer, I can testify to that personally, and I
thank you for the MRI. I have been the beneficiary of it. For his
success with the MRI, Dr. Damadian was awarded the National
Medal of Technology in 1988, the highest honor in technology. The
theft of his technology has been very troublesome.
turn to you at this point, Mr. Damadian.

We

We

would

like to

put you on a 5-minute timer, as we have the committee members.
So your full statement will be made a part of the record, and to
the extent you can summarize within or close to that time limit,
we would appreciate it, leaving the maximum amount of time for
questions and answers.

The

floor is your's.

[The prepared statement of Dr.

Damadian

follows:]
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Page 2

two years or vmtil non-competilive employment is achievei All entrances
all briefcases are searched when enq)loyees enter and leave
the building No employee may leave the building with technical documents that do not
possess a form signed by the president authorizing their transport. Video cameras are
trained on all high tech areas within the company The computers on which technical
work is performed all have their disk drives, printers and modems removed so that
salary for the

to

the building are guarded and

technical infonnauon cannot be transmitted or copied

Despite these precaurions, the following are but a few examples of what has
occurred.

1)

A gypsy service company hired Fonar

proprietary technology so that the gypsy

The

service of Fonar

MRI machines

service engineers to provide

company could

service

Fonar

them Fonar

MRI machines.

required the use of specially designed Fonar

diagnostic software and trade secret scheinatics to troubleshoot the conq)lex computer

boards of the MRI. Fonar learned that the service vendor was
propnetar>' schematics and software
in

Federal Court

to cease

and

desist

When
judicial order

Tn a civil proceeding,

m possession of Fonar

Fonar sought injunctive relief
ordering the accused

A temporary restraining order (TRO) was issued

from any use of Fonar's proprietary software and schematics

the service contracts did not return to Fonar,

was being ignored One Fonar

we became concerned

that the

user reported that their gypsy service

company was continuing to service their Fonar scanner and was doing so with tapes
marked Fonar Diagnostic SoflAvare. The user offered to reconnect the scanner modem

so

Fonar could monitor the gypsy company's loading of its copyrighted diagnostic
sofl^vare on the scanner while the scanner was being serviced. With its modem connected.

that

Fonar was able to monitor the service company from New York as it loaded Fonar's
diagnostic software on the Fonar MRI scanner in New Mexico In so doing. Fonar was
able to capture the print screens that proved the illegal use of Fonar's software in direa
violation of the judicial order restraining such use. Fonar sought a contempt of court
ruling from the judge, which was granted.
While no meaningfiil sanctions accompanied
violator's indifiFerence to a federal judge's order and

tlie

judge's contempt citation for the

uo criminal sanctions were appHed to

deter others from continuing to steal the many miDions of dollars of proprietary
technology that this loss represented, Fonar objected. (Fonar uhimately learned at trial
that the gypsy service company possessed an entire set of Fonar's drawings covering every

aspect of the machine, as well as multiple copies of every module of Fonar's copyrighted
diagnostic and operating software

AH were presumed

by the company to have been

obtained from one or more of the former Fonar service engineers hired by the gypsy

company.) The judge responded, "What do you expect

me to

do, put these people in
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Testimony of Raymoixi DamadiaiL, M.D.
President and Chainnon, Fonar Corporation
1

10 Marcus Drive, Metville,

NY

11747

Before the Senate Intelligence Committee

and Senate Judiciary Committee
Febniary 28, 1996

Deal Chairman,

By way of introduction,

We
we

Long

are a

and

ship

install

am the

patent holder of the

magazine
In

it I

in

also

President of Fonar Corporation and an inventor

300 and manu&ctures

first

MRI

fi'st

patent for the

with the U.S. Patent Office

filed

am the

in

scanning machine to the medical industry in 1978.

1972

I

first

publication

m

197 1, that reported the discovery of the signal that enabled the

proposed

a fidl

body

in

1

977

Fonar Corporation
the

in

MRI

Using

my

1978 and

Science

MRI machine

scanner. Other independent scientists, principally Paul

My students and I built the first

human being
commenced

MR scatming machine, wiuch patent was

authored the

Lauterbur and Peter Mansfield, followed with
technology.

MRI machines, which

worldwide

Fonar introduced the
I

I

Island conqiany that employs

fiirther

in^ortant contributions to the

first scan of a live
economic foundation, we formed
1980 introduced the first commercial scanner that

scanner and performed the

original patent for its

m

industry

The path has not always been

easy,

Mr. Chairman.

My patent was not enforced

of our proprietary technology
through industrial espionage, describes an industrial environment in today's America that
not supportive of manufacturing enterprises that are badly needed to prosper our nation,

and

that,

coupled with severe losses of most of the

rest

is

namely patent protection and fi-eedom fi'om espionage.
Perhaps a few exanqiles fi'om our company's

AH of our company's trade

own

experience

make

the point best

secrets are very carefully guarded. All schematics

engineering drawings are tightly controlled- Important documents are stamped
in

large red letters

log
is

is

and possess threatening messages of criminal prosecution

Top

and

Secret

if violated.

A

kept of all drawings and technical documents issued to employees. Each employee

required to personally sign for each drawing or document and to specify in writmg

when

it

is

to be returned.

He

is

required to sign his

name

in large letters across the entire

document he is issued Each employee signs a confidentiality agreement at
the time of employment in which he promises not to disclose any information for which he
does not have Mmnen authorization to do so fi'om the president of the coinpany. Each
technical employee signs an agreement as a condition of employment that he will not work
for a competitor for two years upon leaving the company. The company reciprocates that
in the event he cannot gain employment outside the field of MRI, the company will pay his
face of every
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From Fonar's

jail''"

$15,000

was that if the thefi had been someone's
would have been automatic.

point of view the irony

car, incarceration

was hired by Toshiba, a direct
was reminded that he had signed an
employment agreement in which he agreed not to work for a Fonar competitor for two
years so that the competitor could not use him to acquire trade secrets and technology
2) In another occurrence, a Fonar service engineer

manufacturing competitor.

When

the employee

precious to Fonar, he e^qjressed indifference to his commitment. Fonar had committed in
this

agreement that

pay

his salary until

if he could not find employment outside of the
he could do so for up to a period of two years.

MRI field,
He

Fonar would

took the Toshiba

employment without ftuther consuhation with Fonar. When Fonar pursued its remedy m
civil court, Fonar found that Toshiba had indemnified the employee from legal action and
had agreed to pay all legal costs to defend against any legal action Fonar might bring.
3) In another occurrence,
in

Mexico

to keep

that competitors

trade secrets.

its

Fonar

premises locked

at

in

protecting

technology, required a

its

could not see the insides of the scanner's magnet and learn

The user

at Fonar's

new user

aD times during the installatioo of the scanner so
vital

Fonar

MRI installation dutifiilly corr^iUed. The magnet that

Fonar was seeking to protect was a new iron frame design using permanent magnets that
was a first in the industry. Many years after this installation, I met a Siemens executive

who

when
con^any
and a direct competitor of Fonar. Overcome with curiosily as to how Fonar magnets were
creating their magnetic field, he requested to see the scanner during its installation and was
denied by the Mexican manager in charge. The Siemens executive told me that a few
nights later he overcame his difficulty and learned how our magnet was constructed. He
explamed to me that he invited the Mexican technician in charge of the installation out to
dinner and filled him with alcohoUc beverages. The technician than agreed to let him in to
see the installation. He gained entry to the high security Fonar scanner site the same night
and accomphshed a fiill inspection of the interior of the Fonar MRI magnet.
said he

had been

the Fonar scaimer

at

the Mejdcan installation installing Siemens X-ray equipment

was being

installed.

Siemens

is

a large

German

tmihi-national

4) In another instance, Fonar had a signed sales contract for $1,000,000 from a

Fonar MRI scanner, tlitachi
Fonar arguing that Fonar was a
company that could not maintain itself over the long haul They then proceeded to

customer

in

Brooklyn and a $25,000 down-payment for

persuaded the customer to breach
'rmnll

its

a

sales contract with

magnet that was a copy of Fonar's basic pertnanent magnet design in
of Fonar's basic magnet patents and broadly infringing them. When their
magnet was installed, they encoimtered an unexpected problem ~ the solution of which
sell

the customer a

direct violation

they had failed to acquire firom Fonar. Their magnet
track.

The passing

performance

common

was

installed next to a large train

trains generated magnetic fields that interfered with the scanner's

Fonar had developed sophisticated feedback technology to cope with

urban problem and the customer, had he proceeded with his Fonar

this

installation.
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would not have had to suffer from it. He did, however, have to suflfer with il for the better
part of a year and made his fiustration kaown in the medical community. During this
period, Fonar was receiving phone calls from a variety of outside sources seeking to find
out how Fonar had solved the problem of the passmg trains. Eventually the phone calls
ceased. Not long after, we learned that Hitachi had overcome the problem. One of our
engineers visited the Hitachi site in Brooklyn to see what Hitachi had done to solve the
problenL

He

found an exact copy of our apparatus.

Altogether the above situation does not portray a happy situation for the American

who must fend off gigantic foreign competitors engaged in a feeding frenzy
on America's internal markets without either patent enforcement or anti-espionage laws to
protect him The combined effects of these adverse circimistances can be seen on the
manufacturer

chart

I

have attached. In 1992 the

Japan of 5320.000,000

If my

US

MRI

suffered a medical equipment trade deficit with

patents had been enforced

it

would have been

of trade surplus instead of deficit. The kind of destructive espionage
tilted

the trade imbalance

in

medical equipment

I

a year

have described

fijrther against us.

MRI is an American invention with an

American patent Today IVfRI is a
Because Fonar's patent was not eitforced, of the eight
companies making MRI machines today, there are only two left that are American —
Fonar and GE. All the rest are foreign. They are Hitachi, Toshiba. Sbimadzu, Siemens.
Ptiilips and Picker.

The

multibillion dollar industry.

Our experience

as a

company has been

that civil remedies are

wholly inadequate

dealing with industrial espionage, particularly because of the severe mismatch

m

between the

personal economic resources of the larcenous employee and the enomrily of the financial

company sustains from his actions. Because of this mismatch, the company
made whole from the employee's financial resources by civil action,
if the employee has been indemnified by the company orchestrating the illegal

injury that the

has no hope of being
especially

acquisition.

The proposed

legislation for effective criminal sanctions against individual or

seek to profit from industrial espionage appears to be the only means by which
these noxious practices and the enormous economic destruction they bring upon the
entities that

American economy each year can be curbed.
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TESTIMONY OF RAYMOND DAMADIAN,

M.D.

Dr. Damadian. Mr. Chairman, by way of introduction, I am the
president of Fonar Corporation, a Long Island company that employs 300, and manufactures MRI machines. I hold the first patent
for the MR scanning machine, which was filed in 1972, and my students and I built the first scanner and performed the first scan in

1977.

The path has not always been easy, Mr. Chairman. My patent
was not enforced. That, coupled with severe losses of the rest of our
proprietary technology by industrial espionage has made it impossible for us to build a prospering manufacturing company. Our experience has taught us that America's current industrial environment is not supportive of new companies trying to bring new inventions to market. Patent enforcement and freedom from espionage
the fundamental ingredients of such ventures are all but non-ex-

—

istent.

A

few examples from our company's experience make the point
A gypsy service company servicing medical equipment hired
Fonar service engineers, thereby acquiring a full set of top secret
engineering drawings, and multiple copies of our copyrighted software. We obtained a temporary restraining order from a Federal
judge ordering this group not to use Fonar schematics or software
in the service of Fonar scanners. They ignored the judges order.
Through a modem connection, we secured hard proof of them loading our diagnostic software on our scanner in violation of the
judges order. The judge cited them for contempt of court.
When we complained there were no sanctions beyond the citation, the judge said, "What do you expect me to do, put them in
best.

jail?"

The irony

is, if it

had been someone's automobile instead of milwould have been auto-

lions of dollars of technology, incarceration

matic.
In another instance, Toshiba, a Japanese manufacturer of MRI
machines and a direct competitor of Fonar's, hired one of our service engineers. We reminded the employee that he had signed a noncompete at the time of employment in return for his training. He
ignored his commitment and joined Toshiba. When we brought an
action to enforce our contract, we learned that Toshiba had indemnified

him and was paying all his legal bills.
we learned how we lost valuable technology

In another case,

to

German company, Siemens. To

protect the technology of our
magnets, which was precious to our company, we required that all
of our magnet installations take place behind locked doors. A Siemens executive proudly told me that that precaution was easily
overcome. He reported that he took the technician out to dinner,
filled him with alcoholic beverages, and thereby secured an invitation to enter the room and inspect the scanner for as long as he

a

wished, which he did.
In another case, Hitachi reversed a sales contract on a scanner
which we had already received a down payment on. The Brooklyn
scanner site was next to a large train track, and Hitachi lacked the
technology to cope with trains. Our company began receiving phone
calls asking how Fonar coped with trains. We learned the customer
was angry that passing trains were destroying his images. After
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about a year, the phone calls stopped, and we learned the customers train problem was solved. One of our engineers visited the
site. He found an exact copy of our train compensating apparatus
installed on the Hitachi scanner.
All together, the conditions described do not portray a happy circumstance for the American manufacturer, who must fend off gigantic foreign corporations engaged in a feeding frenzy on American's multitrillion dollar domestic internal markets.
The combined effect of these adverse circumstances can be seen
in the chart I have brought with me. I think you can see it. In
1992 there is a highlighted region directly to the right, which
cites the trade balance with various foreign companies, and I particularly highlighted the trade imbalance with Japan. In 1992, the
United States suffered a medical equipment trade deficit with
Japan of $320 million. If my MRI patents had been enforced, this
would have been a trade surplus instead of a deficit. Destructive
espionage tilts the scales even more sharply against America.
The MRI is an American invention with an American patent.
Today, MRI is a multibillion dollar industry. Because Fonar's patent was not enforced, of the eight companies taking sales out of the
American market today, there are only two left that are Amer-

—

—

ican Fonar and GE. All the rest are foreign. They are: Hitachi,
Toshiba, Shimadzu, Siemens, Philips, and Picker.
Our experience as a company has been that civil remedies are
wholly inadequate in dealing with industrial espionage.
The proposed legislation for effective criminal sanctions appears
to be the only means by which these noxious practices and the
enormous economic destruction they bring upon America each year,
can be stopped.
Finally, Mr. Chairman, I wanted fervently, in the development of
the MRI, to use my invention to build a great new multibillion dollar manufacturing enterprise for America, the same way that Edison and Bell did. I have found that even though I have now labored
diligently for more than a quarter of a century, the tools for doing
what Edison, Bell, Eastman, and others did, no longer exist. Indeed, we have had the disheartening experience that no amount of
toil at creating new innovations could reverse the process. But that
by a combination of willful patent infringements and industrial espionage, our innovations were stripped from us as fast as we could
possibly create them.
Moreover, I believe you will not find my experience unique. Indeed, I sadly report I believe you will find it universal. I have sadly
concluded, Mr. Chairman, that unless America quickly restores to
its innovators the basic tools they need to build businesses, namely,
effective patent enforcement, and protection from espionage, America will soon cease to exist as a manufacturing nation.
The economic cratering and threat to our national security that
the loss of our manufacturing base to foreign nations will create,
will be dire enough. The social upheaval that can be expected to
follow in the wake of such a manufacturing demise, can be expected to jeopardize the very republic on which we stand.
I have come to Washington, not to regale Congress with this sad
message on the unfortunate outcome of MRI, but to persuade Congress and the American people of the urgency of the matter, and
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of the urgent need to restore the tools of patent enforcement and
protection from espionage our nations manufacturers must have to

compete.

Thank you.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Mr. Damadian; thank
you, indeed.

We now

turn to Mr. Geoffrey Shaw. His former company, EUery
speciaHzed in developing distributed computing technology, and following the theft of its unique software code, Ellery
Systems, as I understand it, was not successful at pursuing existing Federal remedies.
Mr. Shaw, we welcome you here, and the floor is your's. Your full
statement will be made a part of the record, and to the extent you
can limit your opening testimony, we would appreciate it.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shaw follows:]

Systems,

Inc.,
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TESTIMONY OF GEOFFREY SHAW
Mr. Shaw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, madam.

My name is Geoffrey Shaw, and I am a senior partner of Global
Commerce Link, a successful Internet business software and development operations company in Boulder, CO.
In 1994, I was the CEO of Ellery Systems, Inc., that specialized
in an area of computing communications technology called distributed computing. Hopes of our commercial success and years of hard
work by some 25 employees were dashed 2 years ago, almost to the
day, in February 1994, by what a subsequent investigation by the
FBI indicated was a carefully planned but poorly executed industrial espionage operation, in which both hard copies and electronic
copies of Ellery's source code was stolen by an employee of Ellery
Systems, in collusion with other individuals, including foreign government officials and high level company officials of a State-owned
company of a foreign government.
The facts of the case seemed very clear. The defendants admitted
taking Ellery's source code. They admitted meeting with the government and company officials of a foreign company, or a foreign
country in this case, the People's Republic of China. They admitted that the meeting was held specifically to set up a deal with
which the defendants would receive 550,000 U.S. dollars, ostensibly
to set up a company of their own to use the technology that they
had taken from Ellery to produce applications and other products.
They further admitted entering into an agreement to provide this
technology and the products and applications that they and others
developed with it, to the Chinese company that was ostensibly
funding the operation.
We suspected that this might be a case of economic espionage,
because we knew that our employee had just returned from a trip
from China. We had been thoroughly briefed by the FBI over the
years about these types of incidents. Within days of returning, our
employee tendered his resignation. The very next day, our code was
transferred to another company in the United States, known to
have ties to China.
Given this state of affairs, we believed and we still believe that
we had an obligation to inform the Federal authorities. Had we
known then what an enormous disadvantage we were actually at,
we may have thought twice about bringing the case to the authori-

—

ties attention.

While the facts I have presented here were verified and other
evidence was uncovered by the FBI that would seem to indicate
that this was not merely a case of theft motivated by greed, we
were informed by the U.S. Attorney that no Federal statute existed
with which to charge the perpetrators beyond the barely applicable

Wire Fraud Statute.

We

almost gave up the whole thing. We considered that seriBut when we heard that among the evidence recovered by
the FBI was a letter to the chairman of the company in China in
which one of the defendants stated that the common practices of
the Americans should be used to defeat them in their own competition. At that point we were determined to see the case through regardless of what the effect might be on Ellery Systems.
ously.
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You see, ladies and gentlemen, at that point we realized that it
was not just Ellery's future that was at stake. In fact, it became
clear to us that Ellery's fate was no longer really important compared to what was at stake. That statement represents a direct attack on an American way of life, a way of life that enables and encourages individuals and small groups of individuals to band together, invest whatever they have, including their own sweat, their
dreams, their talents, their capabilities and their hopes, to create
the very new horizons that
to be created from our technology and other innovative companies.
I ask you to remember, ladies and gentlemen, that this country
was founded and grown by men and women who believed that they
had the right and the ability to do just that, and that many of our
great companies, to include Apple, Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard,
Sprint, MCI, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, the Colorado Rockies, to
name just a very few, are products of that tradition and that way

new industries, new technologies, and
we in this country have come to expect

of

life.

Ellery's fate is history.

But we count our

blessings.

We

found

that the FBI and the U.S. Attorney's office are both extraordinarily
capable and professional in the manner and the rigor with which
they can pursue these types of cases. We found that the support
and encouragement we received from the community, from industry and from our elected representatives was unwavering and dependable. We found that our system worked, even if we didn't particularly like the result. And finally, we found that we could go on
and succeed by virtue of our own continuing hard work and our beliefs in ourselves and in each other.
Today, many of Ellery's employees are employees of Global Commerce Link. Those employees and their vision, creativity, innovation and sheer courage reflect very well on all of us. The American
dream that was under attack by those chilling words is alive and
well in Boulder, CO, and in thousands of other communities populated with creative, innovative, and courageous companies across
the United States.
Keeping it alive and well is something that we all have a stake
in.

Thank you.
Chairman Specter. Thank you very much, Mr. Shaw.

It is

very

distressing to hear your testimony.
We are going to be keeping the record open for an additional 48
hours, because we have been asked to do so by Kodak, IBM, Lockheed-Martin, and Hughes Corporation, all having indicated their
desire to submit statements in support of this kind of legislation.
I am hopeful that the public airing of this subject today will bring
forward many more people with the kind of courage you display,
willing to come forward to testify.
One initial question which comes to my mind is whether the provisions of GATT on the protections of patents would be of any significant help to you. Mr. Damadian, what do you think?
Dr. Damadian. No. As a matter of fact, I think to the contrary;
I think they were harmful to us because they changed the lifetime
of the innovators patent from 17 years from the date of issue to 20
years from the date of filing, leaving the entire burden of the ex-
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haustion of that time span on the burden of the patentee and whatever delays he encounters in the Patent Office. They c&n sometimes
be as long as 15, 20 years before a patent issues. Gordon Gould's
patents, for example, that were fundamental patents on the laser,
one took him 18 years to get through the Patent Office well, I
don't think I need to go on with it, but I felt that the patent provisions in GATT were decidedly harmful to the United States.
Chairman SPECTER. Your point is well taken with respect to
when you start to date the time running. But how about the aspect
of obligating other countries to respect the patents. Do you think
there is a significant likelihood that that will happen?
Dr. Damadian. No.
Chairman SPECTER. You like a criminal sanction better?

—

Damadian. Well, you know
Chairman Specter. I think you should.
Dr. Damadian. I think that our experience has taught us that
Dr.

—

there's another element in this that I didn't say in my testimony,
but one of the problems that you deal with when the only remedy
is

a

civil

remedy,

is

that there

is

a fundamental economic mis-

of the crime and the magnitude of
the theft. When you are dealing with tens of millions of dollars of
intellectual property being stolen and you have an individual employee involved in the larceny who is earning $20,000, he can easily be induced or seduced by $5,000 to transfer that property. Your
remedy against him in terms of economic restoration is non-exist-

match between the perpetrator

ent.

Chairman Specter. Especially where the new employer indemhim as you articulate in your
Dr. Damadian. So much the worse.

nifies

And

I

think the

Chairman Specter. Let me ask you one final question, because
I want to take a minute or two with Mr. Shaw.
You show Japan has a deficit
Dr. Damadian. That's an American deficit.
Chairman Specter. We have a deficit of $320 million, and you
say that had your situation been different, that would have been
a surplus of $320 million.
Dr. Damadian. Or more. What I mean by that
Chairman Specter. Explain how you come to $640 million. I
know the MRI is a great instrument, but how do you quantify that?
Dr. Damadian. No. What I am saying is that the patent, the
original patent for the MRI is entirely an American invention. If
our patent had been properly enforced, to which we would have
been given protection from other corporations from making the
same instrument, we would America would have had the entire
fruits of multibillions of dollars of this industry annually, and
that those revenues would have grossly offset that trade deficit
with MRI alone. It is annually, worldwide, it's a $6 billion a year
industry. Domestically it's approximately $2 or $3 billion a year,
and all I am saying is that in the enforcement of my patent, America had the opportunity to capture the whole ball of wax, and lost

—

—

it.

Chairman SPECTER. A $6 billion a year industry?
Damadian. Oh, absolutely.

Dr.
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Chairman Specter. Mr. Shaw, What has happened to your company? You have gone forward with another company. Are you able
to utiUze at least to some extent the fruits of your labors there?
Mr. Shaw. No, sir. We are able to use some of the experience
that we gained, and we use related software technologies that we
also were responsible for inventing. But Ellery Systems is no longer
with us.
Chairman Specter. Well, I am sorry to hear what your experiences have been, and the criminal law is the best weapon we have
short of waging war on some other country. If an employee comes
back, having been away, and now having breached a non-competitive agreement and suddenly the information turns up in the hands
of a foreign company, a criminal prosecution is minimal there. And
what we will have to explore later is what our extradition treaties
are beyond the employee as to what we can do by way of getting
jurisdiction over the perpetrators in the other country, to really go
after the big time guys.
Dr. Damadian. Well, Mr. Chairman, if I may suggest, there is

another very potent weapon which I think your bill addresses, but
not to be underestimated, and that is the access to the largess of
our gigantic internal market is a prized plum by most of these perpetrators, and denial of access to that marketplace for the perpetrators of governments, which is what you raised earlier, I think
would be very effective deterrence, because many of these multinational companies manufacture a very large line of products,
which they would whose gross revenues greatly exceed an individual product where they may be perpetrating this espionage, and
would not like to lose the entire access to this massive internal
market as a consequence.
Chairman Specter. Well, my red light is on, so I will conclude
simply by noting that imposing a sanction against a foreign company from importing is something we can do perhaps a lot easier
than we can get extradition on the president of a foreign corpora-

—

tion.

Senator Kohl.
Senator Kohl. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a follow-up, I would like to ask both of you gentlemen why
you think, or do you think that this piece of legislation that we are
considering here will make a big difference, or a small difference,
or really improve upon the problem that we have, or are we just
touching the surface in a way that is not going to be very effective.
Mr. Shaw, what do you think?
Mr. Shaw. Senator, if your legislation was law 2 years ago, the
outcome of the case that affected Ellery Systems would have been
entirely different. Indeed, I doubt very seriously if the crime would
have been committed in the first place. Given the inevitability of
the kind of thing that happened to Ellery Systems, that is continuing to happen to companies across this country, in the full spectrum of technology industries that we are all engaged in, this type
of legislation will provide a punitive deterrent, both to the employees of companies who may be involved, and it would certainly make
it much more difficult for foreign governments or agents of foreign
governments to seduce or otherwise recruit these types of
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Senator Kohl. Will you tell us v/hy you think the existence of
law would have perhaps prevented the theft that occurred with
you?
Mr. Shaw. It came to our attention over a course of 18 months,
while we pursued this case just how widely spread this activity
was. Even though we were aware of this kind of thing going on,
the FBI had made sure in prior years, because of the nature of
some of the other work that we did, continue to do, that this type
of activity is widely spread.
But from talking to a number of other industry leaders and I
sit on the board of the National Information Infrastructure Test
Bed Consortium and a number of other industry boards and consortia, it became clear that one of the problems that industry acknowledges is that there is no crime for stealing intellectual property
from a technology company. Therefore, given that the employee or
another agent recognizes that there is no crime, there will be no
time spent behind this action, that, coupled with substantial finana half a million dollars in cash is a lot of money,
cial inducements
Senator, for a for this technology. Knowing that you are not going
to do any time behind any crime and you're going to pick up a half
a million dollars for a few moments work, that's a lot of inducement for a crime.
Senator KoHL. Mr. Damadian.
this

—

—

Dr.

—

Damadian. Yes.

think the other thing to keep in perspective is that I would estimate that the vast majority of this technological critical technological information is transferred for far less than a half million
dollar inducements. Much more if you knew the gross amount, I
wouldn't be surprised if many of the inducements were on the
order of a few thousand dollars.
And if I were to guess, I would say that your bill, as it is crafted,
would deter 80 to 90 percent of those considering such pilferages,
especially when you put it together with the prospect of them having to face some inquiries from the FBI.
Senator KoHL. Well, that's very good to hear.
Mr. Shaw, can you estimate the value of the information that
was stolen from you?
Mr. Shaw. Yes, sir.
In terms of actual billing records, time that was put in over a
period of 2 years prior to the theft, there was in excess of a million
dollars of employee time billed. There was considerably more time
spent in a number of years, 7 or 8 years prior to those records that
I mentioned having been spent. I don't think it is possible to estimate the value of the time spent from 5 p.m. to 5 a.m. when as
many as 10 or 15 of those employees would still be there, working
on that technology, because it was their's.
Senator KoHL. OK. Mr. Damadian, how much do you spend on
security measures to prevent economic theft?
Dr. Damadian. We have a fairly elaborate program. All of our
PC's that are involved in R&D have their disk drives removed,
modems disconnected, all of the schematics no schematic can be
issued without my personal signature. All of the schematics have
the employee sign across the face of the schematic in large magic
marker, his name, personally. We have video cameras that are
I

—

—

—
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trained on all secure areas to monitor those areas continually. But
in an information age, where somebody can put a CD-ROM in his
pocket, or go to a computer we've overlooked and modem the information across the Internet internationally, I don't know how to
control

it.

Senator Kohl. OK.
What were your security measures, Mr. Shaw?
Mr. Shaw. We have Ellery Systems had a global or globe spanning network of high end computers, networked computers. As a
consequence, we had some fairly sophisticated logging procedures
in place, automated software systems in place that would be
would notify us when certain files, certain file types were being
transferred and where they were being transferred. Because of the
very nature of our work, where we are transferring gigabytes of information hourly around the world, it took, in this case, as many
as 3 or 4 days for those logs to be examined by one of the security
technicians at the company to notice the crime. These are very expensive, but they are not infallible measures.
Senator Kohl. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman SPECTER. Thank you very much. Senator Kohl.
I would like to acknowledge the presence today of the Director
of the National Counterintelligence Center, Mr. Michael Wagues-

—

pack.

Can you

step forward, sir.
just ask one question as to your being tasked with the
job of issuing the annual report on foreign industrial espionage targeted against U.S. industry. How extensive is this problem in your

Let

me

view?

TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL WAGUESPACK
Mr. WAGUESPACK. Well, Senator, as I think the first annual report, which we submitted to you through the President, certainly
is indicative that there is a substantial threat. As Director Freeh
earlier today, certainly there are indications that that
threat is increasing. I think as he articulated, the number of cases
that the FBI has initiated over the course of the last year would
indicate that there is an increasing threat. More and more companies are willing to come forward with the information. So we are
learning more and more about it, and certainly the more we learn
about it, the more we understand that this is a serious threat and
a growing threat.
Chairman SPECTER. Well, we thank you for the report, and we
thank you, Mr. Damadian and Mr. Shaw, for coming in today. I
think this hearing is going to give considerable impetus to have
other companies come forward to specify the kinds of losses which
they have had, which are just extraordinary. It is past time that
action be taken with Federal legislation to combat the issue. I
think you were right, Mr. Damadian, if you start talking to importers about limiting the U.S. market, this is the jewel, and nobody
likes to talk to the FBI, except perhaps at one of these hearings.
Thank you all very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the hearing was concluded.!
testified
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